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without it, is not this also because it is our
interest to do so? And do not these facts
and figures equally
prove, that this arrangement Is also for the benefit of Canada? And
if the system is thus beneficial to loth parties,
is it not folly to almlisli it, because |>ossibly
one side or the other may have the I test bargain ? Is it not better to reconsider the arrangement, equalize what may be unequal,
rather than to find fault with each other for
nearly three years, and then annul the arrangement for the purpose of starting a new
Yours truly,
one?
Cvkil Peaul.
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Reciprocity and National Defeases
To the Editors of the Press :

In a previous article 1 gave the resolution
by the Maine legislature of last year against
the Reciprocity treaty, as also a passage from
Got. Coburn's message on the subject, with a
paragraph from the Congressional report of
the Committee on Commerce, submitted by
Mr. Ward. As that report briugs grave charges against the legislature of Canada, and the
action of her Finance Minister, the reasonable
course would be to see what they may have
to say in defense.
We should not condemn
the accused, nor array ourselves against the
treaty, without a fair hearing of the oilier
aide; especially when the other side has taken
reasonable pains to be heard.
Canada has spoken, through her Finance
Minister, in reply to the Congressioual report
of Mr. Ward, and responded fully to ail the
charges of unfairness and unfriendly legislation. The subject was deemed of so much
Importance in Canada, that the Governor and
Council referred that Congressioual report to
the Hon. A. T. Galt, then Minister of Finance.
His report is very full and specific in relation
to the whole question. I have before me a
pamphlet of 06 pages, containing,
1. The minutes of the Executive Council refer ringthe subject to the Finance Minister.
3. The report of the Finance Minister.
3. T* text of the
Reciprocity treaty.
A A dispatch of Lord Lyons to Lord Monk,
the Governor Genera], conveying copies of the
Congressional report and of the memorial of the
Chamber of Commerce against abolishing recip-

rocity.
A

The memorial of the

said

Chamber of

Commeroe.
A. Thesakl Congressional
report of Mr. Ward,
which was read and ordered to he printed, and
recommitted to the Committee on Commerce,
Feb. 5, 1862.
This pamphlet therefore contains both sides
of the question—the complaints urged against
the treaty and the manner of observing it by
the Provincial government, and their official

reply to the same. The whole question is thus
presented in a very compact and accessible
form. Let Maine fairly understand both sides.

It would be an easy matter to obtaiu from the
Provincial Secretary, at Quebec, copies for the
use of a Committee.
The limited compass of the articles I propose can only cover the question in part.
It may be said in the beginning, that while
the Huauce Minister deuius numerous allegations of the report, and dissents from its
reasonings and conclusions on various |>oints,
be discusses the question with a courtesy and
fairness deserving sincere respect. The statement copied from that report in my last, and
given in substance in the message of Governor Coburn, Mr. Galt declares is, as applied to
himself, or the Government of Canada, wholly
unjustifiable. He says:
To allege that the policy of the Government
has been avowedly to damage our neighbors, is
an imputation which aearoely was to have been
expected from the representatives of e nation
whose commercial policy is itself bo exclusively
national and restrictive. It will, however, be
hereafter shown that the policy of Canada, both
as regards the
imposition of duties and also in
the abolition of toils, is in marked contrast witli
that of the United States, and of New York, ou
the side of liberality; and that if complaint can
justly be made of the infractions of the spirit,
and it may be added, letter of the Treaty, tf rests
trith Canada to be the complainant. The mutual advantages derived from the operation of the
Treaty are, however, so evident, that Canada
has never sought to disturb it; and the Committee of Commerce appear also to have fully appreciated its benefits to the United States, and
to desire not its abrogation, but its extension, a
desire which ie fully reciprocated by Canada. It
may, however, clearly be shown that, according
to the accepted principles of political economy,
the very results which are indicated by the trade
returns, are a proqf of gains to the United
States, equal at least with Canada.
The first point worthy of notice is that, under the Reciprocity treaty, the trade between
Canada and the United States has greatly increased. The exports from the United Stales
to Canada in 1851 were $8,305,764; in 1852,
$8,477,603; giving for the two years a sum
total of $16,843,457. The imports from Canada to the United States in 1851 were $4,071,544; and in 1852. $6,284,520; In all for the
two years, $10,156,064.
In those two years,
before reciprocity, the Canadas purchased of
ns $0,487,392 in value more than we purchased
of them, leaving a balance of exchange in our
favor of that amount.
After the Reciprocity treaty was adopted,
Canada purchased of the United States in
1855, $20,828,676; in 1868, $22,704,508; in the
two years $43,533,184. The same, years the
United States bought of Canada, iu 1855, $16,737.278, and In 1856, $17,979,752; in all, $14.717,028. These two years leave a balance ot
exchange in our favor of $8,816,156.
In 1857, owing to the general financial prostration of the country, trade with Canada fell
off, *o that they purcliased of us but $15,635,665, and we purchased of them but $11,930,094, leaving a balance in our favor <>r $3,705,471. But in 1861 business had so far revived,
that Canada purchased from the United States
the value of $21,069,388, while we purchased
of Canada but $14,386,427, leaving a balance of
exchange in our favor of $6,672,961 lor the
year 1861. It also appears that, without the
reciprocity treaty in 1851, our whole trade
with Canada waa $12,437,308; while under
reciprocity in 1856 It was $40,684,260. Then,
after falling off to $27,565,669 in 1858, because
of the financial depression, it came up again
in 1860 to $35,700,997.
What then is the logic of these facts and figures ?
Is it not that, if we sell to Canada
nearly three times as much under the Reciprocity treaty as we did before, it is because it
is for our interest to do so? If we buy of
Canada now fifteen or eighteen millions a
year
under Reciprocity, against four or six millions

CASH CAPITAL, %g,372,f>45 74, INVESTED.

Notice of ('OHHnlwtionen of Insolvency

|

Company divides its net earnings to the life
policy holders, (not in scrip a# somo companies

THIS

do.jilt cash, every five

TO CREDITORS OF THE ESTATE OF JONATHAN MOORE.

Amount of Cash Dividend paid
in 1868 to Life Members was

the undersigned, having bean appointed to
receive and examine the claim* of the creditors of the estate of Jonathan Moore, late of Tortland, deceased, whose estate lias been represented
insolvent, give notice that six months from the 20th
day of January current, have been allowed to said
creditors to exhibit and prove their claims, and that
we will attend to the duty assigned us at the office of
Fessenden Ic Butler iu said Tortland, on the last Satof the present month, and of the five next succeeding months, at 2jo'clock in the aftornoou.
Dated this2Uth dav < f January A. D. 18*13.

WE,

$15,000.
FREE POLICIES.
Premiums may bo
after.

time.
“My object is to call attention to the fact that a
policy of Life Insurance is the cheapest and safest
mode of making a provision for oue’s familv.”—Benjamin Franklin.
The undersigned will wait upon persons desiring
to effect Life Insurance, at his office, or at their owu
place of busiuess, and assist them in making application#.
Reference* in Portland mav be made to the following parties: Messrs. II. J. Libby A Co.. Steele k
Hayes. E/ra Carter. Jr., Messrs. Howard k Strout.
Geo. W. VVoodmau.Eiq., Messrs. Johu Lynch k Co.,

BLEACHED FLAX DICK, WITH HUE STRIPES.
(A substitute for Cotton.)

IMIIACHID CAM AS, WITH EID STRIP!,
various

descriptions.

ALL FROM A O Nos. 1 TO 6.

ROPE

JOHN W.

CORDAGE, AC.,

For tale

LE MESURIER & CHAMPION,

ATLANTIC

St. Peter Street,QUEBEC.
fr^Samplosou baud, and orders taken by
J. T. PATTEN k CO.,

Mutual Insurance

HEW YORK AHD VIRGINIA

Ineurance against Marine and In*
land Navigation IiinkH.

OYSTERS.
Cooked Ju the best

manner,

at the

Asset**,

over Seven Million Do 11 arm
VIZ:—
United Stab* and State of New York
Stock. City, Bank aud other Slocks. #2.626.960 58
Loans secured by Stocks.audotherwise. 1.44 * 220 47
Real Estate aud Hoads aud Mortgage*.
233,760 UO
Dividends ou Stocks, Interest on Honda
and Mortgage*and other Loan*.sundry
Nob**, re-in sura 11 as and other claims
due the Company, estimated at
122.388 53
Premium Notes aud Bills Receivable,
2.464.062 86
Cash in Hank,
237.402 20

RESTAURANT.

Meals at all hoars, cooked to order.
ENGLISH ALE ON DRAUGHT
G. D. MILLER,

Proprietor,

U. S. Hotel, No. 117 Federal Street. I'ortland

Rear

dec23 3m

NOTICE.”

#7.130.794 64
H^Thf whole Profits of the Company revert tfl
the AaaruKb. ami are divided annually, upon the
Pre.i.ium* terminated during the year, and for which
Certffleatesare issued, hkahixo in ri&kkst, until re-

Internal Revenue Stamp*.
FULL supply of all kiuds of Stamps for sale at
mv offlce. No. 92 Commercial street; and the
public will be exported to use them on and after this

A

date. (January 1. 1*63.)

Wheu sold in sura- less than
required in Postal < urrency.

deemed

Dividend Jun. 27th, isftl. 40 per ft.

do/lar, payment

one

The Profits of the Company. a*certained
from the 1st of July, 1S|2.' to the 1st of
January, 18d2. for which Certificates
were issued, amount to
Additional from 1st January, 1862, to 1st

OrrtCK Hours-9 to 12} A. M.; 2 to 4) P. M.
NATIILJ MILLKK, Collector
1st District State of Maiue.
Jan 12 dtf

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.
Bounty Money, Bulk Pay,

SIOO

And

Penaiona.

undersigned
prepared
United State* Government. flOO Bounty Money,
THE
Back
for heirs of
is

Officers

or

Soldiers

in the U. 8. service.

Invalid

dying

Pensions,

Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded or
disabled
sickne*» contracted while in the service
of the United States, in the line of duty.

by

Pensions
Procured for widows or childreu of officers and Soldier* who have died, while in the service of the United States.
Prise Money. Pensious, Bounty aud Back Pay collected for Seameu and their heirs.
Few*. lor each Pension obtained. Five Dollar*.
All Claims against the Government will receive
prompt attention.
Post Office address

SETH K. REEDY

j

AugnMtt, Re.

(Office No. 9 State Hou»e.)

January, 1863,

1,740,000

Total

for

profits
90) years.
The Certificates previous to 1861, have
been redeemed by cash,

#14.493.730
10,278,500

TRUST E E 8.
John D. Jones,
A. P Pillot,
Jos. (iaillard. Jr.,
Charles Denni*. Leroy M. Wiley, J. Hear Hurgy.
W. H. H Moore, Dan’ls. Miller, ( oriieliufGriunell,
Thos. Tilestou,
8. T. Nicoll,
C. A. Hand,
Josli'a J.Henry,Watts Sherman,
Heury Coit,
W.C. Pickersgill, Geo i».Hobson, E. E. Morgan,
Lewis Curtis,
David Lane,
B. J. Howland,
Chas. H. Russell, Jame* Bryce.
Benj- Babcock,
Lowell Holbrook, Win..Sturgis,Jr., Fletcher West ray,
P. A. Hargous.
II. k Bogert,
R B Mitturn.Jr.,
A. A. Low,
G. W. Burnham,
Meyer Gan*.
Koval Ph< Ips,
Wm. E. Dodge, Fred. Chauncey,
Caleb Barstow. Dennis Perkins, James Low.
JOHN D. JONES. President.
CII ARLES DENNIS, Vice President.
W H. U. MOORE, 2d Vice Pres t.

OF* Applications forwarded aud OPES POLICIES
procured bv

JOH\ W. tltVCER,
No. 166 Fore St., head of Long Wharf,
Portland, Maine*

Joseph B. Hall,
Sec'v of State,
Hon. Nathan Dane,

thuxT i?

Hon.

State Treasurer.

IX

#12,753.730

feb9 lmed llmeodft w6t34

REVERENCES

M. Morrill,
U. S. Senate,
Hon. James t». Blaine,
*ep20d& wl4tf
Hon. Lot

H

|

to obtain from the

Pay. Ac.,

Gempany,

51 W'all St.,(cor. of William) New York,
January 27th, 1863.

Front Street. Bath.

AI.BIOX

MUNGER, Agent,

No. 166 Fore Street, bend of Long Wharf,
decis
Portland: me.
eodiy

by

Oct. 11—6m

on

Hezekiah Packard, Eat*.

ALSO ON BARD

BOLT

paid in ten years—no forfeiture

WILLARD PHILLIPS, President.
STKVK&S, Secretary.
Policies are issued on the life, or for a term of years,
or on certain contingencies.
Creditors may Insure
their debtor#

Y,

IX A

now

Hariue, Fire & Life Insurance

Agency.

Liverpool and London Fire and

Life In-

surance

Co.

CAPITAL ANI> SURPLUS OVER *10,000,000.

LorillardFire Insurance Co., of the City
of New York. No. 104 Broadway.
CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *000,000.
1'roflt* annually divided. 76 per ceut. to the dealers.

attention of Music Dealers and Bookseller
is called to a new National Song, “FAIR CO*
LUMBIA." by Kloknk Hat* iikliuk
Any one
enclosing 20 cents in l'ostal i urreucy to W. Caine or
H. 1‘ackard. l'ortland, Me., will have a copy sent to
him by mail, postage paid. Liberal uiscount to the
trade.
jan27 eodcowdAwSS

Charter Oak Fire and Marine In*. Co.,
Of Hartford, Ct.
CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS 8360.000.

Phenix Fire Insurance Co..

Portland Commercial College.

Brooklyn, New York
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 8»*).000.
Of

Hampden

I860 in the Hanson Block, No. 161 Midrooms have roceutly been made
uew,
neatly, and are the niost pleasaut
In the city. One separate room for Ladies. 1 present my thauks tor the exteusive patronage, and
promise as in the past, no pain* shall be spared in the
future. I have removed from No. 164 to 161 Middle
street. The
ha- had 20 years' experience.
Diplomas will be given to those Ladies ana Geutlemen who pass through thorough courses for Accouutauts. Terms will be reasonable
My lustitution is a branch of the Hon. Bartlett’s Commercial
College, Cincinnati, Ohio, the first aud oldest iu ttie
United states. My teaching aud plan* are modern,
and the most improved and approved, as the Jlrst
clast basin.-m m»u have aud will testify’,
dle street. The
LOCATED
and furnished

j
!

!
I

j

i
i

Of
complicated

Keeping,

Conway

KMCLISD, FRENCH AND AMERICAN PERFllERY,
AND FANCY

Done to order
leDo—dim

neatly, promptly,
3MJ

ami at low price..
SAMUEL BELL,
Congress, near Green street.

SURPLUS OVER 8200.000.

CAPITAL AND

Bangor, Me.
Cash Capital, paid in and invented According to law,
8100.000.

Commercial Mntnal Marine Ins. Co.
New York.

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,
AND

KEROSENE OIL,

j

LARD OIL,

usually kept

iu

a

Drug

CASH CAPITAL AMD SURPLUS 8960,000.

JEtna Life Insurance

DYE-STUFFS,

And all other articles
Paint establish men t.

Boots, Shoes, and Rubbers, for men, women.
boys, misses, and children, constantly’ on hand
and for sale at the lowest prices at ray New Store, '•
363 Congress street. (T. 8. Files’ old stand.)
My 1
old patrons and purchaser* generally are invited to
call aud see what bargains 1 can give.
AND

Company,

Of

All Style* and Qualities

REPAIRING
!HANtJFACTCRINfi,

Fire Insurance

Union Fire Insurance Company,

GOODS.

APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE. FOREIGN
LEECHES. SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS. BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, fe.

Lhilip

OF

sts.,

Or Boston, Mam.
Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 8200.000.
GENUINE MEDICINES,
Piscataqua Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,
Of South Berwick

Or Practically taught, as followsBook-Keeping,
Navigation, Commercial Law, Native, Business aud
Oruameutal Writing, Commercial Arithmetic, Correspondence, Cara Marking, Ac. Teaching from
priuted writing copies aud text books are avoided.
Each Student receive* separate instruction. Intricate Accounts adjusted. Certaiu evenings will be
devoted to Late Lecture*, If expedient.

Mr. B. would reter to a recommendation from
; his Stud«nt* of this city w ho are acting as business
; men, accountants, Ac containing above four hunI dred signatures, a part of which ma> be seen in priut
in the hall at the entrance to his Rcoins, a few of
which are as follows:
We have been taught by actual experience, that
instruction pursued by Mr R \
MM method
Brown, of this city, iu teaching the art of Writing,
aud the
series of Book
him
been eminently successful, and we take pleasure in
publicly acknowledging our indebtedness to him for
whatever skill and facility in adjusting accounts wo
may now possess
Henry Brown, Jas. Olcutt Brown, Stephen
11. Cummings. W. W. Thomas, Jr., Samuel Chadwick. Augustus Cummings, Jasou Berry, John S.
Russell. Fred. A. Frince, John II
llall, Georg* K.
Thompson. John B. Coyle.Jr., Fred. 11. Small, John
M. Stevens, and 200 others.
tlTThe services of a Sea Captain is secured to
teach Navigation, who has had 40 years experience
as a practitioner.
feb8 d A w3iii38

Mam.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 8200,000.

-DBALEU IN-

Criucipal

1

Fire Insurance Co.,

Of Sfrinofield.

juxrTiox or rnr.K asp middle

and

______

CAPITAL

PROCTER,

AGENT

Liverpool,

OFFICE

On Lime Street.

U. S. INTERNAL REVENUE

STAMPS,
FOR A A LB AT THE

PENSION AGENCY OFFICE,
In

Merchant*' Bank Building, Exchange St.

jau22

dtl

Portland.
FOR THE

N. York &
—

Philadelphia

Bay

AND THE—

State Line of Steamers,

VIA FALL RIVER TO NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, RALTIMOKE AND WASHINGTON.

Monday.

proposals

Proposals

10, and 8 Inch
Cannon.

for 13,

Orrics, War Dkpartmert, I
Wa»HIROTOR. January 27th, 18»3.
J
wifi be received at this office until 5 p.m.,
on the 27th of February, I8d3. for
furnishing 18. 10
aud 8 inch cast iron cannon, to be made in conformity with drawing* to be supplied by the Ordnance
Department, and with the following specifications:
One 10 inch trial guu is to tie made of warm or cold
blast charcoal irou, to be cast hollow aud cooled from
the iuterior, aud to have a
tenacity or metal of uot
lea* thau 30.uu0 pounds per square inch, to be determined by testing specimens takeu from the sinking
head of the gun. aud from a cylinder cast from the
same heat, and from metal of the same quaiitv as that
from which the gun is cast. This cylinder is to be
cast ou end, iu dry sand moulds.aud’is to be 72inches
high, with mu elliptical base of 24 inches greater and
10 inches lesser axis. The specimens are to be cat
from the gun head, a d a slab.
inches thick, from
the cylinder by planes parallel to. and equi-distant
from the axis bl the cylinder, aud the lesser axis of
the base.
The Ordnance Department will test the specimens,
furnish the ammunition, and prove the t ial guu,
which must tie ready for trial as soon as possible, aud
uot later thau three months from the date of the contract. So contract will be given, nor w ill the trial
guu be paid for, unless it shall endure a proof of 1000
rouuds, with service charges of powder, of which 9*’
rounds will tie with solid shot, aud 8U0 rouuds with
sliells. The testing is to be done tree of charge to the
contractor, but he will be required to furuisb
proper
facilities for testing, such as convenient ground, storage lor ammunition, a butt in which the projectiles
will be embedded aud saved.aud the requisite three
for handling aud firing the guu#. All the cannon are
to be made of the same quality of iron as that of the
trial guu, aud the Ordnauce Department is to have
the right to test the iron during the process of fabrication of the cannon, tor which
purpose the fouuder
is to furnish, free of charge, at least one specimen
from tlic head of each caunoti. aud slabs from cylinders. as before described, at the option of the* Denot to exceed one for every ten cannon.
Kach canuou is to endure the regular proof and inspection for guu* of the same calibre; aud none are
to be received or paid for but such a* art* approved
after inspection and proof, which will be received at
the foundry "diere made
Bidders will state the numbers and calibers of the canuou they propose || furnish ou the foregoing specifications aud couditions;
the place where they are to be made; the time of commencing delivery aud the rate of delivery per month
thereafter, and the price per jpouud or per gun, for
the finished canuou
No bids will be entertained
unless from founders actually engaged iu the business, evidence of which must accompany the bid.
Failure to deliver at the specified time will subject
the contractor to a forfeiture of th** amount to be delivered at that time. Kach party obtaining a contract
will tie required to enter into bond*, with proper sureties. for its faithful fulfilment; and a transfer of the
contract to another party will cause its entire forfeiture.
Bidders will be required to lite with their bids
a bond in the penal sum of not
leas than $91,000,
signed by not less than two persons, conditioned that
if the bid is
the bidder shall comply with
his pro|»o*aJ, anu faithfully and fully perform what
he proposes to undertake. The bond must be acknowledged before a judge of a court of record, and
tbe bondsmen must be certified by the Judge of a
District Court of the United .States, or an Ordnance
officer iu charge of a United Mat*** arsenal, to lie
each worth the penal suin of the bond over and above
all liabilities. The right is reserved to reject all proposals if the price# are deemed too high, or if for auy
cause it is not deemed for the public interest to occent them.
will be sealed and addressed to “fieneral
J. W.
Thief of Orduance. Washington, D.C\,*’
aud will be endorsed •*I*roposa's for beavv cannon."
J W KITLEY,
HrigadicrGeueral Chief of Ordnance,
Ordraroe

partment,

accepted,

Proposal*
Kipley,

86 Commercial Street, Thomas

run

n t..

SEALED

quantity

must be of the best quality, subject to the
inspection and approval of the officer iu charge of
the post where it Is delivered.
The full name and post office address of the bidder
must
appear ia the proposal.

If a bid is made in the name of a firm the name*
ot all the parties must
appear, or the bid will be considered as the iudividual proposal of tbe party signing it.
will uot be considProposals from disloyal
ered, and an oath of allegiance to the Uuited State*
Governmi’iit must acoompauy each proposition.
Proposals must be addressed to lleury Johnson,
M. S. K
C. S. A
aud Actiug Medical Purveyor,
Washington. D C., and should be plainly marked
“Proposals lor Ice.”
The ability of the bidder to fill the contract, should
It be awarded to him. must be guaranteed by two responsible persons, whose signatures are to be appended to tbe guarantee, aud said guarantee must accompany tbe bid.
The responsibility of the guarantors must be shown
by the official certificate of the Clerk of the nearest
District Court or of the United State* District Attorney.
Bidders must be present iu person when the bid*
are opened, or their
will uot be considered.
Bouds iu the sum of ave thousand dollars, signed
by the contractor and both of his guarantors, will be
required of the successful bidder upon signing the
contract.
Form of Guarantee.
We.-, of the county of-and State of
-. and-, of the county of-and State of
-, do hereby guarantee that -is able to fulfill
the coutract iii accordance with the terms of his
proposition, aud that, should his proposition be accepted. he will at once enter into a contract iu accordance therewith.
Shou d the contract he awarded him, we are prepared to become his sureties.
To this guarantee must be appended the official
certificate above mentioned.
The Surgeon General reserves to himself the right
to reject any or all bids that he may deem too high

parties

proposals

unsuitable.
1IKNRY JOHNSON. M. 8. K., U. S A..
feb9 tfeb'28
Actiug Medical I*urveyor.

or

DR. WALTER R.JOBHSON

£^"Mn*urei>Building*. Vowels in port, Merchandise. Household Furniture. Ac., against loss by Fir®.
8100,000 taken on any de*irab!e Risk.

DENTIST,

paid at the Portland Office.
ALSO, LIFE INSURANCE.

Los*e*

jan7 tf
■711VE DOLLARS will be given for the detection
JT and conviction of any person or peraoua stealing
paper* front the door* of our itiilMcriber*.
dec26
PUBLISHERS OF THE PRESS.

Desires to call the attention of persons in want of
artificial teeth, to one of the greatest improvements
n that department of deutistry. lately invented by
him. lie would be
to explain its advantages,
aud show specimen* of it. to auv who inav favor him
with a call. He also ooutinuesto fit teeth on Gold,
Silver aud Vulcanite Kubber. Teeth tilled by him
are warranted to he as useful and durable as if they
had never decayed.
2291 Congress street, two door* west of
New City Hall aud Court House
feb6 2meod

happy

CO.,

other remedies foil; cares without ittiti*restriction in the habit* of the natient cures with
ont the .ll.rn.tln, ,„d
remedies, cores new cases in a ew hour* cure* miik
out the dreadfel consequent effect* of
mere ary bat
i* sure to annihilate the rank and
poisonous taHri
that the blood Is sure to absorb.
is
used.
The Ingredient* are entirely
remedy
ble, and no Injariou* effect, either constitutionallY o*
7
locally, can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN, who are
with seminal
weakness, generally enused by bad habits in
yoath,
the effects of which are
pain and diuinew in the
head, for get fh It ■**, sometimes a ringing ia the ears
weak eyes. etc., terminating in
consumption or In* ••ff^wted, are
speedily and permanently

ffirtSh»lagV,fS52R

DBA LEAS IE

Flonr, Provisions

and

unlmTthe nronTr

veaetl.

Prodace

No. 129 Commercial Street,

doubled

PORTLAND, m.
JOHN

I. ROGERS.

JsoMSry l.t,

CHAS E. ROOERS

18(3.

jsul Mm

cur*^

L. J. (ROM,
141 Mi44le Street.

All correspondence strictly confidential and will
returned If desired. Address
«>* J B HUGHES,
No 6 Temple Street, (corner of
Middle),

PrrtlaaA. Mr.

Watch-Maker,

gx

N. B

Initlne.

or

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
WHOLESALE

iW Send stamp fer Circular

All work heln* promptly sod person*
sttsnded to, is warranted to rive t&oronrh eatiefkction.
jeUtr
—

jull—dA

slly

SB Coats,

-12-

Pants,

Ladies’

to

REEVES,

Portland, Augusts,

1882.

dly

TOWN

lift

AND

Corporation Bonds,
WITH

by addressing
No. 6

COUPON*,

Town Note* and

Temple Street,

corner

f>R HUGHES,

of

Middle, Portland.

B—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
own sen.
A lady of experience la constant attendanc*julldawtfS
N.

Orders,

AND ALL OTHER KIND

Krlcctlc Renovating Medicine, are nnrtvaf-

JP

led in efficacy and .nperior virtue in
regulating all
hemale I rregularitie.
Tlielr action i. .peeUc and
certain of prodaring relief la a »bort time
LADIES will fino it invaluable in all cases of
obstruct ion after nil other remedies have been
tried in
It is purely vegetable,
containing
la
nothing
the least injurious to the health, and
may be taaen
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with fell
directions,

BEET,

ST

Infirmary.
theTadies.

u«««l ■ moflicai advlm. to call at hi. room,. Ho.
t Temple StoMt. which they will and
arrang'd for
their cnccial accommodation.

Tailor,

EXCHANGE

98

wtfk**

HUGHES pftrtlcul.rly luvitmull Ladle. who

Dr

Kabits, Ac.,

Cut, made and trimmed by
A* Do

a

Eclectic Medical

Vests, Jackets,

Riding

hu

a

,hg?
,1rr"1‘i“

General
AND

Honor am*

of year, eondncd hla .tteuthm in
certain cltrr
burin, hi. nractlrT kI
thonnandt of cam. and In no
w,th a tbllare. The remedle. .re
mild,
of harinem or
cb.ngcof
dfet
‘""O‘n««7>P»*o«
*• •» eoiwtant attendance from I
I..V IP 1,”*h**
uu,il 10 »• B,*h‘. •» IA office. •Ternstreet. ( barge*
moderate, and n cure guarantied
pie
Iti ail cases. Separate
rooms, so that no oue trill k*
seen but the Dr himself
lli* remedies core disease
when all

Oiremwx of
hw treated

Block,

JOHM T. ROOERS Jc

*r"
Slcill,

PRIVATE
for

PORTLAND. ME

Jnl»<ifcwly

*

COH8ULTATION8.-Dr HnrhM
number

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, *c.,

OF

PRINTING-,
and

Neatly

Prompt f Executed

—AT THE-

Press Office.
“Home

DR. E. a. GOULD'S

P-’in-'W’orm

A^aiu!**

THE
the

Washington

Street

Bakery,

where will be manufactured the rartetle* of BREAD
found in atmilar eutabUnhmeote; and be
hope*, by
c!u*c application to bu.iue... and au endeavor to
pleaae.tu merit aitiarr of patronage.

U. BKADINH.
FLOCR by the barrel, or In lea*

GOOD FAMtL Y
quan titic*-

J. I..

duck tf

WINSLOW, %K«-nt.
MlVir.lTl'tlg

Syrup

Is the first and only remedy ever offered to the nabHe for the em-ctual removal of the Ascarides, or HnWormn, from the human system. The high reputation it has established in the last taro
years, ana the
fact that it is fast sup rseding all other worm remedies, is the beet test of its great merit.
IV- If aforda HELIKf is twenty-/our ktmra, and
an entire cure is warranted, when taken
according
to directions, which accompany each bottle.
Thin Syrup is also a most valuable fhmilv
cathartic,
to be always used when
physic is required; e specially
for children. It corrects the secretions, gives tone
to tlie stomach and bowels, assisting nature in her
efforts to restore health. It ta
purely of Vegetable
Extracta, and alwayt aafe and reliable.
Hold in New York by Hall k Rlthil.218 (ire
wich street; in Boston
by Geo. C. Goodwiv k CO..
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggist*.
Sold in Cortland by U. It. HAY and all the prinolpal Druggists.
dec* 8m

nndemifned would inform his old frienda
and the public, that after an absence of
twenty*
flv» year*, he has returned to hi* native
place and
purchased of Mr. Thomas Hichard* hi* interest in

OP

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

TODD’S LUX SOI VS

AM KIM KSCRIPTIUI IF ItfllMM,

HAIR

Steam Cocka, Valve*. Pipe* and Connections, Whole*
sale or Retail.

DYE!

h»« been flooded for
TI1E market
article, called Hair Dyc«, which

and *et np in
arrmuped
der* in towu or

with difler
bare never
The vn
plp. t’LTKA bu been reached at lam in
TODD’S
HAIR Dk E, and the article ha. given entire .alt,
faction to every perron who bn. .red it. It contnina
no lujnrioa. f ugredient*. aud give, the hair a beaatifnl rich brown or black color. Direction, for
..lag
—which are very
each bottle.
One .nperiority of Todd’. Lax Soli. Hair
over
Dye
all other. 1>, von do not have to cleanse the bair or
wash It before or after tiling the dre. and there is bat
one kind to be need, nnd that can be
pot on thea. oil and water, without any tronble, unlike ail Other dvee that hate two or three different kinds to be
nnIM every tires tired. Thin dye la peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair, becaare yon do not
hare to washout the dt rafter patting it on. I alike
nil other dye., it will color long bair. which other
dye. cannot do. (live tin. new article a trial, as wa
know yon will are no other after oaoe tiling thin.
W Co' *aie only at

Jobbing promptly attended to.
Constantly on hand. Lend l‘l|ie* and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pump* of all kinda.
JulvXkdly

14n,74

STEAM

AND

OAS

Done in the beat

rear*

ent

KITTING,

tati.tied

manner.

Work* 0 Unton St., and 333 A 338 Porw St.,
Jtiltdtf
PORTLAND. ME.

-MAKER OF-

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER
No. 124

CLOSETS,

Exchanur Strut. Portland, Mr.

Warm, Crddaad .St*,*tree Raikt. Work Rnvlt, Brast
a ad

.Si/rer 1’t‘Urd Cork*.

DeacrtptioR of Water I'iatRre for DwellEVERT
ing Hou*e*. Hotel*. |-RbHe Building*. Rhip*. Ac.,
the beet manner, and all orcountry Oaitliiullv executed
All

kiad* of

A..

D.

NEW

YORK

With

a

BOSTON,

well selected

Olothi, C&saimeret sad
a

prepared

PRICES CHEAP AS EVER

Veatings!

TO THORS WHO PAT PROMPTLY IS

Olotha,

setjui-nceof the

AT So. 08 EXCHANGE STREET.
1*52

IF

dtf

YOU

Ambrotype

or

REVIEW', Whig.
NORril BRITISH REVIEW. Free Chareh.
4. THE WESTMINSTER REVIEW, Liberal
6 BLACKWOOD'S EDINBURGH MAGAZINE.
8. THE

Photograph,

fell to rail nt No. 17 Market Square, where
they take PEKt ECT LIKENESSES. and warrant utufaciiuu. at pricer rbich defy competition.
N. B.— Large Ambrotypee only Fifteen CentM.

DO

Tory.

not

TERMS.

j!

TRASK * LEWIS,
J
37 Market Square, h'd Preble St. jJ
;
dtf
Jaly 14th, 1MZ

Boys, Boys, Boys.
attention given to CUTTING and
PARTICULAR
MAKING BOY SC GARMENTS, by

A. D. REEVES,
M

Tailor,

EXCHANGE STREET.

Portland. Ang «. 1W1

JOHN

dly

LYNCH * CO,

■Wholesale
—

AMD

more

enormous

2. THE EDINBURGH

-WART THE-

Best

ADVAMC1.

the cost of reprinting
than doubled in conrise in the price of paper,
ami of a general ad»auce iu all other eapeusee— and
notwithstanding other publishers are reducing tkt
size or iucrensiug the price of their publications, ww
shall continue, for the year lft&i, to furnish ours complete. as heretofore, at the old rates, via:
1. THE LONDON gl AKTEKLY. Conservative.
these t’eriodicals has
N'OTW'ITHSTANDING

to make them ap at short notice.
Call and gee,

Portland, Sept 14.

MAGAZINE,

British Reviews.

Stock of

full assortment of

Military
And is

BLACKWOODS

—

-A ED THE-

AND

large and

Middle,corner of Exchange Street.

reptldtf

Tailor,

HAS JU»T RETURNED FROM

—

exploitation. of parcharer*.

TODD’S HA1R-DKESSIXG ROOMS,

RKKVE8,
The

the

simple—aecompauy

WILLIAU
A. PEARCE,
P I. V M B E It,

Also

Medical Purveyor's Office.
I
Washington. D. C., Jau. 22. 1968 |
PROPOSALS will be received at this
office until Monday, the 23d day of February,
1963. at twelve (12| o'clock M.. for furnishing the
Medical aud tlmpital Department until the 1st day
ot Jauuary. IHrt4. with a supply of pure ICE, to be
delivered at the following places, to wit:
Hiltoo Head, South Carolina.
Newbern, North Carolina.
Fortress Monroe. Virginia.
Pensacola. Florida.
Nashville. Tennessee.
New Orleans. Louisiana.
St. Louis. Missouii.
Cairo, Illinois.
Washington. District of Columbia.
Memphis, Tennessee.
As the quantity required at the respective posts is
not precisely known, bidders will state the
of ice thev can furnish, when* it is gathered, price
per ton of 20>id pounds, aud within what period they
can furnish the amount of their bids.
Although it
is desirable that bidder* should propose to furnish
the whole amount required at any one of the place*
proposed to be supplied.
Bidders will state what facilities they posse**, if
any. for storing the ice at the post* they propose to

Inflrmary.

dcrtc£T*

HMB. Ml STIFFS, CLASS IAII,

janan eodtfebS?

rnuruNALN

»H. HITOHES*

Eclectic Medical

!»

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,
g£Tutl ZJZL*r7*2*

Proposal*

TICKETS FOR SALE.

ty-Eutraucc flr«t Door north of the I’oet Office,

jnu 30 8m

Exrhnnge an*

STEAMSHIP COMPANY,

Real VNtateand Merchandize

BROKER.

of

milk Street*

KW~ .SUte Agent for DAVIS fc KIDD'S HAG*
NETO-EI.EOTKK' MACHINES.
eodfcwtoetl

JOHN C.

Company,

Of Hartford, Conn.
AND SURPLUS OVER 8300,000.

Office—corner

SEALED

Quartermaster

B*i«j. F.

SAIL CLOTH.

Of

_

Premiums may be paid in cash, or in quarterly or
semi-annual
payments; or when for whole life, they
may be paid half cash, and the balance-in cash on
five years, with iuterest.
Amount taken in oue
risk, is

j CumiiiiMioneri.

LAitEABEE,

W

by this Company

$335,000.

urday

s*

years.

Ornca or the A. A. Q. M U. 8. A..
1
Fort Preble, Maine, Feb 4th. 1863 I
PR*iPo.SALS will be received at this
office until
March 14th. 1863. at 12 o’cli»ck M
for (50U) five huudred cords of hard, seasoned, merchantable wood—one hundred and twentyeight cubic teet to the cord. The wood to be delivered on the wharf at Fort Preble in lots of 60 cords
or upwards, as mav be required.
All the wood to be delivered on or before the first
•
day of May next.
No
for less than fifty cords will be received.
Each proposal must be accompanied by the names
Of two responsible person* to enter into” a sufficient
bond for the flaithftil performance of the contract.
Proposals should be endorsed "Proposal* for furni-hing wood to the command at Fort Preble.”
The
reserves the right to reject any
or all bids not considered by him to be of benefit to
the liovernment.
All contracts will be submitted to the Quartermaster (ieneral. for his approval.
Bidders are requested to be present at the opening
of the bids.
HENRY INMAN.
1st Lieut. 17th Intantr
R Q M
U. S. A.
feb7 did

DEALERS

WHOLESALE

PROPOSALS FOR WOOD.

Boston.

95 MIDDLE STREE*.
oc29 dtf

JanSI d3w theuwtjune2n

proposals

MEDICAL.

JOHN W. PERKINS * CO.,

ESTABLISHED.DECEMBER 1, 1848,

#

THE

i

COMPANY,

see

yourself!

Fair Columbia !
I

New England Life Insurance

they offer at

iy Call in before purchasing elsewhere, and

great gain,

Tlie latest indications are, however, that a
more sweeping and less hazardous process is
to be attempted than the landing of troops in
front of the city—something of the nature of
of the roup >le guerre at Island ML General
McArthur's division is reported to have moved up from the month of the Yazoo to Lake
Providence, La., a hundred miles further up.
Here it appears the Mississippi is not far removed from two streams, the Bayou Mason
and Bayou Tensas, which, at high water, are
nearly joined to the parent stream at their
sources.
Thence they continue down in a tortuous path until they reach the Bed river near
its mouth,some twenty-live miles above Bayou
Sara and Mf«.y above Port Hudson. It is deemed possible at the hitglt stage of the Mississippi,
by a little excavation and clearing, to turn so
much of the river into this new channel as to
make a navigable stream of the Tensas or Mason. leaving Vicksburg some hundred miles to
the lelt. Should this scheme succeed we might
expect to see half of our army advauciug iu a
fleet of transports to assist General Banks at
Port Hudson, preparatory to the grand attack
on Vicksburg by the combined armies.
It will thus be seen that there is a very
narrow chance between the rebels and their
utter deleat.
They will not think of transferring the bulk of their army to Port Hudson,
for it could neither lie gotten there nor fed if
there without the river.
The alternative
would be that Port Hudson must be evacuattbe
withdrawn
for
the support of
garrison
ed,
Vicksburg, where the contest could bo resumed w ith the united forces of both parties.
If, however, this plan should be unavailing
and a few days must determine the fact, then
the resources left to us is the forcible occupation of Warrenton. Heavy guns are being
shipped down to Gen. Gkaxt, with which to
line the shores in such numbers that by dint
of more rapid Are and a more liberal expenditure of ordinance and the aid of the gunboats,
the batteries can be seized with comparatively
trilling loss. At present the hulk of the hostile
guns are at the upper part of the chain, at and
above the city. It is unlikely that the rebels
will be permitted to fortity at their leisure below. If therefore, an arinyean be ferried over
on rafts or gunboats a lodgment might safely
be made at one end, and once liegau our superiority of means and appliances would insure
the rest.
The canal in front of the city seems to lie
looked upon with more doubt. If i> should
wash out a channel, then gunboats might pass
through coin|utralivcly out of danger; otherwise they must billow the noble example of
Ei.let and his Queen, and run the blockade.
The other vessels of the fleet are represented
a- being ready and anxious to face the ordeal.
On the whole the prospects are more encouraging from the lower Mississippi, and the ap|iearances are that the accumulation of scientific
resources will prove too much lor the euemv.
—IN. Y. World, 16th.

LIFE INSURANCE.

GOODS,

Price* to suit the Time* !

batteries of the rebels on the bluffs, may be of
the great service in covering a landing of troops
in conjunction with the gunboats,and absolutely close the door against river communication.
Not even the unfinished Vicksburg can hope
to e-cape from her present lodgment,but must
be either destroyed by the hands of her owners
nr fall into our hands as a prize.
So far this is

No. 2.

Olotliiug-,

-AND-

for

in twenty years, for which bonds of the State will be
issued in sums of five hundred dollars and one thousand dollars, bearing interest at the rate of six per
cent,
and payable semi-annually.
The bonds will be issued dated March 1,1863, with
coupons attached for the semi-annual interest, payable. both principal and interest, at the Suffolk Bank,
Boston.
The money on said loan will be received at this office, Suffolk Ba> k, Boston, or either of the Banks in
Bangor or Portland.
Persons desirous of taking the loan, or
any part of
It, not less than live hundred dollars, are requested
to send their
to the Treasurer of State, at
Augusta, specifying the amount and turns
The proposals must contain no other fractional
rates than oue-eighth, one-fourth, one-half or threequarters of one per centum.
Those )>ersons whose
proposals may be accepted,
will be immediately notified.
feb6tfeb20
NAT*IAN DANE,Treasurer.

yearly,

New and Desirable Styles of

burg
opposite Warreulon, which, though
they may be useless in reducing the heavier

COMMUNICATIONS.

IN

HAVE BEEN RECEIVING

Which

BUSINESS CAROS.

ABU BEK f»

OrrirE,
[
Augusta, Feb. 4. 1868.
f
conformity with a Resolve of the Legislature,
approved January 31. 1863. proposals will be received at this office until 6 o’clock 1*. M., the twentieth day of February current, fur a loan of five hundred and twonty-flve thousand dollars, reimbursable

ROLLINS & BONO

opposite

to

Tit e

No. Gf>.Middle Street

FURNISHING

NO. 207

Loan to the Mate of IVIaine.

AT-

Cloths,

FEBRUARY 21, 1863.

_PR OPOSALS.

MAY Y YLUiUOttS
For Gentlemen’s Wear.

pushing

Exhibitions, Ac., under bead of Amusements,
8800 per square per week.
Sfbcial Notices, 81 60 per square for first week,

MORNING,

MISCELLANEOUS.

Situation at Vicksburg,
Our latest private advices from before Vicksburg indicate that important operations are
now in progress for the reduction of that
stronghold. General Grant, it seems, who is
commander-in-chief of the forces before that
city, has adopted a method of attack very different from that of his predecessor, Sherman.
Instead of rushing on pell mell to the strong
lines of inlrenchments and batteries, he is endeavoring to circumvent the great complication
of rifle pits, abatis, sloughs, and casements, by
down lieyond them and seizing the
lower end of the chain of bluffs upon which
the rebels are planted.
From Vicksburg to Warren ton by the road
is about ten miles: from Vicksburg to Maine's
lliuff.in the opposite direction, is about twelve.
This line, twenty-two miles in all, we can menace at almost every part—at Maine's, at Chickasaw liayou, at Old ltiver, at Terrill’s or upper blurts, at the city wharf, and thence down
the river bank at almost any point to the lower end of the blurt's at Warrenton.
This is a
task so prodigious that the southern officers
will see at once how great is the disadvantage
at which they are placed.
They must concentrate a vast army at that point in order to be
ready at every moment to resist a simultaneous attack from every point above indicated.
All this force must now bo fed and transferred
by the one single line of railroad running eastward to Jacksou.as every other source of supply is now cut off from them. On account of
the large falls of rain the very bad roads of interior Mississippi are now impassable. The
river below Is blockaded I Kith by rains and our
ow n batteries.
West Louiaana and Texas are
finally and hopelessly sundered from the confederacy. Nothing beyond a mere skiff-load
can be smuggled across the Mississippi.
Already we have established a chain of batteries from
the lower edge of Vicks-

The Mains Stats Press is published every Thursday morning, at 82.00 per annum in advance; 82.25
if paid within six months; and 82.60, if payment be
delayed beyond the year.

SATURDAY

Q-rooers,

COMMISSION merchants,
GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,

For any one of the foor Review*.
f3 per
>or any two of the lour Review.,
6
For any three of the lour Reviews,
7
For all four ot the Review.,
9
"
For Black wood's Maga/ine,
3
For Blackwood and one Re* iew,
6 ’•
For Blackwood aud two Reviews,
7 M
For Back wood and three Reviews.
V "
For Blackwood and the four Review*, 10 ’*

annum.
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••

M
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These will be our price, to all who pay prior to the
1st of April. To t bone who defer paving till after
that time, the price, will be increased to such an extent a« the increased coet of Repnat may demand—
therefore aea«i in your orders and sare jfosr money.
LEONARD SC**TT * CO.. Publish* ra.
No 8H Walker Mreet. New York.

publish the
FARMER’S

We also

GUIDE.

By Hkxrt St*max*, of Edinburgh, and the late
J. P. Noxroa, of Yale College. 3 vole., Boyal Oei tavo, lHOn page, aud numerous Engraving..
P*ic»—#6 for the two volumes. Bv mail §7.
tf
L. SCOTT k CO.

_febl4

(Opposite bead of Widgery* Wharf)
Perllawd. Me.
JOB* LTBCH.

U>t».

mm

TBOS.

LYKCB

jeiutr
DOLE

MOODY,

A

GENERAL

Commission

Merchants,

AID WHOLKSAL1 DBA l.KRA IV

-LOCATXD19-

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE
No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,
PORTLAND, Mb.
AIDRIV T.

DOltf.

IK A MB LIU C

JuneSS

MOODY.

eodtf

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

Sugar Refinery,
STREET, PORTLAND. ME.
Je23dtf

YORK

J.

D.

CHENEY.

figja MELODEON
—asp—

Harmonium Manufacturer,
1851

MID*

LE STREET.

ha* received more lr*t premium*
ft.r beet iu*trumeut* than any other tanker In
.
the State
tr Repairing and Tuning prompUy and per*oaWly7
ally attenaed to.

NB.—J.D.C

Clapp's Block. •■■Congress St ?
StEATTO*
important link In Bhy
of Commercial Collere.. located in
ISChain
Buffalo.
an

axt.

A Co.'•
New

York, Philadelphia. Albany.
Providence,
< leav eland, Detroit. « hicago. St. Louis, Troy, Brooklyn and Toronto. C. W and afbrd* the best possible
facilities for acquiring a thorough Commercial education.

BOOK-KEEP ISO, COMMERCIAL LAW, COMMERCIAL arithmetic, pesmasship.

CORRKSPOSDBNCM
practically taught.
tamed bv

this College will be good
A .scholarship
throughout the “Chain'—time uulioiited Call or
•cud for Circular.
BRYANT, STRXTTON k WORTHINGTON.
iebZtlA wly

Rail Road Bonds.
of the secoud mortgage Bonds of the
Kennebec and Portland Railroad Co., with all
the interest coup** ns thereon due on the 15th of October. 19K2. are herebv request* d to denodt the same
in my hand*, for which receipt* will be givea and
hereufler exchange*! fbr certificates of stock in the
Pobtlaxd k Kxjvaaxay Kailuoad, (a usw orpauiza/ion.) as soou a. the book* aud certificates can be
prepared. In accordance with a rote of .aid CompaJ. 8. CUSHING,
ny. Nov 9. 190.
Treasurer Portland k Kennebec Railroud.
1W3
dec IS dt{
Dec
W.
Augusta,

HOLDERS
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PRESST

THE DAILY

TORTLAND, MAINS

those institutions, to use all the powers and
which they used for this paramount
? Let us not lose, by our pride or pre-

--

resources

Saturday Morning, I'ebrnary 21, 1803.

of

than that

of

tages which this arm of undoubted strength
holds out to the friends of Union and of

Daily Press is larger
daily in the city.

the

now

any other

Negroes

as

We reler to Mr. Livermore’s able
peace.
work for copious details on this interesting

Soldiers.

subject, hich cannot fail to carry conviction
to the mind of every unbiased reader both as
w

That negroes were used and valued as soldiers during the Revolutionary IV ar, has been
clearly established by the able “Historical Re-

to the

precedent

and the value of negro coop-

W.

eration.

search” of Mr. (ieorge Livermore, in a discourse delivered beture the Mass. Historical

Letter from the National Capital.

whereas I, Thomas Smith of Falmouth,
Comin the county of Cumberland, and
Massachusetts, clerk, did
monwealth of
purchase of Richard Codnian, Esq., a negro
■nan servant named Romeo, who has enlisted
in the continental army for three years, do, in
consideration, or on condition of receiving the
Aill moiety, or half part of Ins wages during
that time, which he is, upon the executing of
this instrument, to give me orders upon the
committee of Falmouth to receive, with a promissory note under his hand to pay me ten
shillings per mouth during said term, to make
up said moiety, as tile order itself is not sufficient—liberate and give up all right, claim
and title to him and his services, and to all intents and purposes to be his own, or a FreeIn witness whereof I have hereunto
man.
set my hand and seal this eighth day of May,

Washington, Feb. 17, 1863.
To the Editors of the Press:
The business of the House has not of late
been very interesting, except to men of facts
and llgures. It has been busy for the most
part w ill) the various appropriation bills which,
though very good and useful, can hardly be
served up, beyond a brief statement, iu the
form of interesting gossip.
The Senate lias proved kinder to us, the
business transacted in that branch last week
having been of the most interesting as well as
important character. The Missouri Emancipation Bill and Mr. Sherman's Currency Bill,
both measures of tile gravest moment, passed
Both had beep very lully
on ThurfBay last.
and earnestly debated by the best talent in
the Senate. Both passed by close votes, the
former having but live, the latter but two, majority. There will be a tremendous opposition
in the House to the bill of Mr. Sherman, and
many, it is feared, will forget, in local and individual interests, the vastness and the urgency of the public wants. Whatever becomes
of the hanks we cannot, we must not, allow
our national lluatices to stand as they do now,
However
if human [lower can prevent it.
the various theories and arguments upon the
subject may address our minds, there is one
fact of more weight than many theories,
liearing decidedly upon the point at issue:
gold goes down and the national credit goes
up with the prospect that this Bill will become a law.
The sum proposed to be granted to aid
Emancipation in Missouri is very large, and
should not be given but for a good reason. But
is not the eradication of tile great cause of all

1781.

our

him for

priSociety, and recently printed Ify
distribution. I intend to present some
extracts from Mr. Livermore’s work in-fore I
close; bull wish first to introduce a docuvate

ment directly to the

from

point,

lo-

own

our

The following paper is copied entire
from the original now before me, in the handof Thomas Smith, then in the 55th

cality.

writing

pastorate over the First Parish, the
only religious society then in Portland. It
was found among the papers of John Waite,
who was Colonel of the regiment in the county, and employed in raising troops and furnishing supplies.
“Know all men by these presents, that
year of his

Thomas Smith, (seal)”

paper, penecuy auinentic, proves not
only that negroes, but slaves, were permitted
to enlist as soldiers. And Mr. Livermore's
me

interesting work, to which I have alluded,
clearly shows that colored persons were not
only enlisted, but were sought for, and made
valuable soldiers.

The authorities he cites

cannot be contradicted or set aside.
He says, “At the Battle of Bunker Hill negro soldiers stood side by side, and lought
bravely with their white brethren.” • * •

“Major Pitcairn, of the British Marines, it is
well known, fell just as he mounted the redoubt, shouting, "The day is ours!” The shot
which laid him low, was fired by Peter Salem."
Salem

was

a

negro soldier, once

slave.—

a

Judge Washburn, in his “History of Lexington,” thus speaks of him: “He was born in
Framingham, aud was held as a slave probably until he joined the army ; whereby, il not
before, he became free. Tiiis was the case
with many of the slaves of Massachusetts, as
no slaves could be mustered into the army, i
Peter served

faithfully

as a

soldier

during

the

war, in Col. Nixon’s regiment.” Mr. Liver“Another colored soldier,
more again says:

participated in the battle of Bunker Hill,
is favorably noticed in a petition to the General Court, signed by some of the principal offiwho

cers, less than six months after the event.”
This petition, dated Dec. 5,1775, is signed by

Brewer, Nixon, Prescott,

Colonels

and sever-

al other officers, and declares “That a negro
man, called Salem Poor, of Col. Frye's regi-

ment, behaved like
well

an

as

an

experienced officer, as
They say again:

excellent soldier.”

“In the person of this said negro
brave and

gallant

centers

a

Those were not
men to be deceived or mistaken.

In

soldier.”

Lawrence, the munifiBoston, by Dr. Lathrop,
quoted by Mr. Livermore, he s|ieaks of Samuel Lawrence, the father of William, as a !
brave officer in the Revolution, who was in
some of the severest battles; he says: “At
memoir of Wm.

a

cent merchant ef

1

time he commanded

company whose
rank and file were all negroes, of whose
courage, military discipline and fidelity, he al-

one

spoke

ways

with

a

respect.”

Mr. Livermore also cites Mr. Bancroft's history of the United States, vol. 7, to the same
point. Mr. Bancroft wri'es: “Norshould history forget to record, that as in the army at
Cambridge, so also in this gallant band, the
free negroes of the colony had their representatives.

For the

right of free negroes to bear
arms in the public defence was, at that
day,
as little disputed in New England, as their
other rights. They took their place, not in a

:
I

separate corps, but In the ranks with the white I
man, and their names may be read on the pension rolls of the country, side by side with
those of other soidiers of the Revolution.”

Mr. Livermore says, “Many slaves were manumitted, that they might becomes oldiers. They

1

{

faithfully to the end of the war. Their
bravery were never called in question,
but on the contrary, were frequently commended.” In South Carolina, their Congress adopted
served

skill and

a

resolution for the enrolment of “able male

employed as pioneers and laborera, as public exigencies might require.” Dec.
31,1775, Gen. Washington wrote a letter to
Congress, as follows: “It has been representsiaces to be

ed to me that the free negroes who have served in this army are very mucli dissatisfied at

being discarded. As it is apprehended that
they may seek employment in the Ministerial
army, I have concluded to depart from the
resolution concerning them, and have given
license for their Iteing enlisted.” Mr. Sparkes
in a note to this says, “Many black sold'ers
were in the service during all stages of the
war” And Congress, in response to Gen.
Washington’s letter resolved “that the free negroes, who have served faithfully in the army
at Cambridge, may be reinstated therein, but
no

others.”

Lord Dunmore, the Royal Governor of Vir-

1775, issued a proclamation promising
freedom to all slaves who would join the British army. The language of the proclamation
is, “And I do hereby further declare ail indented servants, negroes and others appertaining
to rebels, free, thut are able and willing to
bear arms, they joining his majesty's troops as

ginia,

in

may be.” Mr. Livermore adds that
many slaves flocked to the British standard,
and great consternation was created
it in

soon

as

by

Virginia. So it seems that both sides were
willing to avail themselves of this important
auxiliary to their cause. Is there any more
that we should now, in our
present
reject the proffered aid from this

reason

emergency,

class of persons ?
The fact that colored men, throughout the
war of the revolution, were legally enlisted in
large numbers, in the regular army, and rendered most valuable assistance in accomplish-

ing

the

out

in

independence

of the country, is set
clear and ample a manner in this discourse of Mr. Livermore, that no doubt can
remain on the subject. On the
so

regimental
rolls there appears no distinction o(
color;
they became pensioners, equally with white
soldiers; and those who were enlisted, if slaves
before, obtained their freedom.
Can there be any reasonable doubt that, In
the great crisis through which our country Ls
now

the

dy

passing,

we

ought

to hesitate to

employ

and resources, which the large boof able and acclimated men amply affords,
means

to sustain the Institutions which the
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Augusta, Feb. 20.
SENATE.

Friday.

Prayer by

er

Papers from the House

were

disposed

The Hartford Post says that out West
is appropriately designated as

Villaindamhiin.

Petitition of J. S. Speed, for extension of tellines through this State, came back
from the House, that body insisting upon its
vote. The Senate insisted on referring the petition to the next Legislature.
Read and assigned.—Act to reduce tbo capital stock of the Northern Bank, Hallo well; act
relating to the disposition of unlocated grants
of lands; act to confer certain powers on the
city of Portland.
Mr. Smith, from the Committee on State
Lands, reported leave to withdraw on sundry
petitions referred from the last Legislature to
the present.
Resolve for the distribution of the act making
valid the doings of cities and towns in raising
bounties for volunteers, came from the House.—
It was twice read and, under a suspension of the
rules, passed to be engrossed.
Resolve for the establishment of Military
Agencies came up on its final passage. The Senreconsidered its vote passing the resolve to be
engrossed, adopted amendments authorizing
other agencies in other places than Washington,
and passed the bill to be engrossed as amended.
Passed to be engrossed.—Act authorizing the
city of Hallowell to exempt certain lands from
taxation; resolve for the abatement of taxes on
certain townships taxed twice; resolve in aid of

egraphie

solve in

Thttrlow Weed.

Vallandigham

of in

concurrence.

building

on

Rev. Mr. Bray of Au-

gusta.

The

Bridgton Reporter learns that the
story of the insanity and death of Mrs. Palmer, of South Bridgton, resulting from the fatal burning of her child, is incorrect.
The papers—which never lie—are telling of a pig in New Bedford, having but one
eye, in the center of hisj'uce, and his nose situated above the eye.

SJT John Van Btiren has made

sudden
sheer from the Seymourites, and in a late
for
a
speech speaks
vigorous prosecution of
the war. The peace men are flourishing their
kuives over his
bead.—[Free Press.
a

ZW~ The Farmington Chronicle says that

a

daughter

of Mr. Clark Josselyn, of Phillips,
20 years of age, died of diptheria, after a lew
days sickness, Feb. 13. This is the fourth
child that Mr. Josselyn has lost within a few

weeks,

with this disease.
One of

paragraphs was emasculated yesterday morning, by a mistake of the
type-setter, in substituting the word mun for
teen.
Because ol this we have, in a homely

bridge at Mattawauikeag Forks; reaid of building mills on township 2,
a

3; act allowing further time for the paying in the addition il capital stock of the International Bauk, Portland; act additional to the
act accepting the surrender of the eharter of the
Mariners’ Bank, Wiscasset; act additional to the
act incorporating the Portland Union Railway
Co.; act to amend the act incorporating the
Portland and Forest Avenue Horse Railroad
Co.; act to incorporate the Portland Shovel
Manufacturing Co.; resolve in favor of Daniel
Randall and David A. Sc wall; resolve in favor
of Joseph Attean and John Neptune.
Mr. Milliken, from the Committee on Railroads, &c., reported that the act to amend the
act to secure the safety of travellers on railroads
ought not to pass. Accepted.
Mr. Stewart, from the Judiciary Committee,
rej>orted a bill to amend the act incorporating
Green wood Cemetery Company at Lewiston.—
Read and assigned.
On motion of Mr. Hacker; it was ordered
that the Committee on Agriculture lie instructed
to report the plans proposed for the Agricultural College.
Mr, Cram, from the Committee on Manufactures, presented the majority and minority reports of that Committee upon the petition of
lurk Manufacturing Co.
The majority report
The miuority, report
gives leave to withdraw.
a hill for the reduction of the capital stock of
said company. Wednesday next was assigned
for their consideration.
range

vast extent amt resources, and the affiliation in
liouds indissoluble, of that State with the loyal
sisterhood—is not this a reason sufficient to
justify the outlay ? Whenever the same good
and glorious work can be done in any other
Stats' of like importance, upon like terms, will
it not be cheaply done? What will more
strengthen our cause and weaken that of the
rebellion, than the uniting to us forever of
those Slates upon whose co-operation they
counted, and which they still hope will prove
to them as they have done heretofore, a wall
Adjourned.
of defense, and to us a ground of weakness?
nnmKThe debate on the Finance Bill of the House,
by Rev. Mr. Bailey of Gardiner.
Prayer
a
wide
the
of
its
took
upon
day
passage,
range
Papers from the Senate were disposed of in
and gave occasion to various passages at arms,
concurrence.
between Senatijrs Fessendon and I’owell,
Read and attianed.—Bill to increase the capRichardson and Chandler, and Richardson and
ital stock of the Mercantile Bank, Bangor.
Lane of Kansas. The beautiful consistency of
Pitted to be engrotted.—Resolve providing
practice with profession in Mr. Powell, and for the distribution of the act relating to town
men of Ills sort, was shown by .Senator Fesbounties.
senden in a manner more clear and forcible
Engrotted in Concurrence.—Act to set off
than complimentary to the parlies alluded to.
territory from the town of Alton and annex the
same
to Oldtowu; act to incorporate the Frankcalm
anil
Mr.
Fessenden
is
Though
invariably
lin Land, Mills and Water Co.
dignified in the tone of his remarks, his animadversions are often very severe and cutting.
Finally patted.—Resolves, allowing the right
to cut spruce tinil*er on the State lands in townWhen Mr. Chandler, in reply to remarks from
ship No. 6; for the benefit of the town of Jackthe Democratic side of tile Cliamher, declared
son; in relation to the collection of taxes in the
that Tile head of tfie reliellion is not at RichCounty of Washington.
mond but among the copperhended traitors of
Patted to be enacted.— Acts, defining the
the North,” tile galleries broke out into ap- [
and compensation of the Land Agent;
plans*. Sharp words passed between Mr. salary
authorizing the city of Augusta to exempt cerRichardson and Mr. Lane, and the talk got so
tain
property from taxation; additional to
far as an announcement of responsibility,” |
('hap. 8, R. S., relating to County Treasurers;
but at the close of the session both Senators
to amend Chap. 7^, R. S., relating to County
made explanations. As nearly as I can find
Attornies; extending the charter of the Thomaston Marine and Fire Insurance Co.; making
out, mvmbers of Congress say, most of them,
sharp and personal things in a Pickwickian valid the doings of cities, towns and plantations
sense,” anil no body need become alarmed at in raising bounties for volunteers; to set off certhem.
tain lands from Frankfort aud to annex the
same to Monroe.
General Fremont and Commodore Porter
Bill to incorporate the Milford and Princeton
were among our distinguished visitors
last
week. Dr. Cheever was also'here, and preachTurnpike Co. was read twice and tabled, on motion of Mr. Grant of Ellsworth.
ed twice on Sunday in the Senate Chamber.
Mr. Manson, from the Committee on MercanIn the evening he paid his respects in charactile Affairs, reported act additional to the act
teristic style to the copperhead reactionists of
incorporating the City Bank.
Tabled, on mothe North.
An allusion to General Butler
tion of Mr. Turner of Augusta.
called out an irrepressible hurst of applause,
Mr. Haskell, from the Committee on Division
and an ailusion to the General
who was deof Towns, reported reference to the next Legistermined to ride into the Presidential chair on
lature on the petition of Selectmen of Brighton.
horseback, instead of into Richmond," was simMr. Ayer, from the Military Committee, reilarly greeted. The Dr.'s voire is not clear nor ported leave to withdraw on jietition of Selectstrong, nor is his management of it happy, nor
men of Harmony.
are his gestures graceful, but the power of
Mr, Conant, from the same Committee, rethought displayed by this fiery and determined ported leave to withdraw on petition of EdHis vast
mail makes up for all deficiencies.
mund Warren.
audience was profoundly attentive from the
Mr. Cony, from the Committee on State
leave to withdraw on petition
to
of
his
anil
earnest
Lands,
the
close
lieginning
long
of John Esty & als; also legislation inexpedient
discourse.
on the order authorizing the Land Agent to sell
There are strong indications that offensive
operations will not lie resumed at present up- lands in the town of Barnard.
Mr.Hopkinson,fiom the Judiciary Committee,
on tile Rappahannock.
“The army of the Porc|*orted leave to withdraw on |>etition of Protomac has passed into history,” so it is said
prietors of the Meeting House in Monmouth,
here, and so it may probably prove. This arMr. Cony, from the Committee on State
my lias performed prodigies of endurance and
Lands, reported a resolve in favor of the heirs
bravery, and under a better commander than of Catharine
E. Tuthill; also a rCsolve authorit has had during the greater part of its existizing the conveyance of the State’s interest in
ence. it would have achieved magnificent viccertain lots originally sold to W ui. Commins.
tories and glorious successes. Indeed, they
Mr. Goodwin, from the Judiciary Committee,
were achieved at Fair Oaks, Malvern Hill and
reported that the act, legalizing the doings of
Antietain, and then thrown away by the timid
the Bowdoinham Bridge Meeting House Society
irresolution and fatuitous blundering of its
ought to pass.
General. It may prohahly have had more than
Sir. Crosby, from the same Committee, rethat the act to change the charter of the
one Fitz John Porter who deserve the execraported
Union Fire Insurance Co., ought to pass.
tions of this whole land, but to the many of its
Mr. Hazeltinc, from the Committee on Banks,
true and gallant officers and to its noble rank
Ac., reported a bill taxing bank capital owued
and file everlasting honor.
T. S. P.
out of the State, and by unknown persons.
After some discussion, on motion of Mr. Crosby,
The Wen on the Man’s Neck.
of Dexter, the bill was laid on the table aud
ordered to be printed.
In Mr. Beecher's recent discussion of the
Bill toamendchap 10, R. S., entitled “Militia”
question,“What shall be done with New Eng- was read a third time and Thursday assigned.
The National resolves were taken up. Mr.
land?'' he used many forcible illustrations.but
Smith resumed and continued his remarks until
none more expressive or to the point than that
the hour of adjournment, when Mr. Manson, of
in which he compared the growth of slavery in
Bangor, moved that when the House adjourn
it be until ‘2 l-‘2 o’clock this afternoon. The
this country to the growtli of a wen upon the
motion was adopted and the House adjourned to
human neck. The inimitable style of the
that hour.
speaker cannot lie transferred to paper, but,
In the afternoon Mr. Smith continued his
substantially, the illustration was on this wise: speech. It was a characteristic tirade against
abolitionists.
He proclaimed the copperhead
When the Constitution was formed, said the
doctrine, that the result of the war would be the
was
an
affair.
It
speaker, slavery
insignificant
separation of New England from the rest of the
States. At four o*cl«>cx he closed his speech and
was on all hands regarded as a temporary evil
the House adjourned.
—an excrescence upon the body politic
which
would soon disappear. It was like a small, inLetter from the State Capital.
cipient wen upon a man's neck, perceptible to
Apodsta, Feb. 20,1803.
the touch, but unnoticable to the eye except
To the Editors of the Press:
upon near inspection. Some of the young,
The friends of Mr. Smith of Westbrook are
progressive and radical surgeons were for cutsomewhat disappointed in that gentleman's
ting it out at once, and beiug done with it for- Southern speech now in progress, allhough,
into consideration the fact that he is on
ever.
Olliers, the grave and thoughtful, op- taking
the wrong side, it may lie considered an able
use
tlie
of
the
kuife.
would
not
posed
They
etforl to make Wrong appear Right. He may
allow the word '‘slavery” in the Constitution
possibly get through to-ilay, but it is doubtful.
They would leave no sign of blot or stain upon In his remarks yesterday he took occasion to
say that the “Army of the Potomac was utthat instrument to remind posterity of the folterly demoralized: it would never win another
ly and sin of the past; to cause the children’s
victory, for the noble McClellan was removed.
It would not tight under the emancipation
ch :eks t >| nan tie with shame for the deeds of
policy of the President.” And he went on to
their fathers. They said^he strong constitusay that no more soldiers could Ire enlisted
tion of the man would cause the wen to be abunder this policy, and drafting was simply imsorbed, and a short time only would be repossible. Taken as a whole, the speech is emquired to mark its final disappearance. Their inently calculated to please Southern traitors.
Jell', llavis could not Dud lault with a single
counsel prevailed, but the wen didn't dry up.
point lie has made. ’Tis he and such as he who
It continued to grow. Gradually the man’s
are doing more to cripple the Government
head was turned one side by the growing presand weaken its force than even the retails iu
arms, and to such sympathizers do the traitors
sure of the excrescence.
It became unsightly
look for aid and encouragement sufficient to
insomuch as to engross the attention of the berender their success certain.
and
to
attract
more
uolice
titan
the
holder,
Vice President Hamlin is in town, looking
head itself. By and by the absurd theory was
hale and hearty as ever. He thinks that the
congressional legislation will be satisfactorily
started that the office of the stomach, lungs
accomplished before the hour of dual adjournand blood was no more to sustain and nourish
ment.
the Acini than to promote the growth and thrill
The Executive Committee on Volunteer Aid

our

way, worked up Beecher's illustration, for the
if not the instruction of the read-

amusement
er.

ZW™

gentleman recently arrived at New
York from Canada, states that a fee of $1500
was paid to him the other
day in Quebec,
wholly in American silver. He didn't want
the stuff, but was compelled to take it. FanA

cy a man in these times, and in the United
Stales, looking with disgust upon half a bushel of silver.
The

Augusta Age learns that Mr. WIL.
Main Reynolds, of Sidney, was found dead In
the road on Wednesday evening. He was on
liis way home from Gardiner with
^.horse-load
of plaster, anil was found dead in the road a
few hfmdred rods from his house—his team
in the road near by. The occasion
of his death is not known. He had no marks

standing

upon him, except an abrasion on the side of
the head, supposed to have been made by falling. It is probable that he fell and expired in
n ijv*

The Boston Journal confesses that it
is unable to see how Congress can have any
hesitation or doubt

as to the removal of the
paper duties. There arc certain indisputable
facts which of themselves furnish conclusive
arguments for such actiou. One is that the

circulation of newspapers and books will Iw
diminished at least otic half, if the present high
of paperj continue for a year longer.
Another is that the duties »re now absolutely

prices

prohibitory—a degree of protection which is
enjoyed by no other manufacturing interest.
And this protection is afforded si the expense
of newspaper and book publishers and ol the
reading public. It increases the cost of education, and limits the spread ol intelligence.
The “ba«c uses” to which “we come
at last” are sometimes strikingly exhibited in
the contents of the rag-bag. A lew days since
Bro. Itich of the l’rice-Current was watching the transfer of some bales of rags from the
as

English
tion

equal

claims with

the head upon all the functionsand uses of the
vital organs and vital forces of the system, and

now,said the speaker, alluding to the proposition to exclude New England from the reconstructed Union for the benefit and peace of the
slave power, “it is proposed to cut
to r/ire the tern more room!”

off

the hea/t

-it"

The Atlantic Monthly for March
has come to hand. The table of contents
presents the usual attractions. Among the arti-

cles tlist will command

Christopher North,

a

careful

leading are

The Horrors of San Do-

mingo, A Cali to my Country Women, The
True Church, The Last Cruise of the Monitor, America the Old World, Pericles ami
President Lincoln.
The Vagabonds, and
Willie Wharton, will not be allowed to repose
in uncut leaves.
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drawn to

of discolored paper.

bale, they proved
of

a

to

protruding pieces
Pulling them from the

some

be the “first” and “third”

bill of exchange, dated at

Boston, Sept.

22, 1818, drawn by Elis Davis, for I2£, 18s fid
sterling, on James Hoffman, London, in favor
of “John

Hancock, Esq.,”

on

the back of

which the name ol the illustrious payee was
written in true “Fourth of July” style. But for
a

single fact this discovery would be of great
value, and tho autograph paper

historical

would possess a wonderful degree of interest;
to wit: the uld Revolutionist died in 17*J3!

Accounts are busily employed in theexaminatiou of the accounts of cities, towns and plantations tor aid furnished to families of volunteers.
The careful examination of these accounts involves a vast amount of lalair, but it
will be well and thoroughly done.
The resolves providing for the establishment
of Military Agencies, dually passed in the
House several days since, are still in the Senate, where, 1 understand, an amendment is to
lie offered to-day by Mr. Jordan, the Chairman
of the Military Committee.
Objection has
been made to the original resolves, that they
provided for but one local or resident agent,
and he confined to Washington. The proposed
amendment will provide for the appointment
by the Governor, with advice and consent
of Council, of an agent or agents, to reside at
Washington, and at such other points as the
Governor and Council shall deem advisable—
which will obviate the objection. It is well iu
all matters, where it is possible, to direct the
Executive Council to share iu the responsibilities of the Executive Department.

Jonathan.

Hospital Report of the Maine Soldiers in
(he ditlen-iil Hospital* iu auii near .New
York, Jan. 31st, I*>03.
DAVID'S ISLAND.
Small Andres. l>, till, admitted Sept 4— returned to
Jan
14.
duly
Fargo to, II. loth. Metro**, Mai**, Sept 6, wounded
in

thipli.

Barker Daniel,H.4th Kcnriuftkeag.Aug 13.typ'd fever.
Ford Aug. II. K. »»li. Dee 21. returned Uut\ Jan 14.
ft'luinmV rMvrick.4 .19th, Whitvlield.do,chronicdiar'a.
Berry Charles, I. 3d. Augusta. Aug 13. debility.
Crosby Joel 8. 4.2d. Benton, d», debility.
Kent John E, 1. 9th, Veaiie, Dec 21. lever and ague.
( ootnb* Clia< II, A, 3*1, Bath, June 8 wound in
leg.
Crus* 11 H. 11. llth, Aug 17. discharged,
l’biibrooks Levi A. B, 4th..South Tbomaston, Dec21,
gun shot wound iu cheek.

Staples A F, 2 I, Dec 21, returned to dutv Jan 14.
Davis Abel, 4th bat'y, North New Portland. Sept 6,
shell wound iu leg.
Mayberry Win it,C.loth. Sept B.abeeut without leave.
Aued Uufus, E. 4th. Boothbay, 8ept 2*. returned to
duty Jau 14.
Brown Win H. A, 3d. Gardioer.Jnne 8.ward master.
Grime Kiel* <rd, A. 1st, 4 hicopee. Ms. Jan 9.
debility.
Sapp Edward, I'.2d, Baltimore, do, woumied
Stanhope Henry H, llth, do, do. lumbago, returned

to duty Jan 14.
Lewis A k. h. 2d. Snringtieid, Aug 16, malaria,
f'iper Fre«lk A. I. 2d. Mouroe,
**
Snow Lewis H, A,2d, Brewer Village, **
Wright Dau'l 4), 3d hat'y, 4'alais. Sept 4, wound in
ankle, returned to duty Jan 14
GUe* Harvey II. E. 4th. No th Bootlibav. July 9, ty*
phoid lbver—returned to dutv Jau 23.
Jan 14.
Emory Ira, C, 5th— returned to
Allen Chw W.H.4th.Sept 4,ty fever,ret’d duty Jan 14.
Brann Alvin. C. 3d. Farmingdale, do, iuterm't terer.
Clark Tho*, II. 31 bat’y. Farina, do. chronic diarh'a.
Carletou John W, do,
do,typhoid lever.
Gray Nathan. 4th. Sedgw ick, do, chronic diarrhea.
••

duty

!

Winterport,

uaggany jaerric«, *»n. i/miT,ao,

nenniTY.

Laughton Win. 3.1. Hallowell, do. general debility.
Meagher Tho# f, Ilth. Sept 4. on duty as nurse.
Smith
Jas C, K. 3d. Livermore Falls, do, debility.
I
! Trask Win F,8d, Hath. do. diarrhea
Ware Horace L. 4tb. Belfast, do, debility.
j Wheeler
Stephen F.84 bat'v,Dexter, do, nurse.
Wentworth I'hos, A, 4th, Waldo, do, rheumatism,returned to duty.
[ Cunningham Richard. B. 3d bat’y, Augusta, do, sun
stroke—discharged Jau 26.
Dalton II A X. F. 3d, Augusta, do. chronic diarrhea.
Dightinan Geo W. d bat'y,Crawford, do.clir rheum.
Guilford W H. H. 4th. do! do, hernia, discharged.
I Severance
Ivory. D. 2d. South Sebec, Aug 16, cook.
Simmons Hvary P, F, 3d, Skowhegan, Sept 6, intermittent rever—returned to duty Jan 14.
Irish Sam’l F. II. 10th. Peru. do. gun shot wound.
Gilbert Jas M, E. 10th. do. Sept2, ret’d duty Jan 14.
Simmonds Step F. E. 3d, Moulton. Sept 28. lungs.
True Virgil, H. 10th, do, Sept 6.returned duty Jan 14.
Goodwin Albert. B, 4th. Bangor. Julv 8, on guard.
Collins M T, C, 4th, do, returned to duty Jau. 14.

!

TORT SCHUYLER HOAPITAL.
Paine Frank, 1,10th, Portland. Oct lo, convalescent.
Wetherbee W H, I, 10th, Oct 10, on pass.
Spring W <• J, C, 10th, do, on pass.
Hines Philip, G, 4th. Wiscasset, oct 24, chron rheum.
Fiske Danville. F.3d,do, dyspepsia
Clisboy llob’t S. 4■, 4th. Boothhay.Xov4, died Jan 5.
Lamb Sam’l B, 4th Calais, do, diarrh** and phthisis.
Hatiscom A B, G, 17th, Dec 9, injured spine—returned to duty Jau 14.
Merrill Alex’r, A.20th. do. paralysis ami debility.
Nelson C II, G. 19th. China, do.diarrhea ami phthisis.
Pravs A C. C. 20th, do, do, chronic rheumatism.

Phifbtick E.

<
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Condition of tha French Army—Arrival
of Rebel Vessels at Havana.
New Yoke, Feb. 20.
The steamer Eagle, from Havana loth, has
arrived.
Mexican advices represent the French army
.as in a sad state.
The small pox and dysentery are playing sad havoc with them.
The French war steamer Laure was burned
and abandoned at Tampico. Some accounts
say she was tired by her crew, and others by
Mexican shots. Three vessels, one laden with
ammunition and the others with provisions,
were also abandoned.
The Mexicans claim to have captured three
large lots of French mules, and also to have
licaten 1800 French troops at El Organo, causing them to retire with a loss of twenty-six
killed and thirty or forty wounded. They
also claim to have occupied Jalapo.
The French have established hospitals at
Perote and (juecbolac. In the latter are 2000
sick already.
Sir Charles Lenox Wykc, the British Minister to Mexico, arrived at Havana in the British war steamer Medea, and left for St. Thomas and England in the British mail steamer.
A Mexican named Bernardi, who was serving as an escort to several American consuls,
was captured by the French and shot.
The rebel steamer Antomia, from Charleston 27th ull., via Nassau 31st, had arrived at
Havana.
The rebel schooners Willinm <fc
Mary, Joe Flanner. and Moerail, had also arrived at Havana. The two latter were I'rotn
Mobile.
Sad

Jeff. Davis’ Retaliation Policy Repudiated by
the Rebel Congress -Secesh Speculators Captured.
New Yoke, Fell. 20.
The Herald's Washington dispatch says:—
Official inl'oi inarion has been received here
that the reliei Congress has refused to sustain
Jeff. Davis' proclamation in regard to the incarceration without exchange of captured
Federal olficers. It has also taken action with
a view to releasing Union men in the South
who have lieen arrested and imprisoned for
political offences.
Yesterday the detective corps of the War
Department arrested at Berlin, Md., A. T. M.
Filler and Joel Mann, both belonging to Loudon County. Va., wilii $8,000 in Confederate
money upon them directed to Kcv. Dr. Magill,
at Kichmond, a large number of letters for various parties at the South, among them one
Irotn L. Johnson, of Frederick, who was sending tile 8S.00U South with a request to Dr. Magill to purchase $3,000 worth of Confederate
bonds witli the money. They had $SU0 worth
of contraband goods in wagons.
From New Orleans—Rumored Attack on th®
Blockading Fleet at Mobile.
New York. Feb. 20.
The steamer McClellan, from New Orleans
10th, has arrived. She passed the U. S. frigate
Hartford and the steamer Illinois hound up
the river.
The Delta newspaper had been suppressed
by Gen. Hunks, but the workmen waited on
him anil represented tiiat their source ol subsistence was in its continuance, and the General directed it to lie continued under the
management of the book-keeper, Henry Green.
Tile re were rumors tiiat the ret a-Is had attacked the blockading fleet at Mobile, but
nothing defluite was known.
Gen. Bu tier Ordered to an Active Command.
Dismissal from the Service
New York, Feb. 20.
The World's special Washington dispatch
says the Republican conlinu* the statement
tiiat Gen. Butler lias been ordered to an active
command.
It is not New Orleans, hut is regarded as an imp< .-tffnt Held of operation*—

probably an entirely new department.
Col. Van Valkenburg, of the 2iRh Indiana
regiment, has been dismissed the service for
disloyalty aud unbecoming conduct.

the Boston boat, his atten-

steamer to
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reported

of the trrn. The Intter made
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object
judice or partisan feeling, the immense advan-
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The circulation

Is not the precedent of the
established?
suffigreat men who founded the Republic,
cient for us who are endeavoring to uphold

,20th, arriboo, do, debility.
Turner Sumner. B, 16th. Moscow, do, hemoptysis.
WTh traan E A, C, 20th, Mexico, do. diarrhea.
Coraeau Desire. I, 6th, tjueboc.Dec 12.chronic diar’a.
Foss V H. A. 90th. Concord, do, rheumatism.
Lit lefield E R. D, 2>»th. do, do. discharged Jau 5.
Pulsifer H H, C, 19th. on pass, do, epilepsy.
Snowdcal Thos E. C, 4th. do. do, bronchitis.
.Sawtell Delbert, II.2d. Bangor, do,discharged Jan 19.
Young Morrison, H.4th,Searsmont.Nov 4.inj’dspine.
Bacon Geo W, B, 6th, do, chrouic diarrhea.
Koilius Alvin, B, Ilth, Brownsville, do. rheumatism.
Brook*Win II,4th bat’v, do.do.roturned duty Jail 14
Nutter And’w J, C, 28th, Luhec.Xov 20, typ'd lever.
Foss John W, A, 28th—died Nov 9».
Nash C M. F,28th, on pass. do. typhoid fever.
I.unt Geo F. D, 28th. Avon, do, do.
Small Eben G, C, do. Lub c, Nov 27, do.
Pulsifer Moses R, B. do. do. chrouic diarrhea,
lical S P, C, lHtli, Temple. Dec 9. injury to spiue.
Bray F E. I, 19th. do—died J ho 1
Cleveland .las F. 1.19th. do—discharged Jan 19.
Colby Jos O. h. 10th. Vienna, do. wound in foot.
Harrows Asa A. 11.20th, Linneiis, Dec 17, rheum'sm.
Perry Geo S, F. 19th. Litchfield, do, chronic
Clement C W, A. 16th, Palmyra, do,
"
Clark Luther, C, 19th, Rutland, do.
Drew Ahram. C, 6th, Saco, do, nurse.
Dow C»eo II, I, 90th. Warren, do, diarrhea.
Georgey John R, A. 19th, New Sharon, do.
Ilauning Hiram. 6th, do—returned to duty Jau 14.
Ham Henrv A, F, 19th. Wales, do. chronic rheu’sm.
Howard Elias, I, 16th,Manchester, do,
Mills Geo G, H, 2d. do—returned to duty Jan 14.
Prewett Elisha. K. 23d. Gailatrin,do, chrouic diar’a.
Parson* Eti, 0, 17th, Mechauic la’!*, do, rheumatism.
Riuea Isaiah, 2d bat’v, Dauiariscotla.do, chr’e diar'a.
Taylor John, B, 2d. Castine, do, lumbago.
Tripp Uriah E, F. 20th, Harmony, do. heart disease.
Bickford G H, K. 90th, Brunswick,Dec 21.rheum'sm.
ClarksonChas B.lst cav,do.do—returned duty Jan 14.
I
[TO BE CONTINUED.]

Consumption.—Notwithstanding

the many

articles advertised to cure Consu ption, we
do not believe, when once fully seated iu the
system, it cau be perfectly cured. But we do
know of hundreds of cases where persons were
supposed to tie stilfering under that lalal disease, who have become jierlectly well and robust from the use of Speer's Sainbuci wine.
Many times (ample for years waste and at last
die Iroin diseases of the kidneys or glands,
when they were supposed to have, and were
treated for consumption. A long-continued
affection of the kidneys, however, mayeventnally result in consumption. The Sambuci wine
used alone, nr taken with a fresh raw egg, or
new milk, daily, has been found to be an excellent remedy, and has the repntation in'soine
places of rendering a perfect cure lor consumption.—[Medical times.

certainly contains valuable propphysicians and iuvalies try it.
had of druggists.

j

Drb. J. Clawsov Kklliy and H. L. Davis
Medical Office, No 229} Congress street, up same
flight with Dr. Johnson, Dentist—only place in Portland where Dr. Kelley's genuine medicines can be
had. Atlcice/ree upon all diseases.
jan27 d3awAwtf 32

To be
Sas

our

a womtn

lu another oilman

picking Sambne

Grapes, for Speer's Wine. It is an admirable article
used in hospitals, and by the first families in Paris
London and New
Wine.

York, lu preference to old Port
a trial, as it gives great satisfac*
dec22 dly

It is worth

tion.

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

Portland Observstort.—The year for signalising vessels at the Portland Observatory expired Jan.
1st, 13S3. Shipowners mud merchants will be called
upop to renew their subecription.
feb» dtmctil
ENOCH MOODY.
A Couoh, Cold, oa a* Irritatid Throat, if
allowed to progress, results in serious Pulmonary
and Bronchial affections, oftentimes incurable.

BROWN'S BRONCHIAL TROCHES
the affected parts and give almost Inslant relief, lu Bronchitis, Asthma, and Catarrh they are beneficial,
t he good effects resulting from the use of Ihe Troches, aud their extended

directly

rpacb

use, has caused them

to

be counterfeited.

Be

to

sure

guard against worthless imitation*. Obtain only
Ihe genuine Brown's Bronchial Trochee which have

proved their efficacy by a

test of many year*. PubSrKAKKRS and StNoaas should use the Troches,
Military Officers and Soldiers who over-tax the voice
lic

aud

are

hem.

exposed to sudden-changes, should
everywhere at Ihoeuts per box.

have

Sold

jaull

dA

n

Fragrant Soeodont.—The most convenient and
efficacious Dentifrice the world has ever produced.
For hardening and invigorating the gum. purifying
the breath, cleausing, beautifying aud preserving the
teeth, from youth to old age, the "Sozodout" is now
used and recommended by many of the most eminent
divines, deutists, physicians, chemists and scientific
gentleman of the day.
Sol by all Druggists everywhere, at 60 cents per
bottle. Trial bottles aud testimonials obtained gra
tisof 11. II. HAY, Portland
HALL A RUCK EL. Sole Agents, New Ygrk.
dec27 eod2m*

GREAT DISCOVERY.—An adhesive preparation
that will STICK
Patches and

Linings to Boots and Shoes sufficiently stroug without stitching;
That will effectually inend Furniture, Crockery,

Toys,

and all articles of household

use.

Belt Makers,

(

Boot aud Shoe

Makers,
Machinists,

Manufacturers and
And Families,

will And it invaluable!

It will effectually

stopthe

Drs. LOCKF. A

KIMBALL, Dentists, No. 117
Middle Street. Portland. Me.
augl6—ly
BROKERS’

It is insoluble in water

or

oil.

It Is

a liquid, and as easily applied
It will adhere oily substances.

as

paste.

It is

Hilton

45.000

Supplied in packages from

2 os. to 100 lbs., by
THUS. G. LOR1NG, Apothecary,
Corner of Exchauge and Federal Streets,

Sole Agent in Poitland.
febl7 dly

DR. P.

"r

1.000 .do.103
300 United States Five-Twenties. 96

8 share Boston and Maine

Railroad.133|

I
Brighton Market—Feb. 19.
At market, 1000 Iteeves, 120 Stores, 2600 Sheep and

Lamb-, and
Swine.
Beef Cattle-Extra. 07 25 a 7 75: first quality, 07 26
75; second 06 75 a 7 00: third. 06 75 a 6 76.
Cows—Sales 026. 31. 40 and 48.
kearlings, no sale*; two rears old 018 a 20; three
years old, 021 a 23.
Hides, 08 a 8}c V lb Calf Skins, no sales.
Sheep—04 00. 4 60. 5 00 a 5 60.
Pelts—2 (*> a »2 26.
Iteeves are sold by the bead, at price*
equal to the
value P lb of the *>*tiniated weight of Beef in the
quarter, the same price, at shrinkage from live weight
agreed on by the parties—varying from 28 to 31 per
cent.
—

7

_MARRIED.
In Cape Elizabeth, Feb. 19, by Rev. B. Freeman.
Anthony Frauk, of 17th U. S. Reg. Baud, and Miss
Arietta H. Day. of C. E.
At No. 14, Washiugtou Co.. Feb. 3, John McEverand Miss

Mary

Weymouth,—the

J.

bride is about

id and the bridegroom 70.
In Vassal boro. Feb. 8. David M. Wyer and Miss

Mary

P.QU1MBY,

would

giveuoticethat he

ha

C. Clarke.

DIED.
In this city. Feb 19. of consumption, Orelia J., eldest daughter of William W. and Abigail L. Peters,
aged 23 years.
In Norridgewock, Feb. 2d, Mr*. Hannah, wife of
the late Col. John Marshall, aged 76 years; Also Miss
Henrietta Hartford, aged 16 years.
In Bridgtou, Jan 22, of consumption. Miss S. Maria
Haskell, aged 17 years 3 mouths.
lu Robbiustou. Jan. 31st. Mrs Eliza Brewer, wife
of the late Thomas Brewer, aged 66 years.

No. 13
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SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

FOR

HAIL!

City of Wa*hing'n.Liverpool.Near York...Feb 4

Nova Scotian.Livcrpaol.Portland
Feb &
Canada..Liverpool.Boston.Feb 7
Feb 11
City of Baltimore Liverpool.New York
Boruflsia. Southampton. New York.. Feb 11
f hina.Liverpool.New York
.Feb 14
kangaroo.Liverpool.New York. .Feb 18
Arabia.Liverpool.Boston.Feb 21
....

New
Hatnmonia.Southampton. New

Australasian.

....

Liverpool.

York... Feb 25
York.. Feb 28

TO IVRFART.

Kuropa.

..

Tuesday Evening, Feb. *4, IMS,
Will be presented fbr tbe first time in this
place,
with a truly great cast of characters. Banin’s
brated patriotic play, i n 6 acts, entitled

celc^

DAMON * PYTUIA*!
Or the Test of Friendship.
Da wow,the patriot Senator. Mr. B. L. Daveuport.
Pythias, a Soldier.V. Barron.
Dyonsins, King of Syracuse.A. W. Fenno.
Damocles, a Conspirator against the State J Flood.
1‘bilistiu President of tbe Senate
T H Knight.
For remainder cast see small bills,

cy-Wednesday evening Mr. B. L. Davkwfobt
will appear in his great character of the Cardinal
Duke, in Bulwer s Play of Bit HELIEU.
ADMISSION—110 cents; Gallery 26 cents.
Doors open at 61—commencing at 7J P. M.
l.F’.v«t»c»n be secured without eatra charge at
the Drug Store of K. Dana. Jr., under the hall, eommenctng Saturday morning, at 10 o’clock.
febll jt

JL ALL

Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the regu
lar lines. The steamers for or from
call a
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call a

Liverpool

Londonderry.

PAN A M A AN D C A LI Ft >RN I A—Steamers, carrying Mails for Aspiuwall. Panama, and California,
leave New York on the 1st, 11th, and 2latofeach
mouth.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.
Salnrday*.Frkrnary SI.
Sou rises.6.49 I High water. (P. M.)... 1.10

MARINE

R>’.APT!

Spring Style
rF-Hat#

JL

Silk Hats!

HARRIS’, opposite the Postofflee.

At

MAPI To

by the

rrr

Con forma teer

W»S

feb2l —4w is ed

or

IMoln.

BAT MARE, weighing alxml pan pound,, tear
yean old. Her at hind tool wm white to the
nnkie; the other had a attrxk of white acroM tba
heel. Any perron who Inda her ahall be eahably rewarded b)r returning her or giving ill formation to
JOSEPH SEVERANCE. Coruiah. Me.
Or by learing word at the Preaa office

A

frMl-B TAT*

For Sale.
THE good Sch. Volaxte. well found
la Mila and rigging. Ae
itu
She baa good
/it (v aaehora and a good boat, garrwa 110
toaa-waa
teat
reltted
Ml
and pot la
4uLHK.
good condition for baaiaees. She ia perfectly aoaad, and will be sold tew. For terms and
further in tor mattea addrm
WM. A. FEKNALD.
New Bedford. Feb 18. 1881
retail rilw
4A

FirrIUIh Fanglly School for Boy*,

f|THE
Spring Term of this highly ineceeaftal School
X will begin March 4th, 1H88. and continue twenty
weeks.
For ••Circulars." Ac., please address the Principal.
Parent* arc cordially invited to visit the .school.
WARREN JOHNSON. M. A.. Principal.
feb21 d2w

one

Beal Estate at Aaelioa.

—

| Length

the

LIVING Til AO ED IAN,

TorsilAM, ME.

Boston.Liverpool.... Feb 18
North American.. Portland
Liverpool..‘eb 21
Etna.New York.. Liverpool.Feb 21
Bavaria.New York Hamburg.Feb 21
Meiita.New York Havana.Feb 21
Asia .New York Liverpool..Feb 25
..New York. Havana.Feb 28
Pacitle..
City of Washing'n.New York. Liverpool.Feb 28
Nova Scotian .Portland
Liverpool. Feb 24
Canada
Boston.Liverpool. March 4
( ity of Baltimore New York Liverpool
March 7
Boruwua.
New York Hamburg.. .Match 7
China .New York. Liverpool
March 11

Sun seU.b 40

pre«» and the oeonle of
United a fates as t lie

Mrayed

Liverpool—Ship Frank Pierce— 863 tons salt, 100
tons Cannel coal, to C M Davis.
Halifax N S—Sch Susan Lang—428 bbla herring,
100 j bbls do. 6 bbla eels, 2 bbla vliad. 20 hhd* sugar,
49 bbla do, 1 bbl coffee, to Geo H Starr; $>40 sheep
skins, to H B k 11 M Hart.

STKAMKR

DAVENPORT,

bv the

The Manager has selected as the initial
performance, the great Patriotic Piay *>t OA.MtPX AS D
PY I'HIAS—m Dram* of most remarkable
interest
abounding iu .National Sentiments aud «tartling situations. ami selected mote purt.cuta: lv as a literary
production, admitting of a *p«udid Last of Charaeters. Mr Uavknpoki will be supported
by Mrs. E.
L. Davenport, the emineut liagic Artiste; Mr.
Harry Pbakaon, the well-known and fkvortte Sew
York Comedian; Miss. Ada PABEER.the
accomplished Comedienne; Mr. < hakui Barron. tbe
young
American Tragedian; Mr. Thou. Knight, Mr A W
Fswno, and other well-known Dramatic Artists.

IMPORTS.

of

days

....

10 51

NEWS?

PORT OF PORTLAND.
Friday..Frkraary SO.
AUUIVED.

ltrig Geo Laidlaw, (Hr) Thompson,
Cork 8th ult.
Sch Susan, (Hr) Lang. Ilalifhx
Steamer Montreal, Prince, Boston.

Liverpool

shall aell at public auction
Tuesday .March
WE17th.
at 3 o’clock P. M
the premises.Hooae
No. 4 Brown
on

on

Street, aext to Dr. oilman
oa Free
and Browa afreet. It fa a three atory wooden hows.
Willi twaemeat—nearly new, bwilt and Xniahod of
Iwat materiaJ and ia the moat faithful manner. Contains 18 rooms—baa a natural spring of parr water
in the basement, and a large brtek ciatera ia the eeilar. Thera A a cem<-uted floor auder the whole house
with cemented drains into the city Mwera. There is
a coal hole auder the aidewaJk.
holding 10 tons. Tba
Hoaer ia well ealcalaied for two tamiltes It is aow
occupied hr Dr. Foster Tba local mu ia central—ia
one of the beat neighborhoods ia I he
cMy; the boaae
new and in Ine order, and the property
erery way
desirable for oceapancy or iareatmeat. Caa be aeon
at any time before the ante. This undoubted
A
large part of the purshaee mosey eaa remain oa

mortgage

HENRY BAILEY A CO.. Auctioneers.
febSl d2aw'iwthruedta

'.r 50,000 B0TTUSS SOLDjXI
Wellcome’s Important India!
F.N I

nod spoke cautiously,
WHtimid, begun
act

via

CLEARED.

Ship Anglesea. (Br) Bruce, Liverpool, by Edition-

stone. Allan k Co.
Bark Archer, Lewis. Montevideo, for orders, by
Russel! Lewis.
Brig 1Kina ram, Thompson, Cardenas, Emery k
Fox.
Brig J Rick more. Tracy. Fortresa Monroe, by EMa
k Libby.
Brig Vincennes, llodgdon. Green Point, NY, by
James k Pope.
Sch S A Appleton, Salsbury, New York, by H R
Stick ney.
A barkkentine of about 500 tons, wss launched
from the yard of C. P. t arter k Co
at Belfast, on
the 16th inst. She in called “Le Yik,” (meaning, io
Chinese. “Everlasting Profit.) and Is inteuded for the
China trade. She will have iron rigging and carry a
batterry of three rifled cauuou.
The British iron steamship < aleddonla. (ashore at
with her eugiucs, boilers, machinery. 200
tons coal, and all her tackle, furniture. Ac., remainon
was sold at auction on Thursas she
her.
ing
day, !9t!> Inst, for 914000. subject to Custom House
duties and charges.
Nickereou A Co., of Boatou,
were the purchasers
The C. was a uew vessel and
built on the Clyde tl»e present year.

Cape Cod)

lay.

The A2 schooner Antelope, 105 tons, built at Keunebunk in 1651, lias been sold at New York for 94100
tvu.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SHIP ISLAND—lu port 27th ult, ship New England. Edge. and bark iemplar, Mitchell.
BALTIMORE—Cld I6tb. sc Us C A Farnsworth,
Hodsdon, Boston; Ada Frances, Coombs, tor Wash-

ington.

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 18th, sch F C Smith. Andemon. New York.
I Id 18th, ship Napoleon. Thompson, tor Acapulco;

schs W K Genii. Ames. New York ; F C Smith. Anderson, do; A M Eld ridge, Fisher. l*rovideuce.
NEW YORK Ar 18th, ship Mamarauack. Cushing, Loudou l&th ult; schs Kubv. Tracy, Elizabeth*
Caldwell.'and Saxon,
port for Boston; Gertrude. Devereaux.
Castine Ibr
Cassidy, Eastport; Cabinet,
Philadelphia; E Arculariu*. Jack*on. Rockland for
Baltimore; Mana Lunt. Boynton, Portland: Fair
Denier, Cox. Boston; EC Knight, Fall River.
Ar liith, brig Orozimbo, Tracey, Boston; sch Cossetta. Eldrtdge. Boston.
Cld 19th, snip Ban rise. Luce. Liverpool; N World,
Kuight. do: bark Maraval. Griflu, Barbadoes; bi^g
Anna Wellington, Atwood, Cardenas; Mary Cobb,
Duncau, Washington; sch* Joaiah Achorn, Hatch,
Bostou : Rio. Plummer, do.
Sid 18th. ship Chus Sprague; bark Alamo; ach
Lookout, and other*
NEWPORT—Ar 18th. schs Howard. Whittemore,
from Portland for Fortress Monroe; Governor. York,
Portsmouth RI for Boston; Julia Grace. Ha St Domingo for Bostou ; Leader. Barter.hu St George. Me,
for Alexandria; Leesburg, Blake. Port laud lor Philadelphia; Rachel Beals, Curtis, do for New York.
Also ar I8lh, schs Home, ol Belfast; Franconia, of

Ellsworth.
bid 18th, sch Mary Alice, Perry, Belfkst for For-

tress Monroe.
In port 19th. schs Anna Elizabeth. Pettey. fm Cardenas tor Frauktort; T B Hodgtnan. Prince, N York
tor Salem: Pavilion. Parker, fortune Island, and the
above arrivals. Wind E, heavy,
t EDGAR!OWN-Ar 18th, sell A E Willard.Conley
Cardenas lor Portland.
SOMERbET—Ar 17th, sch Harriet Rvan, Staples,
New York
BOSTON—Ar 19tb, sch Emma Oakes. Nickerson,
St Domingo.
Cld 19th, bark Waltham. Southard. New Orleans;
sch Jerusha Baker, Barbarick. Portland
Cld 30th. bark kedar. Johnston. Africa;
Waltham. Clark. Sagua: sch* Zouave, Foster, Baltimore;
R B Fitts, Paul, Rockland..
Sid 20th, ship* Albert Gallatin, and Mary Bangs;
bark Speedwell; brig H G Berry
SALEM—Ar 18th, sch Enchantress. Devereaux,

Machiasport.
FOREIGN PORTS.
2d, ship Ocean Eagle,

Sailed from Swatow Dec

Chism, for Foochow.

At Ponce 23d ult. brig Crana, Coombs, from Portland.
At do 4th. barks Ellen Morrison. Lyon, for N York
5 days; J Benson, Johnson, (from do) just ar; brigs
Rt-Milute. Gray, for do, Idg Echo, Btusoa, for Baltimore. do.
At Trinidad 27th ult, brig Lucy Heywood. Stone,
tin St Thomas; sch West Wind. Gilman, unc.
Ar at Cionfuego* 1st inst. brigs Nantasket. Sawyer,
Curacoa; Marine, Cook. Boston.
bid 8d. bark M H Stetson. Jordan, Boston.
Ar at Havana 9th inst, bark Talareru. Merithew,

Boston
Portland, and can be found at his Room,
bid 12th. ship Ttios Jefferson. Deshon.Xew Or'eaiffe.
International House, Tuesday, August I
Ar at Matanza* 14th inst, brig Heury Means,Means
Pith, whore he will attend to all wishing tooousul
from Boston.
fm Cardenas 11th iust, brig Prentiss Hobbs,
Sailed
hitn.
Ellis, Bostou.
First Examination at office.... .9200
Each subsequent sittingat office,.60
SPOKEN.
City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2 60
Feb. 11, lat 87, Ion 71 21, brig Triad, ftn N Orleans
Each subsequent visit at resideuoe,. 100
fbr Boston.
August 16, 1862.—tf

returnedto

Pr—Piilin* lo

MR. E. L

.do.1*32

3.000 ..do. 96
9.500 United States Demand Notes.162
11.000 U. 8. Certificates of Indebrn’s.964

nv

ft Thursday Evei.4, i5, and fc0

nmgs,

HOARD.

1.000 United States Coupon Sixes (1881).971
5,10t> U. S. 7 3-10Treasury Notea (Aug). 102
do (August).102
9,00b
700 ...do (Oct).108
6.500 .do.108

van.

Brothers, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.

fob THEEE NIGHT* ONLY!

or

Boston.
PORTSMOUTH—Cld 18th, sch SAB Small, Dono-

IIILTON’S INSOLUBLE CEMENT !

Hall.

Tuetday, Wednesday
Feb.

Stocks.—Boston, Feb 20, 1882.
2.462 American Gold..
8.200.do...162}
8alb

brig

leakage of Coal Oil.

Deering-

—

—

3m

ADVERTISEMENTS.

.HENRY C. JAKRETT.
L,ES*EE
(Late Lessee of Niblo's Garden,2V. Y., Boston |be*
Dentistry. Dr.J081AH HEALD,No.241 Con
atre and Brooklyn
Academy of Music.)
gross Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church I Stag* Mana.uk.A. W. Fknvo.
Portland, Me.
aug7dly

The wine

erties, let

NEW

to offer

thequsek.

mv

remedies for sole I

wm

fearing 1 might
having proved them in nil lormo
they are adapted to. sad seeing

Rut

of such diseases ns
the astonishing effect* of them in the curs of tbs
most distressing cake*, in all classes of constitutions,
ami stage* of disease, and having received thousands
of testimonials of the most flattering character, we
now speak with all hoMaess. confident that
they are
above all others.
1. Ins (ibkat tiuiui Cocoa Rbmbdy—For
all discuses qf tht TkrvU ttnj Lungs —We refer to
a few case*.
N. Dickson, of Boston, Mas#.; Kid. 8.
K Partridge. Whiteheld. Me.; Mr. 8. Bradley. Vieuua. Me.; Mrs. T. Uerloy, Newcastle. Me.; Misa
Amanda Longer. Hallo well. Me, Mrs. D. N. Kidder.
Bristol, N. II; Mrs. Weedoa, Holland, Yt; and hundreds of others, cured or bad cases of Brrmckitit
Kid. A. T. Hodgkins. Vienna; Mrs. B
WoodsMe.
Brunswick; Mr. Joseph Ford. Jefferson, Me; Mary
8. Burrough, Providence. K. I., a#*d many othera
cured of the most distressing cases of /'k/Aiss’c.
Mr# W W Patten.Topsham; Mrs. F. Winslow.
Yarmouth; Mrs. J. H. Conan t. Richmond. Me .cured
ot case* of Influenza and Cough when
evervthiag
elae tailed. Children of D. Tarr, Litchfield, of Capt.
J. Lawrence. Yarmouth, and more than twenty others. cured of Croup, tome of whose lives were saved
by it. all other remsdies tailing For ooramon co da,
boat seoesa. coughs, sore luugs, Ac.. thousands testify it Is be best and cheapest ever used.
2.
Livbb KkotlaTob and Dytptptic ( urer —C.
White of Richmond.Me., says—"It is the best article
for Liver Complaint 1 have ever seen
It has beuefitted my wife more than f 100
Leo. Webber. Litchfield. Me., says, "It has worked wonders for my
daughter, who has been three years under doctors*
treatment without benefit.
Yonr Liver Regulator
has cured her. We had lost all hope of her getting
well." Mr. J. 8. Carter. Water* ills—*1 have used
two bottles and find it double extra. It is a valuable
medicine.” Mrs. E. Johnson, PittsUm, confined to
her bed five years, says: "I have used one bottle; it
with me, and keeps my food fiom souring, rove* faintness.
Please send more immediately
Mr. W. Chase of Raugor, says: "I have used your
Liver Regulator with much profit to mvseif. and
think much of it.” We have a great number of such
testimonies routinnallv comma
3 Wbllcomk s Pais l uru.-Eld. I. Wight.Aagusta, says: "It is the beat thing tor an irritated
throat aud lung*, and for cotlc, I ever saw." Eldar
A. C. Hodgkins. Vienna, says. "It Is being successfully used here tor the rare of diptheria (tend me a
lot immediately ; what I had is ail sold." JWi.rifItu, Mark, says; "It takes the lead of all other articles of that
; it is being used with goad
I have not heard of a single
success for diptheria.
instance where it has failed send three dozen more."
U N. Kidder. Bristol. X. H says: "Yonr medicines
are doing wonderful cu res, especial hr the /'«■ < wrsr.
Oue case of sciatic rheumatism has turn cured bv oaa
bottle. It puts ‘Perry Davis’ l ain Killer’ all (a the
shade
Win Baker. Yarmouth, says he cured a
valuable horse of lameness and swelled leg with the
Pain Purer
Thousands are being cured ef variens
pains, cramps, colies, rheumatism, sprains, urinary
troables aud
lor which U w a sure cure.
In our store we retail ten limes more of it than ail
other liniments.
Wbllcomb’s Diabkhba 8tr *f —This has
4.
cured hundreds of cases wbete ever thing else failed.
We warrant it to do more thnu any other preparation now known by doctors or others.
6. urn Jaubmcb Hitters are very highly prised and eKteusively used
X. B. Our remedies are purelg vegetable, safe In
all cases for old and y oang.male and female, in whaterer couditiou ot life.
tyrnll for oar Circular and read the testimonies.
Pnrpared only by I. ('. WELLl OXI k CO., Yarmouth. Me. Sold by medicine dealers extensively.
lu Portland by H. U Hay. t E. Beckett, and
Thomas J. Luring.
feb’Jl eod4 w lan>3m
—

Krces

description

neuralgia,

EJL.

—-L1

"BP

GROCERIES.

EASILY

PARKER & ARMSTRONG
reepeetfblly inform tbclr
WOULD
public in geuerul. that they burr

friend* and the

Stora,

Jut pul la

NO. IT SILVER STREET,
nppo.it. Milk St

—a

complete aeeortmeat of choice

Butter. Ou«r, LarA Flour,
Wolasars, Fish, Tnu, fofee,
Jkc., Ac.
Moiraru,
together with the aaael r.ri.-ty of go.nl. kept in. Int
class grocery, which they iufeud to sell st fair prices,
and to deliver to any part of the city runs of
(MARGK.

N. B -Beat quality FAMILY fUU k conataatly
ou

hand.

EDWIN PARKER,
SIMON E. ARMSTRONG.
fcb 19
tf
Portland. Feb. Id, 1*3

Notice of

Copartnership.

bar, tbi» day rormed a Copart,
for tbe purpow of traueacllng tha

undrnugerd

THE
aerahip.

OKOfCKV

BF NIK ESS.

And hare taken the Store,

NO- IT SILVER STREET,
Directly opposite Milk Street
EDWIN PARKER.

SIMON K. AKMSTRONU.
fbbU dtf
Portland, Fab. M. 1*3.

MATTERS

ABOUT TOWN.

BY TELEGRAPH.

Religious Notices.
C 9 Mr. Knimm Houston. Trance speaker, will
lecture in Mechanics' llaii, Iielorcthe Portlantl Spiritual Association, to-morrow afternoon and evening
at 2j aud 7 o'clock.
Sunday School at 9], Conference at 10J o'clock,
twi'he services at State Street Church to-morrow
will

XXXVII U0NGBE3S.--Second Session.
Washington, Feb. 20.
SENATE.

A committee of Conlereuce was upi>oitite<l
on tbe indemnification act.
A coinmunicalion was received from tlie
Secretary of tlie Treasury in answer to tlie inquiry as to steps takeu in regard to the frauds
in the New York custom house.
Mr. Wade, from the committee on Territories. reported back the bill to allow the people
of Nevada to take preparatory steps to being
admitted into the Union, and asked to be discharged from tlie further consideration of tbe
resolution of inquiry into tlie expediency of
admitting New Mexico as a State.
Mr. Wilson of Mass., from the Military Committee. reported back the joint resolution to
facili'ate the pavuieut of siek and wounded
soldiers, directing them to be paid in 00 days.
The resolution was passed.
,
Mr. Wilkinson, from the committee on Territories, reported a bill to enable the people of
Nebraska to take preparatory steps to be admitted into the Uuion as a Slate.
Mr. I .sue ot Kansas, reported a similar bill
in relation to Colorado.
Mr. Trumbull, from the Judiciary Committee, reported adversely on the bill to amend
the act admitting the State of Western Vir-

TO THE

Portland Daily Press.

at the usual morning hour—sermon
by the oastor. Rev. li. L. Walker. The Sabbath
school will be held at 3 o'clock iu the artemoou
aw The Rev. Mr. Loverfng will deliver an address
at the Park St. Church to-morrow
evening at 7 o'clock. Snblect: "Washington aud our times."
commence

Bids for the .Nluine Mate Loan.

Augusta, Feb. 20.
The Maine State loan of twenty
years for
$525,000 lias been taken at an average rate of
premium of 14 1-2 per cent. Over $4,000,000

jy Dm Washingtonians will meet at Sons of Temperance Hall to-morrow evening, at 7 o'clock
1 he
meeting is free to all—Ladies end Uentleiueu.

were

City A lairs.
Settlement of a Claim.—A special meeting
of the City Council was held yesterday afternoon, for the purpose of acting upon the claim
of James H. Hand, Esq., for services as Archi-

ERO.M WASHINGTON.

The Senate Committee on Foreign Relatione
and H. Mercier.

tect of the new City Building. The proposition of Hr. Hand to settle his claim against
the city for $4050 was accepted, and an order
was passed to hire the money on twenty years.

Mrrrlmnr No. 9

a

Failure*.

Longstreet's Division gone from the Rappahannock to the South.

The above amount, with what Mr. Kami lias
previously received, makes his whole compensation, as Architect, amount to #7000. His
claim was between #10,000 and *11/100. But
rather than have any
litigation in the mailer
he olfered to accept the above named amount,
in full, and we think the city was wise in ac-

ginia.

Mr.

Frauds in the New York Custom

PA8SAGE OF THE ARIZONA

Sapreme Jadicial Coart.
JANUARY TERM—CUTTING J., PRESIDING.
Friday. No. 306—George Woodside and
als. vs. Rodney Forsaith.

307.—George Woodside

and ais. vs. Jas.

House.

actions were tried together.
They are actions of assumpsit on a note for
#1000, dated Feb. 23, 1857, signed by J. C.
>

Humphrey and endorsed by defendants, payable in six months. The defense is that, at the
maturity of

the note, plaintiffs extended the
time of payment to the proinissor, without notice thereof to the defendants. The testimony
was conflicting
tifying that no

upon this point, one party tessuch extension was made,

while the other party testified directly to the
contrary. These cases were tried at the October term, but the jury failed to agree upon
% verdict.
Judge Barrows argued the case for the defendants and Judge Shepley for plaintiffs. Afthe case had been given to the jury by
Judge
Cutting, Court adjourned till 9 o'clock Saturday morning.
W. G. Barrows.
Shepley A Dana. *

A Good Tniso Accomplished.—We stepped into Mechanics' Hall a day or two since
and found that tlie Mechanic Association, in
connection with the Association of Spiritualists, who occupy it for lectures on Sundays,
have

tastefully,

to say elegantly, trimmed
the Hail with evergreen. This effectually counnot

teracts the echo which has

formerly been a bar
to comfortable listening, and gives a beautiful
appearance to the hall when lighted. The
Mechanics deserve much credit not only for
erecting so beautiful a structure, both externally and internally, for the use of our citizens,
but for the commendable real which they have
ever shown to remove all objections to their
hall, and render it in ail respects adapted to
public use. This or some other mode of decoration will undoubtedly become permanent,
and leave little to lie asked for to make the
hall all that it was intended to be. Before

closing this brief notice we desire also to say
Spiritual friends are entitled to much

that our

credit for their efforts to .procure and render

attractive

central

a

and

convenient

place,

desire may attend tlieir
meetings, which they have admirably accomplished by the selection of the above named
*
ball.
where those who

BTT.T.

No Official Information of the Defeat of
Gen. Banks at Port Hudson.

_

Me«

Debate.

Notwithstanding
the storm on Thursday evening the discussion
was well attended—quite a number of our
leading citizens being among the audience.
The debate was one of the most interesting
and exciting of the season—spicy and animated. ('apt. J. B. Coyle opened the question in
basics

He was followed on the

the affirmative.

by

—

same

Walker, Mark Walton and
N. A. Foster. The negative was supported by
S. A. Nash and J. T. Emery. The question

side

Nathaniel

laid on the table for next week, when we
expect to see a lively time.

was

By-Hilton'a Insoluble Cement, for sale by
Thos. G. Loring, corner of Federal and Exchange streets, is just the thing to have in the
family. It it a sure article for mending furniture, crockery, toys, Ac., and for putting
patches

and

liuing to the

boots and shbes when

the little ones kick out the toes, which they
are very apt to do.
It is as easily applied as
common

Try

paste.

it.

The atric al.—Mr. Jar rett’s talented combination star company,

consisting

of Mr. and

Mrs. E. L. Davenport, and other distinguished actors, will open at Dekrimb Hai.i.. oh
Tuesday evening nexL The attraction will

be worthy of one of Portland's best audiences,
and we dare say the Hail will be fllied to repletion. See advertisement

Sy—Thc Excise Tax in the 1st collection
district in this State for the month of January,
not yet put in the hands of the Collector, is
$24,148,28. of which $2,000,00 is for licenses.

The

previously assessed for the four
$107,316.67, of which has been collected $106,183.61.
amount

months is

SJ“Mg|or

Koine is located in Portland for

the convenience of Maine and New

Hampshire,
and Is ready to pay discharged soldiers, certificates oi arrears of pay, bounty, and all
other dues which the Pay Department of the
United 8tates are liable to pay. Headquarters
United Elates Hotel.

Washington, Feb. 20.
Attention is called to a report in a New
York pajier that Ike members of the Senate
committee on Foreign Relations have been
most earnest in their demonstrations of friendship to M. Mercier and the government he
represents. On inquiry it appears that M.
Mercier's dispatches and the relations with
France, as shown by the recent dispatches,
have not been considered in the committee,
nor is it known that any member of the committee lias made any demonstration to M.
Brreier. Some of tile committee attended the
recent diplomatic dinner of Mr. Seward, given
siucu the publication of the Richmond Dispatch, when liie French Miuister was an honored guest, but Mr. Sumner, who was then ill,
was obliged to decline under the advice of his
physician. There is not a uieinlier of the
committee who don't repel all ideas of foreign
mediation or iuterveuliou, of w hatever form it
may take.
C'. F. Miller, who has been employed as a
clerk in Richmond, arrived here to-day, having made Ills escape to one of the boat* of the
l’otomac flotilla, lie represents Merrimac
No. 2 at Fort Darling in the latter end of January, having a lighter on each side, owiug
to her top heaviness. She carries lour guus, but
is pierceu
lor cigui.
i.ongsireeis division
passed through Richmond several weeks ago
for the South and South-west. A large number of the soldiers of the Rappahaunock have
followed. He says the country between Richmond and Fredericksburg. over which he
travelled on foot, is nearly desolated.
Secretary Chase has communicated to the
Senate, in answer to a resolution, a statement
of Edward Jordan, Solicitor of the Treasury,
relative to frauds in the New York custom
house, showing that frauds upon the revenue
had been committed lor at least six weeks
(years?) past. They were effected by making
out false invoices, re|»eseuting different de- |
scriptions and lower prices of goods than were
actually imported, and then securing the passage of such invoices by various devices
through tile custom house. In some cases a
portion of the goods were correctly invoiced,
and those particular packages examined. Invoid's were sometimes made in tlctitious
names, and sometimes the goods of one person
were entered in the name of another. In some j
Instances the importer was cognizant of the i
fraud, in other Ids broker was responsible
alone. Entries and invoices when completed
were in some oases destroyed and obliterated.
Aliout $50,(X*) have been recovered by seizures
goods belonging

to

|Here

*

Maine Central Railway, from Danville Junction to

Bangor, is

of the same gauge

as

the

Grand Trunk.

SY We learn that overtures have been
made to Joseph W. Dyer, Esq., for
building
another steamer of the sire and model of the
Harvest Moon.

Also for building a large seaside wheel
steamship of from 1000 to
1500 tons burtbern.

going

BySteamsliip North American wHl sail
for Liverpool this afternoon,
af-

immediately

the arrival of the train from Canada.—
Mails at the City Postofflce will close at 1.30

ter

P. M.
Ey-The Atlantic Monthly and Godey's
Lady’s Book, for March, have been received
by Hall L. Davis at his bookstore No. 53 Exstreet.

ECyThe Banks
Monday from 9 to
of note payers and

evidently

without

in this

city
o’clock,
depositors.

10

will be open on
for the benefit

suiting.”]

HOfSE.

On motion of Mr. Shellabcrger, the Military Committee were instructed to inquire
whether additional legislation is necessary for
an explanatory act to secure
payment for the
soldiers from tlie lime they enlered the service,
instead of from the time their companies were
imiNtprpH.

The national currency bill was taken up.
Mr. Kenton concluded his remarks in its
favor.
Mr. Baker opposed the bill.
Mr. Noell asked iu reference to the Judiciary Committee, to inquire how far it deprives
the State of the right to regulate their own
financial concerns under valid laws.
Mr. Hooper moved the previous question,
and the House, 73 against 73, ordered the
main question to lie put. The House refuser!
to table the bill, 37 against NIC
The bill was put on its third reading, 83 to
67.
Mr. Iloscoe Conklin called for its entire read-

meIJMr. Washhurne raised a point that as the
bill had been entirely read once, the House
could dispense with a second reading.
The speaker over-ruled the point, deciding
that any member had a right to call lor the
reading ol a bill at any stage on its pasaage.
Tiie bill passed, 78 against 64.

(Here

is

evidently an omission of some porproceedings, of which the
Boston copyist says, “if it does not suit, take
without suiting.")
An amendment was adopted restricting the
use of tlie
Franking privilege by the depart-

parties implicated.—

tion of the House

About 100 fraudulent entries by Junius R. Van
Vechteu, Marcellus Uellis and II. Griggs have
been discovered. The lirst has been dismissed
and placed under bonds; the others are all
suspeiqied, and tile District Attorney has U'en
requested to indict them. Henry Calhoiiii.thc
Deputy Collector is censured lor want of vigilance. Wm. A. lieltlngwell and the clerks in
the record bureau are deemed ctil|»ahlc and
careless. Mr. Jordan is coufldent that frauds
in importation are constantly and systematically practiced in jewelry, laces, silks and
other costly goods, by smuggling in various
ways; in other goods through lalse invoices.
Facts show that money in large sums lias been
received by officials for fraudulent acts or contrivance, and a belief is stated that nearly ail
the officers are in the habitual receipt of emoluments from importers and their agents. One
lawyer says he has in II lice u months paid
$1500 to one record clerk. Van Vecbten admit* having received $2500 per annugi. A
bond clerk on a salary of $1000, in eight years
accumulated $10,000.
Mr. Jordan recommends : 1st—The designation of an officer at
Washington charged with the prevention and
detection ol frauds in the revenue. 2d—New
regulations concerning invoices and entries of
foreign merchandise. 3d—The criminal punishment of the guilty. 4th—The prohibition
of all emoluments from importers. 5tl*—Provision lor securing proof agaiast such frauds.
The Senate to-day passed the bill organizing
the territory of Arizona. It only waits the
signature of the President to liecoine a law.—
This territory contains I2D.UUU square milt's,
and is therefore larger than three States of the
size of Ohio. It is said by those who have
s|HMit several years there, to contain more and
richer silver and copper mines than any territory under the goverumeuL Gold is also
found in various parts of the territory.
Fleet Captain Peiinock under date of Cairo,
yesterday, informs the Secretary of the Navy
that tlie steamers Rowcua, White Cloud and
Knapp have been seized as prizes by the gun,
boat New Grenada at or near Island No. 10lor containing contraband goods, such as
quinine and innrpheuc in large quantities,
arms, rebel uniforms, army blankets and oilier
guneral merchandise contraband of war. The
White Cloud had on hoard a large rebel mail
coulaiuiug important information.
The steamer Howe was seized by Admiral
Porter and sent up there from below.
All exploded story of Gen. Hunks having
been defeated near IVrt Hudson lias bceu revived. The Government has received no unfavorable information whatever from that

aud postmasters to official business.
An amendment was adopted establishing the
money order system, as follows:
For $1 and not exceeding *10,5 eta.; over
$10 and not exceeding 830, 10 cts.; every additional sum of $10 dollars or less. 3 cents.—
Without taking definite action the House adments

journed.

FROM FORTRESS MONROE.

Jeff. Davis' Retaliatory Proclamation Overruled.

U The American Illustrated papers for
next weekjiave been received at the bookstore
of A. Robinson, No. 51 Exchange street.

on

Vicks-

burg.
Fortress Monroe, Feb. 18.

Col. Win. H. Ludlow has just returned from
City Point from a conference with Mr. Outd,
rebel commissioner.
The Virginia legislature will overrule Gov.
Letelier in his late attempt at retaliation ill
imprisoning U. S. officer*, and will trauster to
the rebel authorities where it properly belongs,
under the cartel, nil mutters connected with
the excuange of prisoners.
It is now quite certain that the rebel Congress will overrule Mr. Jed'. Davis in bis retaliatory proclamation aud message, and exchanges will go on as heretofore.
«
Gen. Foster left Fortress Monroe to-day for
the Mouth, on the steamer Spaulding.
The Kiclimond Dispatch of the 17th, contains an advertisement lor substitutes for service in Hie rebel army, offering a bounty of

$luuo apiece.

The Dispatch also has the following items:
The Florida has scut the Annie Bousall,with
troops lor New Orleans, to the bottom. Gunpowder is selling here at $8 per pound; lea
86,30 a $7 per pound; chlorolonn *10,30 per
pouud; black broadcloth $16,30 a $33,30 per
yard; grey cloth $18. The whole ol the Yankee army is leaving Aquia Creek, the greater
portiou bound to Washington and the remainder to Old Point; the object of this move is to
recruit and reorganize.
From Vicksburg—The enemy are engaged in
throwing up batteries ou the Louisiana shore,
to protect their men when they commence
throwing pontoon bridges across the river.—
Our authorities anticipate an early attack, and
our forces arc preparing lor the
enemy day
and night. All quiet.
Later.— Vicksburg, Feb. 14.—One of the
federal guuboats passed our batteries last night
under cover of darkness. Several shots were
tired at her without effect. All quiet this

FROM NASSAU.

Arrival and Clearance of Blockade Bunners.
The Alabama Again at Sea.
New York, Feb. 20.
The steamer British Queeu, from Nassau
10th, arrived this evening.
Tile steamer Leopard arrived at Nassau
Jan. lOtli from Charleston, with a full cargo of
cotton, and sailed 7lh iust. on her return trip.
A sloop, with turpentine, had also arrived
Irom Charleston 21st lilt.
Steamer Flora
cleared on 20th uit. for St. John, N. B., but
the
to
run
blockade.
Steamers
probably
Douglas and Nina cleared for St. John, N. B.,
on tile 23d uit.
Botli arc blockade runners.
The steamer Giraffe, from Wilmington, arrived at Nassau on the 25th uit., and the
steamer A tunica, from Savannah, both w ith
cotton.
The Giraffe sailed again on the 7th
Inst, Steamers Kagle and Wave Queen, from
St. Thomas, ami Kmintt and Granite City, from
Greenock, arrived on the Util, to be added to
the neutral fleet of blockade runners. Steamers Knby sailed on the J*th, and the Nicholas
on the
13th, to run the blockade, ami the
Douro and Kagle on the Hlli. A few schooners had also arrived from Southern
ports with
cotton.
All the above, mentioned blockade
runners were consigned and cleared
by the |
notorious Arm of Adilerly & Co.
The pirate Florida sailed from Nassau at 11
o’clock on the morning of the 27th uit, after i
recruiting for a (lav.

**

t

Bay

of Qalveston

Hen. Wool to Visit Portland.

A New Rebel

S.

Conscription

Mr. Severance will pay a liberal reward
for the recovery of the mare. See his advertisement.
—dw————

Act.

CITY
New York, Feb. 20
Major Gen. Wool is preparing to make a
tour
of
grand
inspection of fortifications, arsenals and military depots in
Connecticut,
Rhode Island, Massachusetts, New Hampshire

Strongly

Fortified.

Frigate Brooklyn Reported
Ashore.

reliable sources.
There was talk of another expedition under
Gen. Sherman being fitted out. Also a report

that another armed vessel had slipi>ed out of
Mobile harbor.
News from Galveston is to the effect that
onr fleet had entered the bay, but loimd it so
strongly fortified that it was deemed best to
withdraw for the present.

Later.—The steamer Geo. Cromwell, from
New Orleans 12th, arrived this evening.
There is considerable discontent among the
troops, growing out of the unwillingness of
white soldiers to be placed on a common footing with negroes.

Birth-da;

of

the 23d

Monday,

1863.

A national .a nte win ho Bred at 12
o'clock, M.
1 lie .everal church holla will be
run* (rum 12 to 1
clock.

o

*1rr^r\*e."t,heC,TY
clock, A M., the

10J

HALL, commencing at
Mayor presiding, to be con-

o

ducted

follows;
1st—Music by the Portland Rand.

merit. It is understood that the fortifications
on the Atlantic coast will receive
special attention from the distinguished soldier, and the
degree of activity which he lias of late infused into the operations upon the fortifications
of New Yol k harbor will soon he observuhle
in other portions of the Department of the
East. The General leaves this
city in the 8
o'clock train on Monday.and will
iindoubtedly
receive the heartfelt greeting on the route accorded him some years since on a similar
trip.
He will be accompanied by a portion of his
staff.
Col. Charles Carroll Hicks, of the rebel
army, and late a detective for the rebels in
Kiclimoml, was arrested this afternoon at the
St. Nicholas Hotel.
The Post has information through a gentleman from Richmond, that the rebel
army has
done growing. Every man in the South between 18 ami 40 who can
possibly hear arms,
is now in the service. There is a hill before
the rebel Congress conscripting even foreigners and
Marylanders. The supplies of the
rebels excepting shoes, are better
than
Imve
been. Shoes are scarce. The rethey
bels are reported short of
powder, and forage
is scarce. The people on the route to Fredericksburg are at the point or starvation. The
Po-t’s informant is certain there is a formidable rebel force in front of Hooker, and laughs
at the assertion that part of Lee's
army has
gone to Vicksburg.
The Express states that rumors have reached here to-day that owing to the results o.
some movement at Port Hudson. Gen. Banks
had stopped Gen. WelUell's expedition to the
Teclie, and sent a portion of the troops to reuforce those at Port Hudson.

as

2d—Prayer by Rev. Mr. Graham.
31-KiwliiiK of Washington's Farewell Address by7
Charles B. Stetson, Esq
4th—Music by the Band.
5th—Address by Rev. Mr. Stebbins.

_

Floor Manager*.
W. O. Fox,
Jas. K. Carter,
W Henry Clifford,
Lieut. Inman. I’.8.A.

Mu*ic hr Chandler’s Band. Doors
open at 7|—
Dauciug to cotnmeuce at 8 o'clock.
Tickets 25 cents.
fob!9 dt23

Wo Load!

«

GRAND FIREMEN’S, t l
and Civil Ball!

Military

r»t>ER TUB DIKKTTI03 OB TRB

DIRIOO

ASSOCIATION,

AT MECHANICS' MALL.
Ob Thnixla) Evening, Feb. 26lh, lHfl3.
•numifttf oj Arrangrmrnta—Trc*. (i. W. Tro*.
Vice Tres. H. T. I’Jummer. .Sec'y S. F Bearce, Trea*.
t. II. Littlefield, J. M..Stevens.* R. II. Waite. J. W.
Tlai*te«l, Mote* Day, F. It Knight*. Terry Oliver. II.
F. Drink water, H. C. Skillings, U. M llalev. G. A.
U an soa.
Pl***r M>ina<j*r*—(i. W. True. H. T. I’kimmer. 8.
F.Bea ce.C.ii.LittlelieJd,Terry Oliver, F. B.Knights.

Baltimore, Feb. 20.
evening a
the Maryland Institute, by Mr. Vallandiglmm.
The lecture announced lor this

Ticket*. One Dollar—to be obtained of the Comof Arrangement*.
MUSIC— By iAamu.eu s Band. Dancing to

mit tee

did not coiue off. unmistakable evidence lha<
the loyal sentiment of Baltimore would no
tolerate his presece having induced the abandon incut ol the lecture.

commeuce at

From California.
San Francisco, Feb. 19.
The case of United Suites vs. It. V. Hammond, Collector of S.in Francisco under President Pierce, is on trial in the Circuit Court.
The action is to hold the bondsmen rusjKinsibl
fo r the alleged heavy defalcations.

4 REGULAR MEETIM. of tbi AwotUtlon Kill
a\ lie held at their Debating Room, over International Bank. Saturday evening. February 21-t, 1803,
at
o’clock precisely. The public are invited.
QUESTION FOR DIS< U88ION
Rewlwl, t hat it i* the duty of Tresident Lincoln
and hi* Cabinet to restore the command of the Army

8 o’clock.

of the Totumac to Gen. McClellan
Ter order.
GEO. It. SMARDEN,
feb2b2t
Recording Secretary.

New York Market.
View York. Feb. 20.
Cotton—dull mid declining; itlei trifling at 88;<
89 for middling upland*.
Flour—vale* 30,'100 bbl*: .State and Western 6 (& 1
lower; Superfine State 7 10£ 7 26; Extra do 7 56 «

Mercantile
NEW

Library Associ’on

CITY

THE

HENRY WARD BEECUKB—Thursday, Feb.5th.
DaJ.G. HOLLAND—Wednesday, Feb. Uth.
JOHN B.GOCgH. Esq.. Tuesday, Feb. 17.

S 16 00 tor old.
13 75 tor old and uew.
Sugar*—Urn and in fair demand; New Orleans 9
<£ptSi; Muwc-tv ado 10} «, 11; sale* by auction 16
hhda New nrleau* at lOj a, Ilf.
1’olT***—quiet and firm.
Molaa*e»—quiet aud tirm; New Orlean* 60 *, 66.
Freight* to Liverpool—scarcely no firm; flour 2s
grain 6 a 6}d iu bulk and whip'* bag
Wool—Arm and active: *ale* 426,000 lb* domestic
fl*-ece 80 hi 87}; 40.000 lb* French ou private term*;
260 bale* Cape at 46} g 47}.

WENDELL

SITUATION a* Clerk or Book-keeper iu some
wholesale store, by a young married inau who
would like to loan hi*
employers a thousand dollar*.
Would not object to formiug' a Copartnership with
sonic one already in busiue**.
Reference* exchanged tor a lew days only.
Address BUSINESS, Box 2220, Tortland I*. O.

V

LOST!

ON

outer

every town and village, an agent of either
M *ex to engage in a light and profitable business
by which from 99to 912 per week can be made. Tersons having leisure evenings can make from 50 cents
to 91 per evening
A »ampl
with lull particulars
sent by mail to all who incluae tiikak letter
stamps
IRA RUSSELL A CO.,
(9 cents) and address
fel>4 dim a w8t34*
Hooksett, N H.

ledge

on

Bulwark Ledp.

the starboard hand In

is tho

entering

harbor, wus reported adrift a few days
since, by Mr. Moody, the keeper of the Ma-

W suited*
SITUATION as HOUSEKEEPER by

our

V

cleared the

> learn the Sign and Ornamental painting
rp>
1 ness. Oue who ha* a decided taste lor the

preferred.
febl7—d2w

ness

ledge

to

our

was

V
at

known

was

blockaded

by

war, the LaUogue, the
oue other vessel.

While this fleet lay off,
sel was seen

approaching

one

day, a

our

harbor,

small
to

cou uter

HATCH,

receiving daily,

Ftb. 24th

and

serving

up iu

ty FRIED CLAMS served

at

all hours.

febl24w

Physician’s Notice.

ves-

ok.

the Bulwark gave chase. If we remember
aright, this vessel was commanded by Capt.

ciTumit K

taken Otiice No. t over Mr. Luring'* Drug
Store, corner ot Exchange and Federal streets.
Office Hours—From in to 12 a. m.
#
3 to 6p.m.
Resideuee 168 Cumberland Street, between Chestnut and Elm. and opposite the head of Cedar Sts.
fob 18 dim

HAS

Stan wood, of
rock and

•

NOTICE.
riMIK Republicans of Westbrook, and all others in
J. favor of sustaining the Government in putting
down the rebellion, are requested to meet iu caucus
at the Meeting House at Brighton Corner, Thursday,
Fel>. 26th, at 4 o'clock P. M to uoininate candidates
for Town Officers for the
eusuing election.
Per order of Town Committee.
td
Westbrook, Feb. IU, 1863.

STEVENS, BIBBER k CO.
febAdkw

Portland, Februaiy 4,1868.

which the .aid

lying

tbenwfroUTh.

"«“o“

Cm.

i*,k

tS--.eXl*U.

fit

w

flint

ilistoi.iu. of oi.kl-1_k__i.ii.

a a_

Inner*

|’H«sl.

THE

_

Ncniiimry.

_MERCHANDISE.

11EBD8 GRASS

2 ’ 0(H)

»«l HUa.We.lrr* Mr.. BFEF.
For calc by
W 11 sltA W k SON.
Jaubtiw
S5 t nrnmerrial Street.

Flour.

FFIII& BENI BRANDS of Western and Canada
X Family f'LOUIt can always be found at 372 i ongressstiect, at fair prices— loi sale by
WILLIAM'L. WILSON.
Portland, Dec. 10. ltwg.
eodtt

At Wholesale !
BUSHEL* Extra M.al.er Cora.
Stoue Mill, Floor.
*•
l.V» Bbls. Arcade
"
< hica-aw
60
**
••
66
Augusta
"
••
60
l'uiou
100,000 feet Pine .Shipping Boards.
25.(ft>0
Sprue* Prank.
( heap Us* Boards.
•b.000
l&t.OOO Pine Clapboards—planed.
30.000 Spruce ( iaptmardi*.
100,000 Extra l edar Shingh s.
GEO. F. FOSTER.
By
At the head of l’uiou Wharf.
Portland. Dec. lltb, lbt>2.
dtf

71UW1
•VW W f «m Bbl.
**

REAL

ESTATE FOR SALE !

BV JOHN C. PROCTOR.
Brick

Dwelling Houses
Green Strc**t.
TWO
One wooden

with

large lots,

House and Lot on
Oue Store aud Lot on L'uiou Street.
Two Houses and Lots on Church Street.

on

York St.

For *al«*.
hie House on the corner of
Prospect
and < asco streets—the basement finished for a store. A good stand for a family Grocer.
—a Lao—

febl7--eod3m

For Kale.
HOUSE AND LOT, No. 9 Cedar street.near
house—lot 10 x by 80; conutil t*,e n®w
JmL tain* 18 room* with all the convenience*, and
in good order; i* suitable for two fami.ica.
-ALSOPew No. 90 iu Chestnut Street Church.
The above will be sold low if applied for soon, a*
mv

business take*

me out
on

For terms, Ac., call

Exchange

fob 18

Street.

3wd4 w36

/ytk-That ro cars shall be allowed to stop on a
cross-walk nor iu front of an
intersecting street, except to a* old collision* or prevent danger to person*
in the streets.
sixth—That in case the Conductor of any car is required to stop at tlie intersec'ion of two streets to receive or laud pawteugers. the car shall be so
stopped
as to leave the rear
platform slightly over the task
crossing.

srrtnlh—That the Conductor, and driver of each
shall keep a vigilant watch for all teams, carriages, persons on foot. and especially for children,
and upon the least appearance of
to sack
teams, can iages, persons, or children, tlie car shall ba
stopped in the shortest time possible
Ftykth—That the Conductors do not allow ladle*
or children to enter or leave the cars while in motion.
A inf*—That no salt or other article shall be ased
in removing snow or ice from their tracks which
may
prove ii^anoas to sleighs or other vehicle* crossing
th«ro. withoat tbeconseut of the street nmmission
car

danger

er.

/Vwfk-That a printed copy of these rales and ragalntions shall be pat np aud kept iu a conspicuous
place inside of every car used on their road.
Aud also upon the farther qpuuitkm that said Railroad (»m | any 'hall accept the location herein be tore
niecitled, and a .tree to tlie several provisions, condi-

tions and regulations connected wiih the -ame within one mouth from March 1st, A 1>. Wg, and make
ami complete, and put in running order said Railroad iu two yeais from said dale, otherwise such
portion as is not thru made -hall be uait and v old
And also upon the farther condition that said Railroad Coni|>aiiy shall comply with and
obey aay and
all other iules. regal at ions, orders, ordinances, or requirements which have been adopted, or may ba
adopted at any time hereatter bv the Municipal O®cer* of Portland iu relation to'said Railroad or to
the streets through which the tracks thereoi are laid,
not inconsistent with the rights herein
graut«d.
Aid upon the further condition that anv similar
corporation hereafter incorporated, which shall construct its railroad in any ot the streets of the
City of
Portland where the Portland and Purest Avenna
Railroad
have no track, mav enter upon
and connect with aud use the track of mid Portland
aud 1 orest Avenue Railroad Company tor such rates
of compensation as mat be mutually agreed
upon,
aud in case of disagreement of the Directors of said
Companies, three disinterested persons shall be appointed bv a Judge of tlie .Supreme Court, upon »ha
application of either party and due notice to the other. who shall upon hearing fix said rat* s ot
compensation and determine all matters in dispute between
said
aud tlie serv ices of said ( osimiMioa*
ei* shall be paid in equal
pro|Kirtions by said Com-

companies.

panies.

Two Lots of Land, one ou Spring and one on
Either would be exchanged for a
Spruce street.
good Dwelling House.
For particulars please apply at 127 Middle street,
Portland.
N. 1. MITCHELL.

88

at statious.

Company

Office on Lime Ht., adjoining Post Office.
Portland. Feb. *20. 1*68.
3w

And it is expressly understood that the
Municipal
Officer- reserve all the rights aud power* grauted
them by the second, third and seveuth Sections of
the Act incorporating-aid < onipanv : and that uoaa
of said rights or powers so granted shall he demand*
to be iu any wav waived, limited or
qualified by aay
thing contained in this order.
Read and laid

on

the table

and ordered it to ba

printed in the “Daily Pre**s“ and Ka«t»*rn Argus"
Attest
J M Hfc-ATH, City Clerk.
Keb. 18. 1883.
istf
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THK 8TKAMKHS

of the State.
Freeman Bradford. Esq.,
Z k UAHMO.N

Forest

City, Lewiston

and Montreal

Will, uutil further notice,

rtm

aa

follows

Office to Lei.
Middle Street, centrally situated

second floor,
ONand
easy of

access.

cial Street.

Apply

at No. 83 Cummer*
feblO tf

To be Let.
story,

over

Building

given immediately.
jai.2 tf

Inquire of

A Valuable

Property

A.

Store 98

Possession
T

DOLE.

on

Leave Atlantic Whan. Portland,
every M<unl»j. Tuesday. Wednesday. Thursday and
Friday, at 7o'clock I* M mod India Wharf. Boston,
every Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday, I hurst lay and

*t 6 o cltt-k I*. M.
Fare in Cabin.fl.fiO
1 26
on Deck.
Freight taken as usual.
for baggage to
TheCompauy aft* not
any atnouut exceeding 860 in va)%e, and that person*
al. unless notice is given and paid for at the rata of
one passenger for every ftOO additional value.
L BILLINGS, Agent.
dtf
Feb 19. 1863

Friday,

responsible

Free SL

LOT OF LAND. 92 feet on Free street,
containing about 4000 square feet, with a block
of two three-storied brick Homrg thereon,
numbered 75 and 77. coutaiuiug 21 rooms and atticconnected with f'sioN llti/l -a desirable location for
a Boarding Home, or for two private dwelling*.
Time aud paymeut* to suit the purchasers.
For further particular* apply to DR. THOMAS II.
URESLl.N. or
CHARLES MUSSEY.
teb2 d4w

Uoopn’s Klaop to Let.
Commercial Street, head of Hobson’s Wharf
Inquire of J. II I1AMLEN,
Office on Hobson’s Wharf.
sep4tf

ON

Oyslfr House Notice.
Having sold to Mr. II. G
Timiuous the stock and fl.\
iu t e Ovstcr House
16 and 16 Market Souare. I
would recommend him to the puttie as worthy of
their patronage.
ALLEN FKKLMAN.
i’ortlaud, Feb. 14.1863.
T

•/ Vjf^ures
***

the abov e Oyster House. 1 shall
Having
coutiuue the bus ues* as before, and shall be happy
to see my frieudsaud the public at 15 and lti Markat
HENRY G. IIMMON8.
Square, Vortlaud.
h*bl6—lwd
Courier please copy

purchased

To Let.
commodious Chamber in the northerly corner of the new brick block,« oruer of Lime and
Milk Streets, directly faciug the market. Kent ow.
Enquire at office of
OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,
dtf
No. 27 Exchange 8t.
8ept. 15,1862.

THE

To Let.
large House on the corner of Mid*
nd Willow Streets, recently occa*
bv Mr*. C. A Richards aa a board*
I’oaaeasiou given irnmedi
bout*.
For particular* enquire of
*

ooSbtf

JOHN C

PROCTOR

lor «-®nlnibu»i«li».
has been made to the Educational
and Agricultural Tool#
iu the neighborhood of

Commission
VITLICATION
of the
for the
use

TO LET.
Third Floor, corner of Middle and Tempi
rpHK
X streets. Enquire at 85 State Street.
JanlO

Dissolution of Co-purturrsbip.
the undersigued. have this day by mutual
couseut dissolved partnership.

WE,

through

laid, lying between the ran., and

llnl wherever the street* of the city
•re
.mi betwevn the doable tracks wtrerever
AT NORTH Illillx, TON, MAINE.
doable tracks arc laid aud as soon aa tbcr arc
laid,
through which said rails arc laid, and whenever and
wherever said strecU are macadamises!, said t
omp*.
Spring Term of this Institution will comsirs.I
uiaradamire betweeu said rails aud eighteen
UJ
mence on rucsday, Feb. 24th,
1893, and continue
inches outside thereof, and wherever said streets
are
eleven weeks.
made ot fftavel or sand or other niaterinta. said ComC. K. Hilton.A. M.. Principal; Rev. Franklin Yea|iau> shad use the same materials between and oot*°*V A. M., Vice Principal; Mrs. Elizabeth Hi.ton.
sidc the rails as aforesaid, and all tbia work shall ba
Teacher of Music; Miss L. K. Gibbs, Teacher of
done to lire satisfaction of the street t ommiseioarr
Drawing and Painting.
and tlie I ummittec on Streets
Aud upon the further
I he Truster's of this institution are haror to ancondition that w heuever there shall be sutrw or toe ia
nounce to the public that the sen ice* of tlie Rev.
said streel# to the depth of six inches or less, said
Franklin leaf on have been secured for the
Kailtoad t ompauy mav remove the same irotu their
Spring
Term. Mr. Yeaton brings with him a rich
tracks by shovels or by using such kind of snow
experience. aud the well earned
reputation of a successful
as the Street Coinmissioiier shall
plough
approre of,
teacher.
provided they level It off and grade outside of thair
I! sufficient encouragement is offered, a
; rails so as a- to allow sleighs aud other vehiclaa to
Primary
Department will be formed under the supervision o4
pass a oug said streets and over their raila with safeMrs. Hilton, to which students under twelve
years of
ty and convenience. Hut whenever there is solid wo*
age will be admitted for 92 <*’ per term.
or ice exceeding the
depth or « inches in said street*,
Hoard near the Academy 92 00 per week, wood 4nd
then said Kailioad I oinpanv shall not be allowed to
lights extra. Student* can reduce their expenses by
lemore the same from their rails without ttrst
obboarding themselves.
taining tlie consent of tli* Street C omnusaiotier, apSpecial attention given to those designing to teach.
proved by the Committee 011 street#, and then only
Text Book* supplied at Portland prices.
Upon condition that they haul it off and gtade tli*
THOM AH U MEAD. Secretary.
streets whoever said snow or ice is so
removed to
North Bridgton, Jan. 20. 19t)S.
the satisfaction of the street tommis.ioi.er
Hat Iff
their consent for removing said snow or lee is re
jan31 d3awhw38
fused,
thfu uid Kail road Company is authorised to bmi
sufficient number of sleigh* to
(aorlinin
convey passengers over
their road until the cars can be used on their track*.
ffMlE spring Term of this Institution will comAnd upon the further condition that -aid Railroad
X mence Tuesday, February 24.13»J3, aud continae
Company shall faithfully observe and obey the followeleven weeks.
ing rules and regulations in using their road, via
For further particulars apply to the
Tint— That nocarslia l be drawn at a
Principal or
greater speed
J a. WATERMAN, .secretary.
ou their rood than six mile* an hour.
Secretary.
Sreomd— 1 fiat while the cars are
CiOrbam, Feb. 7. 1*3.
teb» <lk «lw
the corturning
ners from one street to another the horses shall
not
be driven faster than a waik.
Third—Tlie car* driven in the same direction shall
not approach each other within a distance of three
hundred feet, except in case of accident or at station*.
Fourth—That car* runuing in different direction*
«f»m Seed n»<t Wrmt Beef.
•hall not be allowed to stop abreast each other
except

A

every variety,

.treet.

maj he

outside of the
ai>u
emending one loo, and a
hail tromauu outride ol each
tail, throughout the
whole lengthol .aid railroad Iu the
.ireei. of Ihn
Ui> ol Portland; and a).., that the wotk of laving
dowu Ihe tr nek- and rail, ot Mid road
.hail be dona
under ihe direction aud to the satisfaction
of the
Committee on Ktieets and ol the Street t
ommiuioacr, and ai.o Hint the form and kind of rail
to be iMd
•hall be Mit.iactory to said , oaimiltee and
.aid l ommnwioner. and approved of by them, .said location
uegiuiiiug at or m ar the depot of tbe Atlantic k at.
Lawrence Kailrnad. and thence
extending with one
track over the
following streets, via; up ludia street
to its junction with
Middle, thence from the junction
ol India and Middle .treet.
up Middle to the head of
I reble .lieet, thence Iron, the
bead of Preble street
over l-rehle .tree. i„ Portland
Junction o, Preble and Portland -treet.
laud .treet to it. junction with
Parris street thence
Irou. the junction of Por.I.nd
.ng
over said I arris street to its
junction with henuebeo
•treet. thence from Hie
junction or Parris and kennebec streets over said Kennebec street to
Lreoa
street, theuee from the junction uf Kenaebee and
Lreeu street, over lieeriug s
to the line of
Bridge
n e.ibrook.
And diverging from Hiia route la Constreet near the head of Preble .treet. and exnding therefrom by two tracks over .aid C ougrem
•tree, to the head of High street, thence from
the
junction of Loagreee and High streeta with one track
over High .treet to
Spring street, thence from the
Juuctmu of High and .spring street, over Spring
.treet to tiark .treet, ttieuce from the
junction of
C
street* over t lark .tree! to ltae
•treet. thence from Ihe
junction ot t lark gad Mae
•treet. over wid Pinestreet ,n 1
ungreo..treet. thence
i»«m the junction of 1'iu* unci < unarm*
itrMti ov#*r
, ongress street to heed of
High street, so as to connect with the track. bereiabeiore
specified, and extending to the head of PruLie airesrt, and theuee he
one track Irom the junction if
Congress and Preble
etreeta over .aid t ougiwm street lo Allautic street.
Also diverging from Congress .ireei in front of tbo
new city Building at the heado!
Exchange street,
u*. ",er *mil1 Exchange street to
Miildle street, with Nch turnout* a*
may be neccMary lor the Mir ami convenient operation ol *aid road,
and tor reaching their car house*. The track* of said
railroad shall be laid in or near the center of the
•tree!* above named a* -hall I*- determined
by the
( ir» Engineer, aud the f oinmittec on
Street*, and
the curve* around the corner* of all »treet* nhall be
located by the City Engineer under the direction of
*aul * urmnittee, aud with the
co-operation of the Director* ot said Hailr«>ad
Company.
Aud thi* location i« granted
upon the expr*** condition that in the contraction ot *aid
track*, blocks
of *tone of *uch lorm and *ire a* the street ( ommie
•tunerand City Engineer shall direct, shall belaid
down itiiidt and out*ide of each rail. Aud
upon the
Amber condition that *aid Kailioad
Uompanr shall
pave with the best of done material between tf»e rail*
of,

(CADEHY,

FOR SALE.

FrosA Oysters.

aie or

'•* "td
Jin’ll1.*'
CiUi”
rail,
nujacent thereto,

unit

BRIDOTON

the second
Middle street—Mitchell’s
CHAMBERS

(Between Federal and Middle Streets,)
Is

which

•

commence

JAMES BATES, Secretary.
armouth, Feb. 7.1863.
febO deodA w2w&4

1

VIRTUE. YOR8TON k CO.,
161 Middle Street, Portland

». 113 ElCHAMiE ST.,

and

Cape Elizabeth, w ho knew ever}
ledge in Casco Bay; he therefor,
sailed such a course as to bring tlie course o;’
the Bulwark, in order to cut him off, dirvctl}
over this ledge.
Willi all sail set llie ship a.'
war stood on, very sure of capturing a Van
kee prize, w hen suddenly thump, thump, well'
the ship, and she broiigut up hard and fas
on rock-cod ledge, and Capt. Slaiiwool stum,
safely into port.
By the aid of her consorts she was got oil
and Capt. Enoch Moody, who saw the whoU
aliair from the Observatory, gave to the lerlgi
tlie name by which it is now known in his a>
tlie Coast Survey Charts, to wit: that <>
•
Bulwark Ledge.

of

/7fVOYSTEtt SALOON.

three Britisii

Bulwark,

the

will

B., Principal.

-AT H18-

llshcrincn and others, but in the
England, our port, it will be re-

ol

SMART, active and respectable young man. of
good address, iu an out-door busiues*. Apply

T. S.

last war with

membered,

iioyt,

J. T. Magrath. A. B., Associate.
Mrs. E S. Hoyt, Preceptress.
Miss Esther Burbank, Teacher of Music.
WT. J. Cjilley, Teacher of
Penmanship.
Board can be had with the Teaciiers.
A Teaciiers’ Class will be formed.

in

rock-cod

as

bu*ibusiJh

Enquire of J. B. HUDSON,
27 Market Square

fob 16 lw*

ledge

Ibrmerly

Spring Term
ipiIE
JL
E.
A.

Wanted.

which has about
18 to 20 feet on it at low water. The buoy lias
been replaced uud a new chain attached.
This

given.

widow
Applv nt this
tebl8 lw*
a

All Apprentice Hunted.

chor* it; and that the end of the chain had
caught in the rocks on the bottom and held
the buoy fast. As it took till ucarly dark to

fortunately

Good references

woman.

oittce.or No 3 l’eaeh Street.

Observatory. The Light House teudei
at once proceeded to replace it; but found
on arriving at the ledge, that the
buoy had
drifted over two miles N\ E., and on taking it
on board
it was seen that tire mooring chain
had parted near the granite rock which anrine

jai.264w

North Yarmouth Aradcmjr,
AT YARMOCTH. MS.

Wanted Immediately,
IN

a,.gtf

Proprietor and Principal.

Dwelling

or about the tenth of the present month, one
Note signed by L. II. Metens of Boston, for
nine hundred ninety-six dollars. (91198 (lb) dated
about the idn hot Fchruarv. 1883. and pa\able live
month* after date to the order of A A 8. Shurllcff A
Co.. Tortland, but not endorsed by us.
The public are caul toned against purchasing the
above uote. as pav incut of the same is stopped.
A A S. SIIURILEFF A CO.
Tortland, Feb. 18, 18fi8.
dlw*

Harlem..3n]

rooms

FOR SALE & TO LET.

Wanted.

United .State* demand note*.162V
Missouri 6*.
64J

which

Bethel, Jan. 26. 1868.

WANT8....LOST,

Compauy.*Jo]

excellent. Application for
early as possible
N. T. TRt E, M. A..

are
made as

should be

—————

Headiug.s. 91
United State* 6 » 1*81 registered. 9».
United State* 6’* 1881 coupon*.. 97
United Stale* 5’* 1874 coupons. 91
T. eaaury 7 3-10th*
102
Unite*! States 6'* one year certificate*.96^
American Gold.163*
Cumberland Coal
Paciiic Mail.16* |
New York Central,.119
Erie
77*
Erie preferred,..lot»

ledge

commence

ou

TUILLIT8, Wednesday. Feb. 25th.

Panama..Ihi
Michigan Southern,. 61'

com-

Term of this School will
the 1st Tuesday in March. The
TIIE Spring
advantages
lor instruct ion

remaining Lecture* of the Course.
91.85. Evening Tickets, 50 cents. To be had at the
Bookstore*. Taiue's Music Store, and at the door.
Portland. Jau. 28, 1803.
jan28 dtf

Second H'Ktrd.—Stocks bolter this afternoon will*
fair buninc**.
Chicago fi Hock Inland. 94}
Cleveland 4 Toledo. 95
(•aleua 4 Chicago,.
9,*jj
llliuoi* Central scrip,. 9a

will

BOARD or INBTRCCTIOH.
Rev. 8. II. 31’(olles ter, A. M.,
Principal.
Aaron Lowell, A. B., Assistant Principal.
Mrs.S. II. M'ColJcster, »
Awstints.
Miss E. J. Jordan,
i
Tuition from Three to Six Dollars per Term.
Music and Ornamental Branches extra.
Board from twodollars to
twotweutv-llveper week.
For particulars address the
Principal.
CL M. STEVENS, Sec etary.
Stevens Plains. Me.. Jan. 26. 1863.
feb» J2w

Tickets for the

Stock Market.
New York. Feb. 20.

this

Term of this Institution
Wednesday, Feb. 25th.

a. lollow!
but upon the express eouditioa
to the location that -.id
Railroad < oainany .ball, at
all time, alter ihe tail,
are laid down, keep iu good
order and
complete repair, at their own eapeuae,
that poi non oi all

mEE

We*tbrook Seminary.

Flour,

BALL.

remaining Five Lectures of the present
eourse will be delivered by the
following distinguished orators, vis:
!
MASON JONES,
January 28th.

Hoef— unchanged but

buoy

commence Thursday. Feb 19th.
further particular address the Principal, No.
52 Free Street.
feblO 2w*

LECTURES.

loo.

or

febl9 dTt

xZ

ivi.

INSTITUTE.

»

Spring
THE
mence

track! of the Portland and Foreat Arenae
THE
Kailruad Company .hall he located iu the
city of
Portland

rail,

Seminary.

dies will
THE
For

City Hall,

material to be made into h«*irital garments for the
beuefit of the sick and wounded soldier*.
Refreshment'* for sale by the young ladies in costume.
The
following geutlemco have kindly consented to act as

g|

High Street.

FOR BOYS.

Duy./f

On Monday Evening, the 93d inM.
I he proceed* to be appropriated to the purchase of

Mr. Vailandighara not allowed to Lecture
in Baltimore.

on

No 28

PRINCE. Principal.
Spring Session of this School for Young La-

Will he given by the member, of the Yuunii I.adie.
II F. SOCIETY, at the

H. I. Robinson,
Dr. Chadwick,
Ben! F Lunt.
L Clifford Wade.

the

The Highland Boarding School

A PROMENADE CONCERT
Ni"e\v

be made to

t>UKGlN.

II

A

I.

CELEBRATION OF
Birth

I .a-

Monday"

usual y attended to in such institutions
I here will also be a department tor Children.
Forterms. Ac., application mav be made to the
at Jl7 < uinberlaud street, alter March 7th.
Portland, Feb. 14, 1863.
eddwAeod8w»

George

Washington's

Yonng

on

Institution for the instruction of young la*
dies huu iniwMcs, will be
re-opeued on Monday,
March ;tnth. under the
charge of the former Principal, Miss II. Hawick*.
The course of study will embrace all the branches

Wm. A. Winship,
R. Stevens, Jr.,
A. Chadwick,
Committee of Arrangemrntt.
1863.
dtd

Portland, Feb. 20,

mar

febl8d2w*

In the evening there will be a
display of Are rockets in front of the New
City Building, which will be
illuminated duriug the evening.

up of a Printing
Offlo*.—Ham
Queen of the West up Ke:i Hirer.
Chicago, III., Feb. 20.
The office of the Keokuk Constitution wok
destroyed yesterday afternoon by the convalescent soldiers in the hospital.
The types
were thrown into the streets, and the
presses
broken tip and thrown into the river.
A Cairo telegram says the ram Queen of UnWest has gone up the lied river for the
pur
pose of destroying reliel vessels, ll it sue
ceeds one of the chief sources of rebel
supplies
will be cut off.

7 75: choice 7 ftt a; 8 00; Hound Hoop Ohio 7 90
8 00; choir** do 8 lo a, 9 50; Nuperfiue Western 7 1
" 7 25; common to
flood Extra Western 7 60 «. 8 10
southern 6 a. 10c lower; Mixed to good 7 90 a 8 25*
Fancy and Extra ti 3d a lo50; C anada 6 u. 10c low
cr; sales 850 bbfa; Extta 7 66 & 9 40.
Wheat I a. 2c lower; Chicago spring 1 43 h. 1 801
Mil waukee club 1 62 a 170; Amber Iowa 1 7! a. 1 74 ;
Winter Hed Western 172 a 1 7b; Amber Michiga
*
1 77 <0 1 80.
Corn—dull and lc lower; Mixed Western oound 9
do
do
a
unbound 86
a-97;
9j; Yellow Weateru 99

Ac., application

Principal.

by the Band.
7th—Benediction by Rev. Dr. Dwight.

breaking

Kock*< od

For terms,

6tb—Music

S. W. Larrabee.
A. K. ShurtlelT,
Wm. H. Plummer,

for

commence

Mayor asd Aldkrrex, I
Eebruarv U, l*»a.
I

on Htmm.ftc. to
and paper, relating to
te
01 cl Avenue Uoim
Kaiiinail,”
uk leave to submit the following
for location ol .aid ttorw Railroad, and Keport
lor Kulea aud
“u
Regulation, thereol.
I’er order of the rommitfee
a. W. l.AKKABBE. < hairmau.

SC IIO O L,

Spring Term of thla School
dies and Misses, will
THE
March 2d.

or

{Handing Committee

.T1"”1”*
rt,!T^ petio.,.,
,
I urtiaiid k I-

28 HIGH STREET.

NO.

IIONE

Springfield, Worcester, Bo-ton, Portsmouth
ami Portland, at each of which cities lie will
undoubtedly meet witli that hearty reception
as Ilia
distinguished military services so well

The can

SELECT

Board

...

The Joint

l’ortlaud. Feb. 13, 18ij3.

Principal,

February,

In

T«

,H' ">»‘le *nd circular* obtained
street,
dlw

..V’liu*Llon
at No. 18 Brown

Portland and Forest A vrniir Hot**
Uuilroad Company.

at

THIS

WASHINGTON,
On

and Maine. His tour will commence next
week, ami he will visit the cities of New
Haven, Newport, Fall River, Providence,

ships
New Yoke, Feb. 20.
New Orleans advices slate that Gen. Weitzel’s expedition to Bayou Teche hail not started on the lHth, owing to the withdrawal of a
part of the forces for another purpose up the
river.
There were rumors of a repulse at Port
Hudson, but they could not be traced to any

of the

AnBiterwy

Mi.au o„ MONDAY, March 2tl.
Mechanic*' Hall.

t’awo Nri»H

OF POKTI.AND.

Celfbr»li#B of the

commence the
pob Yorno

EAi’tr.H A.N1.
their room* in

ENTERTAINMENTS.

ANOTHER PORT HUDSON RUMOR.

icitucMiee 6

MISSES 8YMONDS will
THE
Spring Sex.lon of their School

going to look for the team it was
somebody had unharnessed the
from it, and the beast lias not been seen

since.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Select School.

On

mare

AEEEST OF A EEBEL DETECTIVE.

ledge
U.

him.

EDUCATIONAL.

found that

when the British steamer .North American
came in early, she could not ttnd the buoy, but

Discontent Among Federal Troops
The

of Fortifications, Arsenals, Ac.

Inspection

raise it, the tender had to stand iu to the roads
and anchor over night, so that next morning

FKO.V NEW ORLEANS.

The

thrown from it,
rendering him lor the moment
unconscious. Mr. Severance went to the house
of Mr. Mosher, where assistance was rendered

whatever.

news

more active.
and dosed dull; Me** 14 7
and 17 00 for uew; Prime 1160 a

Rebel Fear* *f Another Attack

The Senate's concurrence bill passed the
House to-day in the precise form it came from

Accident.—Last Tuesday evening as Mr.
Joseph Severance, of Cornish, was driving his
mare and
pung in Gorham, on the old road,
near Mr. Merrill
Mosher’s, while attempting
to get on to the
ice,his pung upset and he was

l'ork—opened * toady

High Price* at Rirhnaad.

quarter.

Skirmish With the Rebels.
Cairo, III., Feb. 20.
A skirmish bet ween a small
party ol federate
and .500 rebels of 1st Louisiana
cavalry resulted in the rout of the rebels. Their loss Is
unknown. We took 25 prisoners. Our loss
waa one killed aud twelve wounded.

an

Mr. Wilson moved to lay the resolution on
tbe table, remarking, that the Senate could
I letter occupy its time in devising ways to
suppress the rebellion than by wasting it on
traitors.
Mr. Wilson's motion was carried.
The bill organizing courts in the District of
Columbia was taken up.
Mr. Davis moved to strike out the first section, providing lor the removal of Judges.
Mr. Wilson moved an amendment, so as to
add to the Judges. Accepted.
Mr. Clark opposed tbe amendment.
The amendment was rejected.
An amendment was adopted, providing for
tlie revision and codification of the district.
The bill then passed.
A committee of conference was appointed
on the bill to provide ways and means for the
support or Government.—Adjourned.

morning.

S9 The debate upon the question of restoring Gen. McClellan to the command of the
Army of the Potomac, will be resumed by the
members of the Mercantile Library Association, at their rooms, this evening. Ladies and
gentlemen are invited to attend.

change

is

omission of some portion of the Senate's proceedings, of which the
Boston copyist says,
if it does not suit, take

that Itridv

mr-The Boston Daily Advertiser is mistaken about the Grand Trunk Railway beiug
the only one in this State of a gauge of more
than four feet eight and a half inches. The

from tbe Postofflce Commitbill providing for a bridge

the Ohio.
The animal post route bill, was taken up,
amended and passed.
The bill to appoint an Assistant Treasurer,
at a salary of #301X1, and additional clerks, and
increasing the compensation of the Treasurer
to #(MXX>, was considered.
The bill was amended to make tbe salary of
the Treasurer $5,(XX) instead of #tl,000; and
the salary of the Assistant Treasurer #2,500
instead of #3,000, and passed.
Tile bill to provide a temporary government
for the Territory of Arizona was then considered.

Seizure of Steamers for Convey ing
Contraband Hoods.

ol

a

across

Berry.
The above tw

Collamer,

tee, reported

it.

cepting

No.

offered.

A report was current from Galveston that
the United States frigate
Brooklyn was
aground in eleven feet ol water.
The Delta lias been placed in the hands of
Messrs. Hills and reporters of the Boston
Journal and New York Herald.
New Orleans papers, as usual, contain no

tor Seeds
negroes

Fort re*# Monroe. I he Government Superintendent
ha* been author sed to occupy lauds, and all deairing
to aid the tw-edslaves in supporting themselves. may
do so very effectually by contributing suptdie* of
these articles, or money with which to purchase
tbriu. (outubutious ol either kind may be sent to
WELLINGTON. GROSS A CO., No. 108 I»evonshire street; and donations of money to WM END!*
< (TIT,. 1 r.. No 33 Summer street, or to GEO. AT*
h IN SON, No. 6U State street, Boston.
febl7 dwAlw
"

EMPLOYVEJIT!
R A LLY!
<i K n M A NS.
YEW reupcclablc (.ttnun gentlemen and on*
ludv. of good addrew. with mien-new u la lada«lrv. Integrity. ami m-rallty. can bud permanent
employment and rood pav bv calling at tbe counter
VIBTL'f., f OBSTON ft CO..
of
101 Middle Street.
fehjn eodlw*

A

•

——m————Ha—1—

■

Portland and Slew' York Steamers.

The Dying Child.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE:.
The splendid and fat 8team§hips

’Tis dying! life is yielding place
To that mysterious charm
Which spreads upon the troubled face
A fixed, unchanging cairn,
That deepens as the parting breath
Is gently sinking into death.

“CHESAPEAKE,” Capt. Willett,
“PARKERSBURG,” Captaiu
Hoffmam, will, until further notice,

and

loiiows:
Leave Brown* Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M.. and leave Pier
9 North River, New York, everv WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 8 o'clock, P. M.
These vessel* are fitted up with fine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for traveller* between New York
and Maine. Passage 96.00, including Fare and State
run as

thoughtful beauty rests the while
Upon its snowy brow;
But those pale lips could never smile

A

More radiantly than now;
And sure some heavenly dreams begin

To dawn upon the soul within !

Rooms.

Good* forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, East port and St.

0! that those mildly conscious lips
Were parted to reply—
To tell how death’s severe eclipse
Is passing from thine eye;
For living eye can never see
The change that death hath wrought in thee.

Perhaps thy sight is wandering
Throughout the kindled sky,

John.
Shipper*

leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
KMiiiY A FOX. Brown's "Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,

far

New York.

Dec. 6.18 12.

In tracing every infant star
Amid the flames on high;—
Boole of the just, whose path is bent
Around the

are requested to send their freight to the
asearly as 3 P. M on the day that tbep

steamer*

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

Perhaps thine eye is gating down
Upon the earth below,
Rejoicing to have gained thy crown.
And hurried from its

Weekly

woe

AMERICAN, NORWEGIAN, JURA,
BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON, NOVA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
Passengers leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 16 P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday
morning.
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class, 936. First Class, 977 to 992-according
to accommodation,—which includes tickets on Grand

glory

Heaven is dim.

Thy life! how cold it might have been,
If days had grown to years!
How dark, how deeply stained with sin.
With weariness and tears!
How happy thus to seek the rest.
So early numbered with the blest!

Railway.
Prepaid aud retnrn

Trunk

’Tis well, then, that the smile should lie
Upon thy marble cheek:
It tells to our inquiring eye
What words could never speak—
A revelation sweetly given
Of all that man coula learn of Heaven.

tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World’s Fair, out and
back. 9186.
Apply to Krfimonstone, Allan k Co., Montreal,or to
J. L. FARMER,
No 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
Jane 28.1862.
dtf

MISCELLANY.

HOTEL

01

S._

CENTRAL HOUSE,

[From the Worcester Spy ]
An Incident

E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PAS3ADUMKEAO, MAINE.

the War.

War is the nursery of romance. Though
worked for the greater part of a century, our
revolution is a mine not yet so nearly exhausted, tiiat every year does not transfer from oral
tradition to the printed record, fresh illustra-

THE subscriber would very reapectftillv announce to bfs numerous friends, and the
public generally, that during the temporary
(Compulsory suspension of bis business he

urnished this well-known house anew, and is
now better than ever prepared to wait
upon his customer*. and
by strict attention to their want*
to merit a continuance of the patronage which be has
hitherto received.
E. G. MAYO,
dAwtf
rassadumkeag. June 28.1862.

tions of the heroism of our fathers. The present is equally rich in materials for the future
annalist and romancer; and for a century to
come, our manners and customs, our habits of
thought, our dialect, our philosophy, will be
the subjects of infinite study and disquisition.
Witliiu a few days an incident ol the war has
come within our knowledge1 which might lie
expanded by a competent hand Into a thrilling

hopes

B L A CliSTO1% E
118 Hakover

Formerly

European

“ELM

undersigned respectfully informs the
public that be has leased the above House,
on Federal 8treet, Portland,
id invite*
the travelling community to call aud see i!
he knows “how to keep a botei.” Clean,
airy room*, good beds, a well-provided tible, attentive servants and moderate charges are the inducements he holds out to those whose business or
pleasure call them to the “Forest City.”
JONATHAN BLISS. Proprietor.
dtt
Portland, Ang. 19.1862.

_

connect*

Bath, June 23.1862.

AlfVed

dtf

Carr,

“lam.”
“From Massachusetts ?”
“Yes.”

“And your name ?"
l ne young lieutenant told bis name and
why he came to serve in a western regiment. ;
"I thought so,” said the other, and turning j
away he was silent. Although his curiosity
was much excited by the soldier's manner/be
officer forebore to question him, and withdrew.
But in the afternoon he took occasion to renew the conversstion, and expressed the interest awakened in him by the incident of the

Proprietor.

THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delightfully situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
from the sea, and affords one of the most
»tiug retreats from the dust and turmoil of our
lanre cities.
The Saoadahock is one of the finest, most spacious, and best appointed Hotels in the State, located
within thnee minutes walk of tlie Depot, Steamboat
Lauding, Post Office, Custom House, Ac., being directly in the business centre of the City.

Terms* Mwlrrale fey the Week «r Day,
Bath. June 23. 1862.
dtf

PROPOSALS FOR BEEF.
Orrictor the A C. g.,U. 8. A.,
I
“Fort Preble. Maine," Feb. 4th,1868 (
PROPOSALS will be received at thia
office until Monday, March 9tb, 1863, at 12 M.,
for the
supply of fresh heel to all the troops statioued at the fortifications in Portland Harbor, Maine,
for one year, or such time as the
Commissary Central shall direct. The beef to be of the best
quality
iu Quarters, with an etjual proportion of each (necks
and shanks to be excluded)
Each bid must l* accompanied by tlie* names of two responsible persons

SEALED

to enter into a sufficient bond a« sureties lor the faithful
of the contract.
The A. C. S. reserves the right to reject
any or all
bids tor reas ns conceived by him oi benefit to the
Government. All contracts will be submitted to the
Commissary Geurral for approval.
Proposals must be indorsed “Proposals for furnishing fresh beef to the command at Fort Preble,
Mo.” Bidders are invited to bo present at the opeuHENRY INMAN.
iug of the bids
1st Lieut. 17th Infantry L\ 8. A. A. C. 8.
feb7 dtd

performance

affairs the

petite arts and snug shrewdness of
a lower sphere, he found hifhself
impotent.
He was like a man skillful in rowing a skiff on
his own hsh-pond, and thought lie would try
the Atlantic ocean during an equinoctial
storm! Losing sight of land, he lost sight of
everything. He was used to headlands and

shores but not to stars. He could uot take
observations of planets higher than storms.
He calculated by log and dead
reckoning. O
great people with little men to lead them! O
nation of grand common
pimple, hut contemptible politicians. A people of faiths and
inspirations deluded by men without convictions, bold only in juggles, and cowards in
moral principles! Christ came again to this
people, saying as of old. “He hath annolnted
me to preach the Gospel to the poor, he hath
sent me to heal the broken-hearted, to
preach
deliverance to the captives, and recovering of
sight to the blind, to set at liberty them that
are bruised!”
Ami to this Mr. We d nnd
those of his school replied, “What have we to
do with Thee, thou Jesus of Nazareth « Art
Thou come to torment us before our time ?”

JN. W.

PropottnlM

tor Think Howitzers.
ordnance Ornct, War Department, I
W ASHiaiOToN, January 27, 1868.
J
Proposals will be received at this office until 4 o’clock p. m., on the 27th of February next, for furone
nishing
hundred, or leas, 24-pounder sast iron
Howitzer* lor flank defence. These Howitzers
weigh,
when finished, about 1,476 pounds each, and drawings exhibiting their dimensions can be seen at this
or
at
the United State* Arsenals. They are to
office,
be subject to the regular United States
inspection and
proof, and none are to be received and paid for except such as Das* inspection and proof, and are approved by a United State* Inspector, to be designated by this office. Payments will be made on certificates of inspection and receipts, to be given
by tbe
Inspector, and forwarded to this office.
Bidders will state the number of Howitzers
they
propose to deliver (not exceeding one hundred.) the
place of manufacture and delivery, and the price per
pound, for the tin is bed Howitzer; and no bid will be
entertained unless it be from a founder regularly engaged in tbe business, satisfactory evidence of which
must
accompany the hid. Anv ‘bidder obtaining a
contract will be required to eu'ter into
bond*, with
not less tiiau two sureties, in tbe
penal sum often
thousand dollars, for the faithful fulfilment of bis
contract in all
respect*. Ttieboud* must be acknowledged ‘fore a judge of a court of record, and the
bondsman must be certified by the Judge of a District
Court of the United State*, or an Ordnance Officer in
charge of a United States arsenal, to be worth the
penal sum of the bond over and above all liabilities.
The right is re*erved to reject all proposals if the
prices are deemed too high, or if, for any cause, it is
not deemed for the
public iuterest to accept them.
will be sealed and addressed to “Brigadier General Jam** \V.
Chief of Ordnance,
WashinrtoR, D. C./* and will be endorsed “Proposal for flunk Howitzer*.“
J. W RIPLEY,
Brigadier General Chief of Ordnance
jandO eodtfeb2<

Proposals

Ripley,

Help fur the sick and Wounded
S oldierK.
Army Committee of the Portland Young
Men's Christian Association would most earnestIv appeal to all Christians, and to all other benevolent persons of Maine, for aid in carrying out the
Christian Commission. in ministering to the
physical
and spiritual wauts of our soldiers. It distribute'; its

General

•tores by means of Christian roeu, w ho
go among
the soldiers without pay, and give personally to those
who need, accompanying such distributions bv words
of cheer and religious counsel. Over seventy such
mou were on the battle-field in
Maryland, doing all
that Christian sympathy could devise lor the wounded and
Many a brave heart was made to rejoice. and many a wounded soldier owe* his life to
the timely assistance rendered bv these men. Immediately on receipt of the news of the battle at Murfree shorn, twenty-four men were despatched from the
various Young Men’s Christian Associations, with a
large amount of stores for the relief of the wounded,
with no other reward than the
approbation of their
own conscience, the conviction that thev are in the
pathol dutv, and carrying out the great object of
their mission, according to the
examples set by our
Div ine Master, who made the body of man the object of his miracles, and his soul the object of his doctrine.
Money Is needed to purchase Jellies, cordials, stimulants, and many other articles that are not usually
contributed.
Donations of monev, bibles, tracts, magazines, religious new spa|R‘rs, clothing, or stores of any kind,
arc earnestly solicited, all of which can tie sent to the
office of Dr.‘ Walter R. Johnson, 229J Congress
street, two doom west of New City Hall and Court
House, and the contributors may be assum'd they will
bo applied to the relief of the sick and
needy soldiers.
Henry II Burgess, Andrew J. Chase, Jacob Chase
Jr
David B. Kicker, Walter It. Johnson,
Army ComomHU Men's Christian Association.
fob4 2m

dying.

rJfTo

PLea.1

LUMSDON,

Commission

merchant,

Street,
GEORGETOWN, D.

Estate,

INVESTMENTS
GREAT CHANCE TOR BARGAINS BEFORE THE RISE!

01 * 103 Water

C.

Hf Attention to the sale of Product, Flour, Grain,
and General Merchandiie.
Vesselschartprod,freight*
procured, and business generally attended to with
promptness and dlsjistch.
B*rxas TO—Leonard l otton.EsqPortsmouth,N.U. j
I. F. Williams, Hampton, N. H.
.....
I
ADZ dam

Hyson.75e(»91

I’bkps to February 18.

at

*n HOUSES, *t price* from *1000 to *50fK).
Km House LOTS, »t price* from f200to #3000.
2.0Un,utio feet of FLATS.
l.UOO.MXi foot „f LAND.
2 STOKE LOTS on Commercial Street.

MOSES COVED, T4 Middle St.,
noe27 dtf

Ur Staisf.

!

'*

I

Young Hyson....7f» a 1
Oolong .70 «so
Souchong.50 ^55
Tobacco.
Duty: Learenunmanu ac
tured 25, all other kind*

Removal!

Hairing.60 @66

—45 @ 60
India. 25'a .13
Vtiruinh.
Furniture.82 @ 8
6
Damar.4 @

The

undersigned

that may be

Wood.

100&.89l<&

Spruce.11 gl2
..

2f4
4

lireenCo’y

Sl»*h.126#

Kef

fYlricj

Mslassrs.
Acid, Shellac, ('opal,Damar and Gums used for /hity: 6c I* gal.
like purjtoses 10c, Alin’S. ('ienfttgos.none.
IVrdiorM, Chlorate. of Trinidad.42 #> 44
Potash, (drb. Magnesia Lubaclaved. 36 #37
do. tart. 34 a.i4)
6c, lloracic Acid, Ye/lov do.
Prussiate Potash and do. Muscovado 88 #40
Bed do. 10c, Liatutrice, New Orleans.
Oxalic Acid and Sugar Portland Syrup,hhris none
do.
bbls.. 31
of LeafI 4c. Asphft/tum
and Ri-Chro. Potash 9c,
Nails.

CASH,

MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
UAZELTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
GENUINE LOHBBRY,
Pore and Free Barning.

..

Sulphur. 6*6$
Soda.3 * a, 4

directly

Specialty

States. Also accommodations for ladies from abroad
wishing for a secure and ouiet retreat, with good
until reston-d to healtn.
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollar* are paid to swindling
quack* annually, in New England alone, without any
benefit to those who pay it. All this comes from
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, character and sk Jl, and whose only
recommendation is their own false and extravagant
of themselres. If, therefore,
assertions, iu
you would avoid being humbugged, take no man’s
word, no matter what his pretensions are, but
MAKE INQUIRY :—it will cost you nothing, and
may save you many regrets; tor, as advertising ph.rsici'ans, in nine cases ou. of teo. are bogus, there Is
no safetv in trusting any of them, unless you know
who and what thev are.
IF“ I>R. M. will send free. bv enclosing one
stamp as above, a pamphlet on DISEASES Or WOMEN, and ou Private IHseases generally, giving foil
information, with the most undoubted references anti
testimonials, without which no advertising
or medicine of this kind is deserving of ANY COM*
FIDENCE WHATEVER.
fB^Ot-ders by mail promptly attended to. Write
your address plainly, and direct to DR. MAITlSON,
as above.
deed daw]} 80

Lewis Lead,
Boston Lead,
French Zinc,
Amer. Zinc.

Back*

pc ad rat.
Kavens.66c*
Portland. No. 3. 1 10*
No. 10 82 *
Navy, 8*r, No. 81.00
30

# 34
# 3j

Litharge.11#>
ted Lead.11#

Duck,

U. 8. 10 oz_66 m
**
12 oz. .....76 *
Pealkert.
go
4»c ad ral.
Duty
Live tieeae f* lb. .60 f*66

"

11)a]2
llall)
.lOflO)
8 #84

Itochelle Yellow.. .8
Fng. Yen. Red-3

No. 10. 80

Tent

"

Piaster.

:
rhity
*er

ton

Free.

Soft.2 26#2 50

lard.2rm#225

MACHINERY,
subscriber would inform his friends and the
he may be found at
3 7
UNION

STREET,

Orders received for Pattern making, and Steam
and other machinery, Boilers, Water
Tanks, ke.
Will devote his personal attentio
to arranging
and setting Engines, Boilers.
Shafting, on reasonable

LI arble
M.

R.

A...U

Work.

Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, tor Livermore, Canton, Pen
and Dixfield: returning
opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dixfield, Dixfield,
ana Weld, on Tuesdays,
Thursdays aud Saturdays;
returning opposite davs.
Stags leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kingfield, on Wednesdavs and Saturday*. returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avoa
and Phillips.
Passengers lor this route will take the cars at the

U prepared to reeehre order* for
Marble Chimney Piece*. Monumental
Grindatonee.

Work and

Fearl and Federal It*..

mt

__J«*Stf

PORTLAND. ME.

1KA1JVE

Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Port*
8. W. EATON. Sap't.
; laud itepots. in Portland.
Farmington May 5. 1*62
juneSfidtf

AtiE.ICV
AMD

—

—

So. 27# F

17KOM Nor.mber lit, IMS, to Mar lit. ISO. tb<

HAIR RESTORER

I

ZYLOBAL8AMUM ?

>8

Hire

And MOAT

est

Fancy Doeskins
ALSO,

seem

and

to pass
of the

yet every part
them for life and health.

body

is

Gentlemen’s
which

.Jgft

wc

and

Portland.

Nor.

OF THI

of

service.

Marine Railwav Track Irons are drilled with the
countersunk holes aud the Bolts to match: also,
of all kinds, .screw Bolts, Lag Screws, and all
kinds of forgiug done to order, and of quality and
quantity to suit.
Mr. C. feels confident he can
the above articles on as favorable terms as can be obtained elsewhere. Address HORACE I. C RANDALL,
Sub-marine Engineer,
JanlO ’62dlawly*
Niw BxDroaD. Muse.

Spikes

price* to *alt the time*.

supply

dtf

dependent

Alfred

Woodman.
Charles Bailer.

Fl'KNISHINO

Standard

COFFINS

in

the best

Hay,

CONDENSED statement

principle, thoroughly made,
are

perfectly

accurate and

OVTH1 COXDITIOX Or TBB

Mtuwasoit Inanrttnre Company,

For sale, in every variety, as
Coal and Railroad fkalei (

BUTCHERS'. GROCERS'. DRUGGISTS’,
FECTIONERS' aud GOLD

Nov.

CON-

SCALES!

Or SPRINGFIELD, MASS.,
1, 1862— in conformity with the Laws of tbe
State of Maine.

Amount of
Amouut of

Beams, Weights,&c.,&c.
With

a

complete variety

CA8KKTS

vnnv near.
B> giving *nv strict and undivided
attention to the man u tact uriug, lining and trimming
of the above, I can famish ji.cm cheaper than any
one else.
Aug 6 1862JAMES P. SLEEPER.

Theae celebrated Scales are still made br the origiual inventor*, (and only by thbm.i and are con*
stautly receiving all the improvements which their
long experience aud skill can suggest.

They are correct

AND

Now in Hite,
And will make o order earthing of this kind that
■si be ordereo, .t short notice, from the
cheapest to
the

SCALES.

and
3furable its materials,
operation.

UNDERTAKER

No, 111 Exchange Street, Portland,
ReeiJence rear of 411 Congree. Street,
keep* constantly on hand all the vartoue kinds or

FAIRBANKS’

up«>n

Capital Stock, all paid up.
Surplus over Capital,
ASSETS OF

Cash on band.
Cash in • ands of

of

THM

0150.000 on
16.216 99
9166,216 99

COMPANY.

96.734

Agents, Ac.,

6,3 0 22
192 44
City Dubuque Bond,
WEIGHING APPARATUS,
Interest accrued and unpaid,
2,968 93
States
United
7
3-10
-BY
Treasury
Notes,
2.620 00
Debts secured by mortgage,
63.700 00
FAIRBANKS ft BROWN,
Loan* on personal security,
1.600 00
118 Milk Strut.
corner of Ratterymarch Street, I Bank Stock, a*
79,870 00
per schedule,
Railroad Stock, ’*
10.8*9 00
Ponton.
Bills Receivable,
124 09
Office famiture. library. Ac..
998 27
8old in Portland by EMERY k WATERHOUSE.

In a very few days the painful
removed: I could bear the strongest
light, and went forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
I now keep a bottle of it always in the house, and if

Lome*

Window

Shades,

CLOTH ft WIRE 8CREENS,
Signs, Banners, OratimrnUil and
Fancy Painting,

orrign specific in her case, giving her almost Instant
relief,

lirateful to tiod for the benefit that I have
personally received, 1 cannot but commend the preparation to all who have been sufferers like myself.

EXECUTED

P. 8. HENSON,
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Retidence 1430 Poplar St., Philadr/pkia.
HTNumeroua certificates of a similar character

STORE

TO

AT

put up at short notice,

STONEHAM'Sj

No. IS* 1-2 Middle St.

Poor Richard’s Eye and Ear Water

ORDER.

SHADES, of all dimensions, made, letter
ed aud

be furnished.

•

Portland, Me.

HOMESTEADS FOR

Noise in the
ralgia, with

$20.

Head, Catarrh, Rheumatism and NeuI
all kindred diseases. It is passed into
MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have parchaaed from the Hanuibal k St. Joseph Railroad
the ear by a small glass tube, which, together with
a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
.'ompany
the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug i ,
tdjoiniug the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
1
Stores in this city. Prick 26 cents fkr Bottlr.
for
fanning aud manufacturing purposes,
’ounty,
Ten km 6 Cents.
! md have divided their property into lots and farm*,
are
offered
fo subscribers in shares of 920 each,
rhey
H H. HAY and W. F. PHILLIPS, Wholesale
with Rill information. can be bad
on
1

rHE

lapa.

by ealliuf
EDWARD SHAW, A|cal,
103 Middlk

ana

j

and due—None.
and not due—None.

adjusted
Losses adjusted
Losse unadjusted,
95,906 78
All other claims against tbe Company—None.
Amount of Fire Risks still in force.
07.775.872
A W. < IIA PIN. President.
SANFORD J. HALL. Secretary.
State

of

Strut, Portl.ro,
dtf

Nassk husettn.

County qf Ihtanpdm,

|

\
Sp HI NO FIELD, NOV. 21»t. 1862.
Subscribed and sworn to by the above A. W. ChaK. Freeman.
pin and S. J. Hall, belore me.
Justice of the Peace.

ry^SinceNov. 1st the C ompany have increased
0200,000
Capital 850,000—making it

their

Losaea

dec12 eodflm

Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and DisEyes, Dim Vision and Weak Eyea, Deafness,
a

166.216 09

AMOUNT OF LIABILITIES.

oc2A

•ay, farther, that my wife used to suffer severely at
times from protracted pain in and over her eyes and
she has found Poor Richard's Eyk Water a sov-
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Every family, et this seaeoa, iboald

am

the

SAMBUCI WINE,
celebrated la Rarope ibrlts medteiaal aad beaeSeial
a. a gentle stimulant, Tosie, Diuretic, aad
SudoriSc. highly reteemed by eminent pbyddaae,

qaalitiee

end American Hospitals,
European
4ret families in
and

aaed in
of the

by

aad

America.
Europe
AS A TONIC
It I as no equal, canning an appetite and building ap
the system, being entirely a pare vriae of a moss val-

tome

uable grape.

AS A DIURETIC,
It Imparts a healthy action of the Glands, Kidneya,
aud Crluary organ., very beneficial in Dropsy .Goat
and Rheumatic Affections.
SPEER S WINE
a mixture or manefnstnrrd article, bat is
para,
from the juice of the Portugal Sambuci
grape, cultivated in New Jersey, recommended bv chemists end
physicians -J possessing medical properties •upertor
to any other winee in nee, and an excellent article Ibr
all weak aad debilila ed persona, end the aged and
Infirm, improving tbe appetite, and beaefiUlng ladies
and children.
A LADIES- WINE,
Because it will not intoxicate as other wince, as it
Contain, no mixture of spirits or other Hqaors. aad la
admired Sir Ha rich, peculiar Savor, and nutritive
a healthy tone to the digeellve
properties,
organs. »nd a blooming, soft and bealtby skin aad
complexion.
WE REFER TO
la not

imparting

few well known gentlemen end
here trM tht VIm-

pbrtieiftM

ft

who

(in. Winfield Scott.USA.

Dr. WUaoa.llth at., NT.
Got Morgan, N Y State. Dr Ward. Newark, H J.
Dr. J.R.I StltoB.N Y.Ctty
Dr. Doagfcerty, Newark.
Dr. Parker. N. Y. City.
N. J
Dre.DarcyA Nicholl.Naw- Dr. Marry, New York.
>i>r < literal ugs.t'evtlamd.
ark,N. J.
Dr. Haves. Boston.
%W None genuine without the signature of “ALFRED SPEER. Passaic, N. J.,” Is arertlM cork ot
each bottle.
or MAKE ONE TRIAL OE TBIS WINE.
For sale by Druggists aad all first class dealer*.
City and town Agents supplied by the State CoaA.

SPEER, Proprietor.

Vnnrrsan— Pnasaie. New Jersey.
Orncx—M Broadway, New York.
JOHN LA FOY. Pari*.
A goat (hr France and Germany.
Bald la Portland by il. H. HAY.Draggtet. Happty-

WILL BE FOKFE1TED BY DR. U
Jl'/Ut
"
Dl E if failing to cure in lean time thaa
tpO'
any other

adjusted

and

promptly paid by

ELIPHALET WEBSTER, Agent,

more

effect nal I v

and

perma-

icine*.

SELF-ARUSK AND SOLITARY HABITS,
Their -Frets aad aonaeqaeaee*;

SPECIAL AILMINTB AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married aad Single Ladle*;
SECREr AND DEDICATE DISORDERS;
Mereartal Afiretio a; Eruption* aad ail Bis rases of
the Skin; Ulcers of the No*#, hreal and Body; Pirnplea oa the Face; Swellings of the Joints; Nerrevues*
Constitutional and other Weaknesses ia youth,
and the more advanced at all age*, of
BOTH SEXES, 8INGLE OB MARRIED.
DB. L. DIX'S
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
31 Fad icon street, Ro*toa,Maaa.,
I* so arranged that
patients never see or hear each
other. Recollect, the oslt entrance to hi* OMa* h
No. U. having no connection with his retideaea.eaa■tv;neatly no family Interruption, so that oa a* account can any person hesitate applying at hi* *•**.

DR. DIX
boldly asserts (and it cannot he contradicted.eseept
by Qaacks.wbo util say or do anything, sven perjure
them selves, to impose upuu patients; that b*
n

ns our

narua susetn raratetaa
TaaTiaiaa ia aoa-roa.

ad-

SIXTEEN TEARS
engaged ia treattaeat of Special diseases, a fact eo
welt known to many Citirens.Pabtishere. Merehaata,
Hotel

Proprietors, he,

that ha 1a much recommend-

ed, aad particularly to
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
T* avoid aad escape Imposition of Foreign aad Native Qaaoks, mors aamervas ia Boeton thaa other
large eities.
DR. L. DIX!
proudly refer* to Proleeeors aad respectable Physi-

cians—many of whom coaealt him ia critical cases,
because or his acknowledged skill and repotaMoa, attained through so long experience, practice aad observation.

At FLUTED AND UNFORTUNATE!
be not robbed and add toyoar saflbriage in being deceived by tbs lying boasts, misrepresentations, false
premise* and pretension* of

FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who knoui little of the nature and character of Special diseases, aad ins as to their care. Soese exhibit
forged diploma* of Institution* or College*, which
never existed in any part of the world: other* exhibit diplomas of the dead, bow obtained. « kaawa;
not
only assuming and ad vert king in names of tboe*
inserted ia the diplomas, bat to farther their imposition assume names of other most celebrated phyte
ciaas loag vise, dead. Neitbar he deceived by

QUACK NOSTRUM MAKERS,
through

false certificates and reference*, aad recommendation, of their medicine* by the dead, ubc cubnot expose or contradict them: or who. besides, to
farther their
copy from Medical books
much that is written of the qualities and effheta of
different herb* and plants, and ascribe all the tame
to their Pill*. Extracts. Specifics, he ratal of which.
If not ail. contain Mercury, becaure of the aacieal
belief of ita "caring everything." bat bow known
to "kill more than it eared," and tkose not killed,
constitutionally injured lor life.

■position,

IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND NOSTDl'M U a k! VUk.

Through the^lguoranee of Iht quek Doctor,knowing no other remedy, he retie* anon Mercarr, and
gi.es it l* all his patients in pills, di op*. fee an the
Nostrum Maker, equally ignornnt, adds to his socalled Extracts. Specific. Antidote, Ac. both raising
upon its effects ia earing a few ia a hundred, it is
trumpeted in rartoaa wars throughout the land: bat
ALAS! nothing is said of the balance: some of whoas
die. others grow worse, and are left to linger and suffer for months or years, until rsiieted or cared, if
possible, by competent physicians.
BIT ALL gl'ACKS ABE NUT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the foregoing fact* are known to
some qanck doctors and nostrum makers,ret, regardless of the life nud health of others, there are those
among them who will ctos perjure thrmselres, contradicting riving mcrcary lo their patients, or thot tt
is contained in their Nostrums, so that the "nail
fee” may be obtained for professedly raring, er "th*
dollar” or "fraction or itr< may be obtained for the
Nostrum. It is Ibas that many are deceived alno.aad
Uselessly spend large aatouaia for experiment* with

quackery.

DR. L
charm

DIX

S

eery moderate, roamintcattoas sacredly confidential, and all may rely on him with th*
strictest secrecy and confidence, who'ever may ha
the disease, condition or situation or any one, mar-

ried

or

are

single.

Medicine* sent by Mail and Express to all parts ef
the I'nitrd Mates
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar
to insure an answer.
Address Dr. L. Dix. No 11 Endloott street.Boston.
Maas.
ly

The celebrated DB. L.
1
DIX particularly Invite* all ladies who need a
stfafton/ or .Surgical adviser, to call at hia Rooms. >o.
which I bey will
21 Endicott street, Boston. Maw
dnd arranged lor their special accommodation
Dr. DIX having devoted over twenty years to this
particular branch of the treatment of all dlaeaaca peculiar to female*, it i* now conceded by all (both la
this country and in Europe) that he exoels all other
known practitioners in the safe, »peedy aud eflhctual
treatment of all female complaint*.
%
wRh the axpress purHi* medicine* are
weakpose of removing all disea-es, »uch a*
noa*. unnatural nunpremiion*. enlargements of the
womb, also, all disenarre* which low from a morbid
state of the blood. The Doctor in now tally prepared
to treat in hi* peculiar style, both medically and surgically. all disease* of the famale sex. and they art
respectfully invited to call at

prepared

Head of Long Who-1.
foblSrodlm

TIIROUOH TICKETS
PHILADELPHIA. BALTITOMORE andYORK,
WASHINGTON, and to all part, of
NEW

the WEST and 80LTH and NOBTH WEST. via. all
tbe molt popular routes and at the Invert Boston
rates, Ibr tale by
W. D. LITTLE. Agent.
0*1.
dtf
OMee 81 Exchange St.

debility,

Ftp. 21 Entlicotl Street* Bouton.
All letter* requiring advioe must contain one dollar to ensure an answer.
Boston. Ian. 1. I*H3.
eodly

Beards, Attend!
Gray
Twenty
experience,

AFTER
experiment. I

No. 1«3 1-3 Fore Street,
Portland, Feb 18. ISrtJ.

physician,

nently, with lees restraint from occupation or frar of
exposure to all weather, with safe and pleasant med-

rpo THE IsADlES.

...

my eye seems at all disposed to annoy me, I give it a
dose, and that is an end of it. I would not be without it for any amount of money. 1 take occasion to

0

11

Boston, Jan. 1, lMt.

—

results.

was

Agents.
MRS. M.G. BROWN, Proprietor,
nov 18 d6m
No. 410 Arch 8t., Philadelphia.

JAMES P. SLEEPER,
•

aagOOdkwtf

rare

#

undersigned

lias been appointed Agent tot
the snle or Marine Kailwny and other Chains,
in the Fniud States and British North America, manufactured by llxxitr Wood A Co., of Liverpool,
(Jreat Britain, and is now prepared to receive orders
for Marine Railway Chains, made to order and to
pattern, with the sprocket wheel to match, and warranted to fit. The-*- ebaius are made of an Iron
p—
culiarlv suited to this purpose, which, by actual test,
shows its average breaking straiu to be W tons
per
inch of sectioual area. Parties wishing good and reliable chains will do well to examine those in actual

THE

1». vm.

observation,

In the meantime, most providentially, I noticed
day in a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHARD’S EYE WATER. 1 had never heard ol it before, but determined to try it, and did, with the most

eased

dawtf

MARINE

CLOTHING,

Geo. W. Woodman,
Seth B. Uereey,

one

Is truly

by aocartag tlakata at thii

Rbllway Chains aaS Track "-tut

the lat-

Ifoa.94 sad #0 Middle Street, Portland.

impor-

of remedies had been resorted to withand 1 entertained the purpose, as a last
resort, of having the ball taken out of its socket, in
the hope of thus finding relief.

might

money

and Domestic Dry Goods,
JMmfTlRRS AM JIUUS 07 CL0T1I.M,

variety

rritation

can tarn

Foreign

success,

delightftil

tT~ Yon
ottce.
Jane 13.

TRci A~ CO,
Importer*and Wholesale Dealer*In

good. Below we give the certificate of Rev. I\ 8.
kinsov, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,
Philadelphia. If any one has doubts as to the value
of this remedy, they may learn more of ita practical
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr II.
PHILADELPHIA. Oct. 17. 1862.
From injuries received in my right eye, when a
boy, a chronic inflammation had been produced, in
consequence of which I suffered constant martyrdom.
Ever)- moment of my waking life was embittered, and I was frequently unable to sleep at night.
A

w. D.

LITTLE, Aobbt,
Ofln 31 Kzdumge Slrrtt.

WOODMAN,

as

out

by

Furnishing Goods,

will ,el! at

proridad wit*

of

Styles

discovery, which is most wonderful in its operations, putting to blush the old
systems
of treatment, which have quite as often done harm
a new

STOCK

Klaoaba Falla

tW Ticket. Bold in Portland at lowest Boatoa rata

-AMD-

WATER 1

even common

FULL

aid

TUb road la bboad odaob and ia
New and 8pleodid £leepiug ran.

and Cassimcrcs.

READI-MADE

Poor KirhartTs Eye and Ear Water
Is

A

Latest

tant to health and comfort than the Eva and
Ear, and yet none are less understood or more neg-

They

receiving

»w dtily
DEMISABLE BTTLEB

RAILWAY.

Via BcrrALo, Ucaaiaa.

CLOTHS. OVERCOATINGS,

POOR RICHARD'S

lected

BT THE

ERIE

BROW*,

hind.md

on

Street, Nesr-York.

are more

To Cbicaoo, Cim lanATi. Clitklaid, Dktkcit
Toledo, 8t. Paul, La Caoaaa, 8r. Lucia,
Saw OBLAABi. or any part of tba
WEST, SOITH OR NORTH WEST,

At 03 Middle Street,
Opposite the Custom Houm,

OFFICE,

WTO Organs of the human system

|

Portland, An*. 8.1M9.
djT
I. D. MERRILL A CO,

6ARDIMER St

2 3
t4 3
-3

THROUGiTnCKETS"

Tailor,

—

auxtdly

mum

EYE Sr EAR

—

EXCHANGE STREET,

•ot op In the best manner.
All order* In eity or eoatttrr
personally attended to
I. D. MERHILL. ton* BOND. « D.M1KBILL.

Rrv WM CUTTER. N Y City:
My hair Is changed
to its natural color, and growing on bald spot."
Rev J. H CORNELL. N Y.
City: “I procured It
for a relative
The falling of the hair stopped, and
restored it from being grey to iu natural and mantlfol color."
Rev. J WEST. Brooklyn. LI: “I will testify to
their value in the m -t liberal sen*e. They ha* *
restored my hair where it was bald, and, whsrs
"
grey, to lt« original color
Rev A
MI have used
WEBBTfitt, B iston, Mam
them with great edict. I am now neither bald
nor grey.
hair
was
and
brittle; U Is now
My
dry
•oft its in youth
Rev. 11 V. DtvJEN, Riston, Maos
That they pro
mote the griw:h of the h.tlr where baldness is, I
have the evidence of my own eyes."

above

C. J. BRYIM.ES, Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1. 1*62
afidtf

Water Closets, t'rinats. Force and Suction
Pumps,
Balk Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silrcr Plated Brass
t
Cocks, of all kinds eonstantlg on hand.
All kinds of fixture* for hot and cold water

Rev c A BUCK BEE.
Assistant Trent nr
Amriemn Bible Union, N. 7 City,
writes: ** I very cheerfully add my testimony to
that of numerous friend* to the great vafoe of Mrs.
H. A Allen s World s Hair Restorer and Zylohslsa-

as

ESTABLISHMENT,

Street, Portland, Me.

^c»\'v«vowv}.

No. 198 Greenwich

NA VY

PLUMBERS,
No. 27 Union

AND

Cjowvv’vwc’vwo

rates of freight on all descriptions of lumbei
and timber will be advanced 2b per cent.
No fire wood will be conveyed bet ween October 1st,
; 1902, and May 1st. 1*63.
An advance in the rates of fire wood will take placr
next summer, but in consequence of changes in thf
arrangement for conducting the wood business, whki
are about to be made, the Company will not be sbk
to take fire wood from certain places on the line, sc
that should any parties make contracts tor fire wood
! to be carried on the railwav daring the next season
they must understand that thev will do so at their owa
risk, aud that the Company will not feel tbemselvec
; bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations fire wood can be carried next
A

Portland. Me.
JeMtf

A. ». REEVES,

Pereone and Invalid*

a

tag Agent.dreg iij

J. W. HATHAWAY,
Maine state Agent, Woe king ton, D. C

AND

K

Notice to Wood mm* Leaker Mer.
chants.

Street,

Communication* to be addrewed to

OC31 If

PHYSICIANS’ U*«.

Female*, Weakly

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY

Soldiers’ Relief A ssociatioa,

-MT-

LD’8V^->j

2.9#

■

j

THOMPSON,

TAILORING

MHg
a/WOR

On and after Mohdat,
May 6. 1881,
will leave Portland for Lewiston
and Farmington via Bruuswick. at 1 P. M.
m
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and PoiT
land, via Brunswick, at 9.16 A. M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11 46 A M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewie
ton.

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,

dec 10 eod& w»3ni26

..

Wifi*.

IRA

*Ku«f

ARMY

^

...

BUMMER A RU. AX OEM EXT.

QBNB

-dealers m-

& Numerous Certificates \

Salrrataa.
Plums, prune* and Mai- > aleratus p !b .*..7f§ 8c
tins 5c p lb. Citron 30
Kail.
i hity
In bulk 18c. and in
Jpcadeal.
Almonds—Jordan Jp lb.
bag* 24c P lnO lb*,
Soft Shell.20 22ic1 urk’* Is., p hhd.
Shelled.
@80
(8 bus ).S2 80‘S'8 25
Currants.15 2 16 I iverpool.2 7X2.8 00
Citron.44 #46 ( wii* .none
Pea Nuts.
ifl ack* Salt .none.
Figs, common.... none. t r’d Butter Salt .22 fa
New Kleme.18c# 22
Starch.
Lemons, p box #2 «r 8 I hify 20 pc ad rat.
Oranges—Messina. 3q3/ 1 <‘*rl.7J
I 'otato.81 A 4
Raisins.
Blue pcask.161® 16
Shat-piOOIbs *9f§10
Black.88 #10 l ►ron.SI H a 12
Bunch p box. 41024 16 1 “ck.
!
Laver..4 2524 31
Samp,
Dates.7 2 9c / hity 35 pc ad rat.
Prunes.8)-alOJ 1 1 eathe At Ciore’s. TrowFloar—Portland fn«p
bridge k Smith’s ExSupertiue .87 1227 874 tra No. ip lb. .Of® 91
Fancv .7 87 2 7 62 1 amily do.8 (fa 84
Extra.7 87 28 12 ? o 1.7 (fa 8
Family.8 87®8 621 agle No. 1.6 fa 81
Extra Superior 8 8729 50.S tar.64.^ 5)
Western extras 8 00 2 8 25C ■atile.1^ fa 171
family 8 12a8 87 f nine’s.9 (a9}
**
superiors 2528 87 Spire a.
Ohio extra... .8 2528 50 l hi/y
(Unger Knot be,
Tamil.v. 8 76® 8 87
around (Unger 8c, PepCanaria super No.1 none.
per and pimento 12c,
St Louis Fa v Brnds 104210}
Clone* 15c, Cassia 10c,
Southern III.do do. 9/210
Cassia Buds 20c. CinnaPetapscoFamily. .1112114 mon 25c, Mace and NutRve Flour.4 # 4p megs 88c p lb.
Corn Meal.41# 44 f M«la p !b.47 ®48c
Buckw't Fl'rpib 3Jo$4| f loves.88 ;o40
Ci inger, (Race).
Grain*
.85 (o)8ft
Duty Com and Oats 10c.iti inger, (Africa) &r» d38
Mye and Barley 15c.aitrf'9 ace.83 Cd 90
Wheat 20c p bn. From ?i tit megs.93 a95
Mr. Provinces free.
I1 ppper. 28 rd'80
Rve.9521 001 imento.24 (®26
Oat*.68 260
Seeds.
South Tel. Corn. 1 032106;/ *uty
Linseed 18c p hu.,
Corn, Mixed. ...1 0021 06, ('unary SI p bu
MusBariev.106#1 20 tard 8c p lb.
Shorts p ton.
.823 #26 I erdsOrm**.
.S3®8 26
Fine Feed.27 (230 V Western ft'lorer.. 12 318
H ed Top.S3 4 a 33
Grindstone*.
II. inseed.3 a)
Buty: Hough—free.
|
Rough, p ton. .820-225 C »nary.4j<§ 44
Dressed.35® 40
Sugar.
Gan powder*
/ uty Melado2c,n4>tVibore
Duty Valued at less than No. 12 24c, abore No. 12,,
20c p lb 6c. orer 20c tic, and not abore 15 3e.altore
P tb and 20 Pc ad r»il. I No. 15 and not abore 20
Blasting.8512 6
8J0. abore No. 20 and reRifle and Sporting.64# 8]| fined 4c p lb.
r
ortland
A.none.
Hay*
PresMs’d p net T.814 216
do.
AA.11 (fa
Loose.13 #16
do.
Yellow..
none.
E stra Yellow.none.
Hide* and Skin*.
il uscovado. 11@114
Duty 10 pc ad val.
80 A 81
B A. Hides
do.
in bond 9 .alo
Western.21 ® 22 n avana Brown.. .11}3*121
do.
White
Slaughter Hides .64274c
13], a 14
CalfSkins.11&18 N ew Orleans.12 ;al4
C rushed.16fd 164
t'alcutta Cow—
Slaughtered .190®210, G ran ulsted.16f®l64
Green Salt.1 86#940jP jwdqred.16}#16]
Sheep Pelts,Gr‘n.952 814( Tallaw.
I
Sheep Pelts, Dry 75# 1 001/; uty Tallow 1 pc, Soap

AN D dOfiCOGGIM RAILROAD.

(■ntil his shop is rebuilt,) ready to answer any orders
for steam, gas and water
pipes.
8team and (.as F.ttings of all
descriptions,
w ill also attend to
fitting the above for steam or

Ctmmerelal Street.

\

p lb. Currants, Figs.

Ac.

____

PRINCIPAL SALES

8)

Ac., Ac,
At Buxton Centre, for West
Buxton,Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington, Limington, Ac., Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
Newtield, Parson sfiold. Effingham,!- rvedom,
Ossipee,
Madison. Eaton, 1 imingtou, Cornish, Porter, Ac.
nov 13
DAN CaRI’ENTER. Sup’t.

1R1E
public, that

Sold by Druggists throughout tha World

Mty

Fittings,

*"

Falls, Baldwin. Hiram, Limington. Brownfield,
Fryehurg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Brhlgton,

HEAD OF MERRILLS WHARF.

—

and all other pickled in I ’ortland do.
12) a 13
bids. 31 50
bbl., other- i ’’tl’dext. do.
14 a14)
vise 60c 4> cvt. From I *ork, extra clear 19 d2»*
Prorinces free.
*ork, clear.1« a 19
Cod large 4> qut..84Pff6 I *ork, mess....... 16i# 17
"
a mall.34 *3} 11 *ork, extra do
14 « 15
Pnlhwk
lia 3 I *ork. Prime. 13 #14
Haddock,.14® 1? I ix Prime.14 a 15
Hake..1 7522 00 tound Hogs. 7# 74
9 'aide
Herring,Shorepbl.4 ® 4j lams.
<
do. Labrador., none
Smok’d llams.9)#10
do. Scaledpbx 80285c
Prwsfasre.
do. No. 1
20,0.26 I kf(
.,u’r #> lb 5 « 7*
I
Mackerel p bbl.,
l> dm .13 4.14
No.
1.8101211 f I ■ol.loc, t»bbl.*l«Val fi2
Iiay
Bav No.
9/ < hlckc-n*.l(Vn 12
Bay No. 8.6 a 64 I Jimb.R st 10
Shore No. 1
1141 urkiM. 12 At 14
.11®
4*
44
.9 (a 10
2.74# 7} t
do. (medium).. .6 2 5* 1 '**.1.none.
do. (small).3#
I 1ekl<‘».pbbl....*8g 9
R Ire.
Frail*
Duty Lemons, Oranges, i tury: Cleaned lie. FadManana« and Plantains
dy |c p ft>.
2<> pc ad raJ., Almonds l tee V to.8J« 7i
Rnua.
4c, and Shelled do. 6c p
lb. Xuts and Dates 2c I ’ortland distilled. 70 (§78c

head

Steam and Gas

FOE

For

and

The 2.00 P. M. train out, aud ths 9.16 A. X. train
Into Portland, will be freight trains with passeucer
cars attached.
Stages connect at Saccarappa daily for South Windham, Windham Centre and Great Falls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Standish,
Steep

ALBERT WEBB A CO,

**

j round..6 <«»«♦; 25
Pravisisas.
Flail.
rluty Beef and Pork lc,
Duty For loo lb* foreign Lard, Bacon and Hams
caught
Herring 31., 2c. Butter and Cheese 4c
Mackerel 32, Salmon 33; < Mi’go Mess Beef.912 #14
<

l.MSd6O16P*MfO,8‘~R1W‘‘#-#0A

Corn, Flour and Grain,

Litharge

2]

Siver for Portland at 6.36 and 9.16 A. M.

of Maine Wh'J.
SAWYEB A WHITNEY.

Jnl31tf

On and after
Monday, Novembar 10,
will leave as follows, until further

8.80 P. X.

The public are roqueted to call, a* we are detergire good bargaiua to thoee who pay caah.

IS THERE

Brazil Wood.13 *

Falats.
Camwood.4p* 4J Duty Oh White Lead dry
or ground in oil and Red
Fuatic, Cuba..2$ a
Savanvilla 2 (*24
Lead 92 40 p 100 lbs,
24c, Oxide gf
Ilypernic.....4$* o
Zinc 24c 4* lb, I*mssian
Logwood,
( ampeachy.2] *24
Blue, rermilion, Chrome
St. Domingo.2*
Yellow, Tenet ion Red 25,
Extract Log wood. 13 a 14
Spanish Brown dry 20,
N ic
W ood. to
in oil 3l) 4>c ad ral.. YelTeach
.3J(* 41 low and other Ochres 50c
Ked
.Sjm 8$ P 100 lbs, Paris White
*•
.2
Sapan
*
dry 60c, in oil 91 6».
Ouercitron Bark.. -2f* 2}
Whiting 60c 4* 100 Iba.
Ked Sanders.3 * 6 fil’d I.«ad. inoil.911) #

orders:

mined to

care,

physician

aBBK.

Hard and Son Wood.

Office, Commercial St.,

SABBVCI WINE.
PURE, AND FOUR TEARS OLD,
Or Choice Oport o Grape,

®

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

thing

SPEEB'S

York & Cumberland Railroad.

best quality and

are

Till, celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtues unknown of anything else of the kind, and proviug
effectual after all others have failed,
is designed for both married and sinale ladies, and is the very best
known for the purpose, as it win
bring ou the iwmthly sickness in cases
of obstructions, from auy cause, and
liter all,.other remedies of the kind
have been tried In vain.
OVER 2000 BOITLE8 have now
been sold without a single failure,
when takeii as directed, and without
the least injury to health in any case.
14F"It is put up in bottles ot three
different strengths, with full directions for using, and sent by express,
closely sealed, to all parts of the country.
PRICES— Euli strength, 210; half strength, 25;
quarter strength. 2.3 |>er bottle.
%3T*REMEMHER— This medicine is designed expressly for obstinate cases, which all other remedies
of the Lind hare failed to cure; also that it is warranted as represented in every respect, or the jtrice
trill be refunded.
tTRE WA RE OF I Ml TA TIOXS .' None genuine and warranted, uules* purchased
rf Dr.
M. at his Remedial Institute for SjseciaJ Diseases,
No. 28 Union street, Providence, R. I.
embrace* all diseases of a priUTThis
vate nature, both of MEN and WOMEN, by a regularly educated physician of twenty years' practice,
giving them his whole attention,
ry**ConsuRations by letter or otherwise are strictly conMential.and medicines will be sent bv express.

(Marine*.
Cream Tartar.36 *60 Sperm Winter
20fl#210
lx»g wood ex.12$ a 14 Whale,ref.Wint 1 nG#l <)8
do.
Crude.1 0ft#
Magneaia.2# *36
Indigo, M*la, fine. 31$*- 2 (■rand Bank and
Madder.17c* 18 Bay Chaleur. 926 #29
Shore.24 #26
Opium.310*
Knubarb.200* 226 Unseed.91 62#154
Alcohol.1 20* 1 25 Boiled.1 57 a 1 60
Fluid. .1 36 m¥) l^ird Oil.1 08#1 10
Olive Oil.176a 180
Camphcne.8 60*
Saltpetre.11 (*23 Castor Oil.2 3i*#2 40
Vitriol.15 *16 Neatsfoot Oil_1 It*#116
OaUasPffWMds.
Duty: Erse.
P bbl.93 37#8 50
Bar wood .2 fit
P hush.U 30#1 40

Duty

Coals
strictly of the
THESE
warranted to give satisfaction.

Illumiuat’g

36

^Augusta,

COAL

FOR 811 ITUS' USE.

Palm, Seal and (bcoanut 10c 4» gal.
Curt land kerosene
Oil 60 #5T*c
Machine.80 # 82

Sal

Camphor.1

CUMBERLAND

MATTISON'8 INDIAN KMMENAGOGL’E.

Androseoggin

Stages leave Bath dally at 8.00 P. M.. for Wtscasset. Damariscotta, Waidoboro', Warren, Roekland
and Thomaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of train from Portland.
B. H. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Not. 16, 1802.
novl8

THE

FOR FEMALES.

the

staok coxxectioxb.

JOHN’S,

Remedy

with

trains at Brunswick for Lewiston. Livermore Falls, Wilton and Farmington ; and at Augusta with the Somerset A Kennebec Railroad for VaseaJboro', Waterville. Kendall’s Mills and Skowhegau; and at Kendall’s Mills
with the Penobscot k Kennebec Railroad for Burnham. Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston for all tne stations on the
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
k Kennebec Roads.
For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot k Kennebec Railroad, passeugers will purchase tickets to
Kendall’s Mills.

SPRING

[Copyright secured.]

Portland for Bath and Aagusta at 1.00P M.,

Leave

conuectiug

DELIVERED TO AX V PART OF THE CITY.

praise

Sago 14c. Epsom S*lit s, Duty: (Wlc, ITrowpAf2c,
Liquffrtce Boot, Hi-Curb. Assorted 8c |> lb.
Sofia, (dustic Soda lc: f’wk. 96 <10 cash
Castor Oil 60c 4* gal..
Naval Store*.
Morphine 32|*or., Al- Ihity Turpentine. Rosin,
um 6«ftc 4* esrt
Copperas /*ttch. Tar20 pc <utral.,
Muriatic AcS. Turprtitiur 15c Vgal.
60c
id 10 4>c ad rfU., Spong- Tar (foreign)** bbl 913a 14
es,
Assffcetida. Isin- Fitch (Coal Tar). 94# 4J
glass. Elor Sulphur. Sen- Rosin.18 #20
na, Armvroot, Ginseng Turpentine4>gal 32f>#:i40
2n 4»c. Bleaching Pose-j OakiM.
ders 30c 4» cvt.. Sago Duty: Free.
60c f evt., Sal Soda and American.81® 94
.Soria Ash jc P !b, (Yude
Oil.
Brimstone 33 and Boll Ihity: Sperm, Whale and
do. 36 p ton, Alcohol 40c
other Fish Oils of forgal.
eign fisheries 20 pc ad
Alum 4* lb.4 (8/ 5c
ral.. Linseed, Hempseed
Aloe*.30 * 3< and RapeseedTbc 4* gal.,
Arrow Hoot.17 *40
<Sire 23c.
Salad 60c,

Farmington.

wanted.

TWOOD,
CHEAP FOR

MEDICAL.
The Great Indian

Insurance,

COAL

Paris.27@3 32}

Hard, retail.#7 @8

!
Aupitt for Bath. Portland and Bo.ton, at 10.it A
; M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewistou, Livermore Falls, Wilton and

I. W. mtJNGER.

Jan d3m

cash.60c@

Flates-Char.I.C. 315cl15* Sheathing.90 @
do.
IX. 18 a 18*
Exchange.
Coko.12 a. 12 London—60 a. 1 7031 711

and Life

PORTLANDhTr.

On and after Wednesday, Nov. 19th,
18»*2. passeuger trains will leave as fol-

□BBMM

Lon; Wharf,

Where he ii prepared to write any amount of

Marine, Fire

MEDICAL.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Office to

has removed his

Ho. 166 Fore St., head of

Coach.3j@

ad ral.
85
6’s&10’* best br’ds.70 f@75, Ihity: Costing 18c ft lb
do.
medium 65 a68
and under 5 $>c, over 18c
do.
common. 60 @62
to 24c 4* lb 3c, orcr 24c
ha) f ibs best br’da 78 @80 1 9c
lb.
do. mod. good 65 @70 Fleece.46 @66c
do. common .60 @62 Lamb*.45 @63
Natural Leaf, lbs 31 @ 1
Zine.
Fancy, in Foil.ll@> 2 Ihity: In blocks or pigs
T i Ha
l}c, in sheets 2c 4> n>,
Dufy Pig 15c, Platen 2
manufactures of 30 4>c
|>c ad val.
ad val.
Banca,
5! Pigs and slabs.6|(® 6*
Straits, cash.48 @60 Sheet Kosslmxnn. llip 12

DR.

_RAILROADS.
KENNEBEC AND

Hemp

13^*415

Kuiwia.26 &

THE

HENRY WABD BKKI HF.lt ox TlIUBLOW
Weed.—So long as his sphere was New York,
and the topics of party were local and secular,
he has been adroit and reasonably successful.
But the moment he attempted, in these great
days of revolution, to transfer to national

corrected for the

BUSINESS CARDS.

Sail.96c@lfl0
*'

Id iftonal duty <J Hop*.
10 t>C is levied on all tner- Duty 6c
Ib,
chanuise not imported di- First Sort, 1862.
14 (gl6
rect from the place of proI roii.
duction or growth.
and
Duty Pig
Stamp 86,
Aa hr*.
Bar nett exceeding $60
ton value 817 i> ton, exDuty 10 &c ad val.
Pearl V ».8*@ I
ton 818,
ceeding 86u
Pot.7*@ 8 less than £ inch thick or
metre than 7 inches wide,
Apple*.
Green k»bbl.
retunds less than 4 inch
etr more than 4 inches in
Sliced 1> lb.
Cored
ft.
diameter, and squares
less than k inch or nutre
Uncored p lb..
than 4 inches square 820,
Bread.
Bail retael 812 60, Boiler
Duty: HO Vc.
Pilot V 100 tt>*
f6 @ 6$ aud Platt 826 *> ton.
Ship. 6 @ 6$ Sheet 2a2Jc %* lb and
Crackers per bbl.. 3J@4
83<£6 4> ton.
Crackers, p 100 36 @40c Common.4f S44
Refined 4f (£6
liutlrr.
Swede.7 (a,
Duty 4c V lb.
Family |» lb.22 @24 Norway.7F«* 8
Store.16 @16 Cast Steel.26 (428
(ierman Steel-17 (gl®
Beaas.
bush£2 60@2 62 Knglish|Blis.Steel.20 (q,21
Marrow
pea.2 62@2 76
*4
llluc Pod.2 37@2 62 Sheet Iron, Engl .6 <g 7
Sheet Iron,Russia.18 <g21
(nadir*.
Duty Sperm and Wax Sc. do Rus im’t.
lord.
Stearine 6c, Tallow 2$c
Barrel, 4>
*> lb.
Mould V lb.131c@14 Kegs, 4» lb.114\a12c
I .rather.
Sperm.32 @36
(’heese.
/hity 80 $»c ad red.
New
4c
tbYork, light. 30 <£32c
V
Ihity
do. md. wt«.. 32 (0.33
Vermont V tb... .12 @13
cl 12
do.
heavy_32 (£33
Country.11
do. slaughter. .34 (g38
Coal—(Ketail.)
Duty From Hr. Provinc- Ainer. Calfskins. 81 to, 91
es free, otherforeign Bi- SFter Wax Lcath.19 (4 20
tumenims tl 10, all othload.
er kinds 60c V ton|b.
Duty Pig 14c
Am. l'ig p
Cumberl’d $rton.fl0@
10
Win t«ash.10®
Foreign Fig.9}g 10
Sheet
and
11
Fipe..
Lehigh.lo®
(gll|
Franklin. 10@
Liar.
fhitu. 10 4>c ad ral.
Caffes.
Rockland, cask... 76 @80c
Ihity 6c p ft.
Java 4* lb.36 @38c
I .a as her—F'rom yard.
St. Domingo.3" @31 Clear Fine, No. 1.838 (g
do.
No.2 34 ,g
Rio .83 @ 35
do.
No.8 24 g
Mocha.None.
do.
No.4 14 rg
Cordage.
Duty: Tarred2\c, Manil- Shipping Lumber. 17 <4.18
la 21, all other Sk V lb
16 @161 Hemlock.8
American
lb
(glO
Russia lleinp.19 @191 Box Sh'ks.(cash) 46 :o.68c
Manilla.17J«1«J Clapb’ds, S ext..814
<gl6
Unltruiit. It imsi*
19 a 2"
do.
1* **
30 a32
Manilla 20*20$ Shingles, Ced. ext
do.
3
do.
No 1 2
Crmrnl.
2]
do. ext. Fine.314 4
4> bbl.3140*146
1 2»»4l 25
Laths, Spruce.
Prn|a n nd Dj-f*.
1b—Oil Cinna- do. Fine.1 25-£ 2 00
Duty.
num 32, Oil Almonds and
ou a.»
Otto if Rose 31 60, Oil Mol. IIhd. Shooks
Bergamot, Cassia and k Heads,city 262# 2 75
('lores 31, Hydriodale Sugar dv*. city. .262a2J6
Potash 76c, Cant hir ides. do. do. c’trv.l 25#150
sa’d 1 lOOu 1 20
Mastic, Ipecac, Bh ubarb,
('ardamons, Oil D*num, CountryIt iff Mol.
11 hd.Shooks.. 135a 1 50
Anise and Orange, Iodine Wc, Toluand LYude
150
netI do.
.MO #31
(dmphor 80c,
4oc, 7’ttrtnrk' dcid Urtc, llackmetack Tim*
(Yearn Tartar,
ber. p tun.10#16
Ah

Soda.6}

BATH, MAINE.

|

ExpreMly

Borax.30 a 33
Brimstone (roll).. 44a. 6
a~
Bi-Carb.

8AGADAHOCK HOUSE,

ed

week.

•#*Terms 81 per day. 8table

with house.

daguerreotype of the family group was
missing from tiie parlor table. Not much effort was made to trace the fugitive. When,
afterwards facts were developed which established his innocence of the cruel charge.it was
found impossible to communicate with him;
and as the publication of the story in tbe columns of several widely circulated journals
foiled to recall him, he was generally suppos-

at this alone in your tent?”
Agitated almost beyond control, the young
officer took the case and hurried away. He
had seen the picture before ! It represented a
man and woman sitting side by side, with a
be
; the knee of each.
romantic story moved the commander
of the division to grant the youth a furlough,
and both father and sou reached home last

i.

886, Washihoton 8t., Bath.

1

that a

New Orleans.”
Alter a little desultory conversation, the
soldier took from under his coat a leathern
wallet, and disclosed a daguerreotye case.
The hasp was gone, and the corners we re
rounded by wear.
“Will you oblige me,” he said, “by
looking

BATH HOTEL,
By C. M. PLUMMH

ft

years old.
The first fear that he had sought a violent
death was partly dispelled by the orderly arrangement of his afftirs, and the discovery

“I knew your father,” said the prison er. ‘‘Is
he well ?”
“We have not seen him for years.
We
think he is dead.”
Then followed such an explanation of the
circumstances of his disappearance as the
young m in could give. He had never know n
the precise nature of the charges against bis
Cither, but was able to make it quite clear
that his innocence had been established.
“I knew your mother, also,” continued the
soldier. I was in love with her when she
married your father.”
“I have a letter from her dated ten days
ago. My brother is a nine months’ man at

HOUSE."

THE

tion. His sensitive nature could not face
these trials; and he fell into a condition of
body and mind which alarmed his family. At
length having invested his property where it
could be easily managed by his wile, he suddenly disappeared, leaviug her a comfortable
home and the care of two boys, ten and twelve

morning.

Street.Bostoh.
/fousc—conducted on

Mansion

throughout.

servedly bring upon him guilty of it, the indignation of upright men. There were circttmstances which gave color to the suspicion
and the unfortunate gentleman suffered the
misery of loss of Iriends, business and reputa-

to be dead.
At the outbreak the present civil war, his
eldestson, now a young man, was induced by
a friend, a captain in a western regiment, to
enlist in his company. He carried himself well
through campaigns in Missouri and Tennessee;
and after the capture of Fort Donelson. was
rewaided with a first lieutenant's commission.
At the battle of Murfreesboro, he was wounded in the left arm, but so slightly that he was
still able to take charge of a squad of wounded
prisoners. While performing this duty he became aware that one of them, a middle-aged
mao, with a full, heavy beard, was looking at
him with fixed attention.
The day nfter the fight, as the officer was
passing, the soldier gave the military salute,
and said:
“A word with you, if you please, sir. Tou
remind me of an old frieud. Are you from
New England ?”

HOUSE,

the
plan. The subscriber has
leased the above House, and newly furnished it
1 he House i* now open to the public.
doc27
A. I*. MORRISON, I'roprietor.

volume.
Nine or ten years ago, a citizen of one ol
the towns in the eastern part of Massachusetts, was unjustly suspected of a crime which
the statute cannot easily reach, but which de-

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

lb.llfftllj

Mail Line.

ONE of the following first-class, powerful Steamers: HIBERNIAN, NORTH
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